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INTRODUCTORY
Although „Auger and Spade" has for its sub-title „Miscellaneous contribu
tions to the knowledge of the soils of the Netherlands" the editor has thought
it fit to publish a second volume with an international character, the reason
being the fact that several former and also present soil scientists of the
Netherlands Soil Survey Institute were or still are active in foreign countries,
especially the Tropics and Subtropics. The editor is rejoiced that again an
article on pedological research carried out in Netherlands New-Guinea can
be published in this volume. The subjects mentioned in the articles 11 and 12
of this issue have more briefly also been treated in Commission V of the 7th
International Congress of Soil Science at Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A. (Trans
actions Vol. IV).

TER INLEIDING
Hoewel „Boor en Spade" als ondertitel heeft „Verspreide bijdragen tot de
kennis van de bodem van Nederland", heeft de redactie toch gemeend een
tweede internationaal georiënteerd deel te laten verschijnen. Aanleiding
hiertoe is het feit, dat verschillende vroegere en ook huidige medewerkers
van de Stichting voor Bodemkartering langere of kortere tijd in het buiten
land, vooral in de Tropen en Subtropen, hebben gewerkt of nog werken. Het
verheugt de redactie zeer, dat daarenboven in dit deel opnieuw iets gepubli
ceerd kan worden over bodemkundig werk in Nederlands Nieuw-Guinea.
De onderwerpen, beschreven in de artikelen 11 en 12 van deze uitgave,
werden eveneens, zij het korter, behandeld in Commissie V van het 7de
Internationaal Bodemkundig Congres te Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A.
(Transactions Vol. IV).
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LEAF-CUTTING ANTS AND THE SOIL PROFILE
IN SURINAM
PARASOLMIEREN EN HUN INVLOED OP HET BODEMPROFIEL
IN SURINAME

by/door

P. K. J. van der Voorde1)
A certain family of ants, the Attinae, is limited to the tropical and subtropical
parts of America. These ants utilise the leaves of different trees and shrubs
to build up their fungus gardens. These gardens are laid out in a highly
complex structure of cavities, and holes, sometimes 500-1000 separate
cavities are formed in which a great mass of fungus is cultivated (fig. 1 ). The
life habits of the ants and the kind of way they work the pieces of leaves into
their fungus gardens have been investigated and described in great detail
by Stahel and Geyskes (1938, 1939, 1940, 1943). For readers not acquainted
with these matters a short review is given of the subject first.
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Fig. 1.
Cross-section of an ant-hill near Onverwacht. Right on top in the hill the termites nest with
fungus gardens. To the left and right: cavities for water supply. In centre, cross-hatched:
waste pit (Stahel und Geyskes, 1939).
Doorsnede door een termietenheuvel bij Onverwacht. Rechts boven in de heuvel: het termietennest met
schimmeltuinen. Links en rechts: holten voor watertoevoer. In het midden, gearceerd: afvalput.

The two kinds of leaf-cutting ants occurring in Surinam are Atta sexdens
and A. cephalotes. The first lives on open areas, not thickly covered by trees
and shrubs, on drier soils of the interior of the country, where the ground
water table is low in general. Atta cephalotes is found more in the coastal
plains of Surinam, where the groundwater table is higher in general, but
occurs scattered in the interior too, if the groundwater is more proximate.
More forested areas, for shadow on the nest, are preferred.
The faunatical differences between both species will not be mentioned
now, nor the differences between soldiers, workers, cleaners etc. More im1) International Land Development Consultants, Arnhem, Netherlands. Formerly pedologist of the Netherlands Soil Survey Institute.
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portant are the differences between Atta cephalotes and A. sexdens regarding
the methods of cutting the leaves and the method of nest-building. Ants of
A. cephalotes of the lowland climb the three, cut the pieces of leaves and go
down along the trunk of the tree with the piece of leaf held between their
mandibles like a flag. Long distances, some tens of meters, the pieces of leaf
are carried over cleaned paths to the nest (fig. 2 and 3).
The A. sexdens of the interior likes maniok leaves mostly, cuts the leaf
stalks on the plant so that the leaf drops on the ground. There it is divided
by other ants into smaller pieces which are carried over short distances to
entrancies of tunnels leading to the nest. These tunnels may be tens of me
ters long.
From these leaf-pieces, after thorough cleaning in the nest and even on
the leaf-pieces when they are transported, the fungus gardens are build up.
The interested reader should read the descriptions of all the measures taken
by the ants to keep the gardens growing continuously, to keep them clean
and to prevent the growth of an unwanted development of the fungus:
Rosites gongylophora (Stahel, 1943). The protein and sugar-rich globular
sponge-like structures in the fungus gardens represent the only food for the
ants.
The result of the leaf-cutting by Atta species may be disastereous to tropic
al agriculture as the preference goes to leaves of maniok, vegetables, oranges,
cocoa, mango etc. In fact the occurrence of Atta sexdens in the interior is
one of the reasons, apart from exhaustion of the soil fertility by shifting
agriculture, that the Amerindians and Bush negroes have to change their
gardens so often.
Destruction of the nests may be carried out by applying carbondisulphide
or methylbromide to several entrances of the nest, while closing the remain
der of the entrances. The death of the fungus means the end of the nest but
the death of the ants must be controlled after some days, otherwise a second
treatment must be carried out.
As the ants need to dispose of the exhausted parts of the fungus gardens on
one hand and have to keep these gardens moist on the other hand, beside
the fungus-gardens cavities a number of subterranean cavities are dug-out
to dispose their waste and nearly vertical tunnels are excavate to reach the
groundwater. These cavities or tunnels may be more than 30 cm wide and
more than one meter deep (fig. 1).
Even in non-cohaerent sand the soil to be excavated in first apparently
cemented in some way or another before the ants take the aggregates of
2-3 mm diameter in their mandibles. There are no appreciable differences
in organic matter content between the undisturbed and the excavated soil.
Yet the aggregates can withstand somewhat the impact of light showers.
After heavy rains the structure is lost and the soil is washed down the nest
area, on which it was deposited. Atta cephalotes forms gently sloping funnelshaped walls around the openings; A. sexdens has sharp edges on the funnelshaped walls.
The continuous excavation and later on the washing-down of the soil on
the nest area give rise to a gradual increase in height (fig. 1 ). The area may
be some 30-50 m2 (fig. 3), with a mean height of half a meter above the sur
rounding terrain. Per average nest something in the order of 15-25 m3 of
soil are displaced by the ants. That this has a considerable effect on the soil
by mixing and therefore by homogenisation (Hoeksema, 1953) will be ob-
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Shell-photographes

Fig. 2.
Cutting of leaves (photo at the top) and transportation (photo below) by Atta sexdens.
These leave pieces are used for preparing the subtratum on which a fungus is grown
providing their only food.
Verdeling en verkleining van de bladeren ( bovenste foto ) en transport van de bladstukken ( onderste foto )
door Atta sexdens. Dit bladmateriaal wordt gebruikt voor het bereiden van de voedingsbodem, waarop
een schimmel „geteeld" wordt, die de dieren van voedsel voorziet.

Fig. 3.
Nest area of Atta cephalotes on the sand ridge of Charlesburg. On top : some cleaned towing
paths to the ant-hill. Right below: sand hills, recent removals. The darker shaded stains
present tree-trunks. (Stahel und Geyskes, 1939).
Bovenaanzicht van het nest van Atta cephalotes op de zandrug van Charlesburg. Boven: enkele ge
schoonde sleeppaden naar de nestheuvel. Rechts beneden: recent uitgeworpen zandheuvels. De gearceerde
donkere schijven zijn boomstammen.

vious. This process of homogenisation can be observed best when the soilforming process gives rise to different layers in the profile as e.g. in a podsol
profile. Van der Voorde (1957) described the effect that this mixing of soil
has on the Rijsdijk very fine sand, found in the old coastal plain of Surinam.
There in depressions of the old ridges-system a groundwater podsol is formed.
Depending on the topography of the terrain the Rijsdijk serie may obtain a
considerable area. In these uniform stretches of soil some spots with a totally
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different soil can be observed. Upon close observation the soil on these spots
appears to be a thorough mixture of the Als A2, B^, B2ir and C-layers of
the podsol profile. This mixing has been obtained by the Atta ants, building
their nest and excavating the subsoil and mixing it with topsoil (fig. 3).
After leaving their nest the soil collaps and the mixture may be found back
by a soil survey. Colour and humus content are nearly uniform.
In the young coastal plain, on the sand ridges, the sandy profiles are some
times underlain by thinner or thicker clay layers, due to differences in sedimentational circumstances during the deposition of the sediments. These
clay layers are penetrated by the ants when in the dry season the lowering
watertable must be followed to supply the fungus gardens with water. The
mixture of sand and clay on the nest area results in the ultimate homogenisation of the soil.
In more uniformly textured soil types, the work of the leaf-cutting ants
cannot be observed so easily ; nevertheless the effect must be the same.
It is safe to assume that the leaf-cutting ants have an enormous effect in
the long run on the process of the homogenisation of tropical soils.
(October, 1959)
SAMENVATTING

In Suriname komen twee soorten draagmieren voor (Atta sexdens en A. cephalotes) die leven van schimmeltuinen. Als materiaal waarop de schimmels

groeien gebruiken zij de bladeren van verschillende bomen en struiken.
Atta sexdens komt voor op drogere terreinen in het binnenland, waarbij
voor de nestplaats minder zwaar begroeide gedeelten worden uitgekozen.
De bladeren voor de schimmeltuinen worden in de bomen aan de bladstelen
doorgebeten; het op de grond gevallen blad wordt dââr verkleind en ver
volgens over korte afstanden bovengronds vervoerd naar de ingangen van
tunnels, die naar het nest voeren.
Atta cephalotes wordt vooral aangetroffen in de kustvlakten. De nesten zijn
beschaduwd en liggen ook op gronden met een hogere grondwaterstand.
Deze soort mieren bijt stukjes blad uit de bladeren in de bomen en draagt de
stukjes langs de stam omlaag. De bladstukjes worden vervolgens over meer
dere tientallen meters gedragen over schoongemaakte paden, die naar het
nest leiden.
In de nesten van beide soorten worden de bladstukjes verwerkt tot een
voedingsbodem waarop schimmels in onderaardse holten worden gekweekt.
Van deze schimmelmassa leven de mieren. Deze levenswijze kan rampzalige
gevolgen hebben voor cultures van cassave, groenten, citrus, cacao enz.
Het voorkomen van Atta sexdens in het binnenland is één van de redenen dat
Indianen en Boscreolen hun kostgronden moeten verlaten. Bestrijding is
mogelijk. De bodemkundige betekenis van de draagmieren ligt op het ter
rein van de homogenisatie van de grond. Door het graven van schimmeltui
nen, afvalputten, waterputten en gangen wordt een vermenging van de
grond bereikt. Vaak zien we in een gebied vele nesten.
Het nestoppervlak van 30 à 50 m2 ligt gemiddeld een halve meter hoger
dan de omgeving. Zodoende wordt 15 à 25 m3 grond per nest verplaatst.
De homogeniserende werking valt duidelijk op bij bodemprofielen met
sterk verschillende lagen, doch is overal aanwezig. Zo zijn in een podzol-
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gebied van de oude kustvlakte plaatsen gevonden waar alle bodemlagen
volledig vermengd waren. In het zandritsengebied brengen de mieren vaak
klei uit de diepere ondergrond naar boven.
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1. TOPOGRAPHY

The Orinoco River drains more than half the total area of Venezuela. Its
drainage basin covers about 520,000 km2; the annual discharge is not known.
About 20 km upstream from Barrancas the Orinoco River splits up into
an increasing number of branches, (called Canos), each of which is still of
considerable size. The delta built up by the Orinoco covers about 40,000 km2
and is approximately the shape of a NE exposed quadrant of a circle with
Barrancas in the centre (see fig. 1). Numerous Canos divide the delta into
a large number of islands. The Cano which provided the shortest connection
between San Felix or Puerto Ordaz and Trinidad and which was formerly
used by ocean-going vessel is the Cano Macareo. It runs roughly S-N. At
present the Boca Grande is the main entrance and the Rio Grande running
W-E is the main route used for shipping the valuable ore deposits of El
Pao and of Cerro Bolivar.
The Territorio Federal Amacuro covers the Orinoco delta and the area
to the south-east which borders on British Guiana. The capital of the Terri
torio is Tucupita, situated 9° lat. N., 62 ° long W. (10,000 inhabitants) where
the Governor and the Territorio public services are located. Tucupita has
an airfield and is served daily by the Linea Aéropostal Venezolana. The
Orinoco delta is thinly populated; the figure specified is 39,000 inhabitants,
predominantly Amerindian. Pedernales is the main village in the N of the
delta and there are some 30 small villages in the entire delta.
x) International Land Development Consultants, Arnhem, Netherlands. Formerly pedologist of the Netherlands Soil Survey Institute.
Grateful acknowledgements are made to N.V. Ilaco, International Land Development
Consultants, and to N.V. Dwars, Heederik en Verhey, Civil Engineers Consultants,
Amersfoort, Netherlands, who employed the author to make the observations as one of
the members of a team of consultants. The Corporation Venezolana de Fomento permitted
the publication of the pedological part of the work which was carried out on their behalf.
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Fig. 1.
Location of Isla Macareo in the delta of the Orinoco.

Ligging van Isla Macareo in de Orinocodelta.

The Isla Macareo (fig. 2), where our studies were carried out, is situated
SE of Tucupita and covers some 70,000 ha. It is surrounded by the Cano
Mânamo to the W, the narrow Cano Tucupita in the NW and by the Cano
Macareo in the S and E. Its NE limit, although vague, may be equated with
a former course of the Cano Coquinita which connected the Cano Macareo
and Tucupita; the active course of the Cano Coquinita branches off from
the Cano Tucupita northwards at the northern limit of our project area.
In the SW part the Cano Macareito enters the Isla. The current in this
small creek ran upstream during the period of our study.
The Texas Petroleum Company operates an oil field on a line running
NE from Tucupita and going some 15 km into the Isla Macareo and the
refined products are shipped from Tucupita.

7

Fig. 2.
Isla Macareo.
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2. CLIMATE

The Orinoco delta has two rain stations with records for Tucupita since
1951, controlled by Institute Nacional de Obras Sanitarias, and for Pedernales since 1953, controlled by the Creole Petroleum Corporation. The cli
mate is humid tropical with a mean annual temperature of 27 °C and a
mean annual rainfall of 1900 and 1400 mm resp. There are two seasons viz.
a rainy season („invierno") from May to November and a not very pro
nounced dry season („verano)" from December to April. According to
Köppens classification of climate this is a Amw'-climate.
The winds blow mostly from the NE and are of moderate velocity. The
delta hes outside the hurricane belt of the Caribbean Area.
Table 1 shows the recorded climatic data for Tucupita since 1951 and the
data for Pedernales from 1948-1955.
3. VEGETATION

As a result of the prevailing climatic type, the Isla Macareo is covered by
tropical rain forest on dry areas and by swamp forest or seasonal swamp
forest on wet or seasonally wet land. There are some areas which have a
herbaceous swamp vegetation, sometimes very open, but they are very limited
in extent.
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Tropical rain forest is found along the levees of all rivers except the Cano
Macareo. The forest was originally two or three storeyed and 20-25 m high.
Most of this rain forest has been cut by the local population for agricultural
purposes. Cocoa and coffee have been planted under the upper story trees
or under planted shade trees. The levee of the Cano Macareo has seasonal
swamp forest.
Inwards from the levees a strip of high swamp forest mixed with rain forest
is found on land subject to alternate flooding and drying. As will be describ
ed later overwash soils are found behind the levees. Rain forest is found on
the highest parts ; on lower-lying parts seasonal swamp forest was encountered,
sometimes mixed with scattered areas of open herbaceous swamps. This is
exemplified by fig. 3, showing the vegetation types found near the levees of
Cano Macareito.
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Fig. 3.
Levee of Cano Macareito near Cano Y showing soil associations and vegetation.
Bodemassociaties en vegetatie op de oeverwal van Carlo Macareito bij Cafio T.
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The mixed forest zone gradually passes into high or medium high swamp
forest, about 20-10 and 15-5 m high respectively, which occupies the major
part of the Isla. The trees are buttressed.
In many places, particularly on the western side of the Isla Macareo, a
zone of dead trees, overturned by the winds, is found in this transition zone.
As will be described below, peat is accumulating on these sites. The root
system was therefore easy to study; it appears to be developed in single layer
of entangled large and small roots which gives the maximum support under
marshy conditions when the roots cannot penetrate the soils.
High to medium swamp forest is found along two older creeks, Canos Y
and Z which cross the Isla. The most elevated parts of this forest growth may
be seasonally dry.
In a part of the Isla a low swamp vegetation of mixed shrubs and grasses
is found low swamp forest, while grass swamps with a number of different
species are found in the N along the Canos Tucupita and Coquinita and in
the W near the Cano Mânamo. This vegetation floats on the water and has
sometimes formed a layer of floating half-decomposed and peaty organic
matter known in the Guianas as „pegasse".
When the pegasse has occasionally had time to dry out it may become
irreversibly dried-up and is then of a granular consistency.
The higher fringes of these grass-swamps near the levees of the Canos
are grazed extensively in the wet and dry season, following the lowering of
the water table in the swamp. These areas are seasonally dry. From marks
on the vegetation and the presence or absence of mottling in the soil pro
files the total fluctuation of the water level in the Isla is estimated at 2^-3
metres, the lowest centre part of the Isla never becoming dry.
The percentages of the different vegetation types in the Isla are shown in
table 2; their distribution in the Isla is shown in map 1.
TABLE 2. Vegetation types of the Isla Macareo

Symbol
(tr)
(ss)
(hs)
(ms)
(Is)
(isv)
(ssv)
(la)

Names of vegetation types
Tropical rain forest with scattered agriculture
Seasonal swamp forest with scattered agriculture ...
High swamp forest
Medium high swamp forest
Low swamp forest
Low swamp vegetation, mainly grasses etc
Low swamp vegetation, mainly grasses, etc., seasonally
dry
Lagoons

Percentages
5
17
9
41
15
8
2
3

4. METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

a. Accessibility of the Isla

A road runs from Tucupita southward to Macareito (about 35 km) first on
the levee of the Cano Mânamo and then on the Cano Macareito levee fur
ther south. There is a bridge near Tucupita. There is also an access road
(about 15 km) to the Texas Petroleum Company oilfield along the southern
levee of the Cano Tucupita with a side-road (about 5 km) more to the last
approaching the Isla direct. The rest of the Isla cannot be reached by moto
rized transport. Traffic is only possible with (outboard) canoes along the
abandoned course of the Cano Coquinita between the Canos Tucupita and
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Macareo in the rainy season. Near the latter Cano the canoes can be hauled
over a lower part of the levee.
For the present study a Hiller type 12C helicopter, equipped with rubber
floats, was available which could make landings at appropriate places on
the Isla. The transporting racks over the rubber floats of the helicopter pro
vided an excellent dry working platform. The landing sites had to be selected
in order to permit free rotation of the rotor and of the tail rotor of the heli
copter. This limited the landings to herbaceous swamps and natural or arti
ficial open spots in the swamp forest or the low swamp vegetation and com
pletely excluded the original undisturbed swamp forest. Nevertheless the
use of a helicopter proved to be the only method of obtaining an idea into
the soil conditions of the Isla.
Trail cutting must be considered next to impossible taking in account the
water level in the swamp and the daily progress of a trail cutting crew. The
speed would be extremely low under the prevailing conditions of water
level and of the vegetation and would decrease with increasing trail lengths.
It would be next to impossible to set up camping sites in such swamps, espe
cially when as in the present case, time is the limiting factor.
b. Aerial photographs and their interpretation

The area of the Orinoco delta was covered by aerial photographs in the
years 1931-1934. Considering their age the 18 X 24 cm photographs are
generally of good quality but the prints of different runs may vary conside
rably in appearance owing to the time of day when the exposures were made
and by developing and printing differences.
From these photographs a photo-index map of blocks on a scale of appro
ximately 1 :75,000 had been made without ground control. The Isla Maca
reo is covered by blocks Nos. 43, 44, 59 and 60. The match lines between
these blocks do not fit very well, especially between blocks 43 and 44.
The aerial photographs were studied in Holland before any field work was
done. A preliminary map for the photo-interpretation study was drawn with
the equipment of the International Training Centre for Aerial Survey, Delft,
Netherlands. After laying out the 300 photographs, 13 different aspects of
vegetation and patterns of sedimentation were picked out as photo pairs or
triplets, compared and studied stereoscopically. Descriptions of the photos
were made and from these a preliminary photo-interpretation map was
sketched in on the photo-index map, bearing in mind the purpose of the
study, i.e. a reconnaissance soil survey. Differences in the swamp forest, for
example, were considered of minor importance compared to differences in the
seasonal swamp forest or the herbaceous swamps.
Furthermore, the accessibility of the low swamp vegetation and the swamp
forest was critically considered with a view to possible helicopter landing
sites ; if suitable places were seen on the photographs these were also indi
cated on the interpretation map.
c. Describing the soil profiles

From the working platform on both sides of the helicopter some 60 observa
tions of the soils were made under normally inaccessible conditions. The
equipment consisted of two types of augers, the normal Dutch Edelman
auger, 1.20 m long and an undisturbed coresampler of steel pipe, 1.00 m long
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with a welded extension of 20 cm; hence screw-extensions of one meter length
and with removable screw-handles could be used with both types. Every
extension pipe had a welded 10 cm division with a double marking at ^ m
intervals. Both types of augers are suitable for extracting soil material of
firm or soft consistency. The normal auger can be used for sampling for both
consistencies even under water provided proper care is taken in extracting
the sample. When carefully handled the augerhole can be found again even
under 2 m of water. The soils were investigated usually up to 1\ m under the
soil surface, sometimes up to 2 m and more even under 2 m of water.
The soil profiles were described according to the standardized nomencla
ture of the Soil Survey Manual (U.S.D.A. Handbook No. 18) for the normal
properties of texture, structure, colour and mottling the latter two with the
aid of the Munsell Soil Color chart. Texture, humus content and degree of
ripening (explained later) were estimated by touch and were later partly
controlled by the analysis of soil samples. In all, 25 samples were taken in the
various soil associations.
On the accessible levees of the Canos Mânamo and Macareito alongside
the road from Tucupita southward more observations were made on foot
in order to gain an insight into the soil conditions of the levees and overwash
sediments.
5. SOIL CONDITIONS OF THE ISLA MACAREO

The Orinoco River built up its delta by the normal process ; levees surround
ing larger or smaller basin areas being formed alongside the river courses.
This process leads to a general differentiation in the texture of the sediments
which are lightest in texture on the levees and heaviest in the basin areas.
At high water levels of the river more bedload is transported owing to the
increase in carrying capacity resulting from the increase in velocity. The
heavier sandy particles are then deposited alongside the river course, where
upon the velocity decreases and hence also the carrying capacity. The light
est particles (the silt and clay fraction) are transported over the levees into
the basin areas where they may precipitate. Surplus water is removed by
évapotranspiration of the water surface and by the plant communities found
in the basin areas.
When the water enters these areas small streams or creeks are scoured out in
the levees.Sand previously deposited there is taken up by these active stream
lets and entrained in the direction of the basins. By the same process of re
duction of the velocity of the water, this sand is deposited as secondary overwash sediments along the streamlets. The silt and clay particles will spread
out on all sides of these streamlets, thereby forming small basin areas in the
overwash sediments as well. As the intruding water takes different courses
when entering the area at different water levels, many streamlets may devel
op. The result is a very complex pattern of sediments behind the river
levees, resulting in lighter or heavier textured layers in the soil profiles. Gener
ally speaking, the highest parts have the lightest textures and the lowest the
heaviest textures, but as these overwashes are not all of the same age and not
related to the same high water level, the pattern is very involved (fig. 3).
When the water level falls in the dry season, the recently deposited layer
of sediment behind the levees is the first to dry out gradually under the in
fluence of sun, wind and vegetation. More on the inside of the basin area the
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drying period is considerably shorter or longer where the inward slopes are
respectively steeper and smoother and in the centre of the area the period may
be entirely absent. The clay and silt particles precipitate from the mud sus
pension. The sediments near the centre of the area will remain in the uncon
solidated or unripened stage of development. Going outwards from the centre
of the basin we encounter more ripened stages of sediments, from completely
unripened to ripened. The ripening process is an irreversible one and related
to the water-binding capacity of the clay or silt particles and any organic
matter present. The water layer around the clay particles gradually becomes
thinner and consequently the Van der Waals forces come into play. The
degree of ripening can be determined by measuring the total water content
of a soil sample and its percentages of clay and of organic matter must be
known. The process is only applicable to clayey and related sediments, not to
sands. The degree of ripening may be expressed as a relationship between
the above-mentioned measurable factor and properties (Zonneveld, 1960).
When a drainage system and a vegetation such as Phragmites is present, as
in the case of the new Dutch reclamation areas in the IJselmeer, the natural
process of ripening can be artificially reduced and the topsoil reaches a more
ripened stage and a firmer consistency in a couple of years. The ripening
process then proceeds to deeper layers more rapidly than under natural con
ditions. Under such conditions there is a slow compression of deeper layers
caused by the weight of the overlying topsoil.
Roots of Phragmites species in the temperate zones and of Montrichardia
arborescens in the tropics can grow in reduced subsoils because the roots are
porous and capable of supplying oxygen to the growing points. These root
systems extract the water of unripened subsoils, thereby considerably cur
tailing the ripening process.
The result of these processes is a shrinkage of the soil, the amount of which
can be predicted when the contents of clay and organic matter are known.
As mentioned, the process is an irreversible one in the case of clayey soils ;
the amount of water lost cannot be reabsorbed. In the case of organic soils
the process is the same but is slightly reversible. In the case of clayey peat
however, excessive dessication may lead to the formation of irreversibly driedup organic matter no longer capable of absorbing moisture and which then
has a dusty consistency or is in the form of sharp-edged granular pellets.
In the tropics the vegetation plays a major part in the silting up of basin
areas. In the first place it acts as a trap for the particles entering the area and
secondly of more importance, it adds so much organic debris that a layer of
half decomposed organic matter is sedimented in the stagnant water. De
pending on the location in the basin area either clayey, peaty or mixed sedi
ments are formed. During our study of peaty sediments drilling was hamper
ed by fallen trees in the subsoils or sometimes topsoils. These trees are some
times in a state of decay, in which case they are easily pierced by the coresampler. Sometimes, however, they are very hard and drilling had to be
done from another point of the working platform of the helicopter, or else
obliquely.
By these methods a classical pattern of sediments and vegetation was formed
in an island with levees surrounding a basin area. It consists of:
a. a ring of levee soils surrounding the island with sandy sediments and a

tropical rain forest vegetation;
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b. a second zone with overwash sediments, sandy along the creeklets, clayey
c.
d.
e.

ƒ.

and mixed between active or passive streamlets with mixed high seasonal
swamp forest and tropical rain forest, depending on the topography;
a third zone of ripened light to heavy clay soils, covered with high seasonal
swamp forest, drying out every year in the appropriate season ;
a fourth zone of half-ripened heavy clay soils, inundated throughout the
year, only becoming dry in exceptional years, and covered with medium
to high swamp forest ;
a fifth zone of unripened clay soils, covered with an inwardly increasing
thick layer of undecomposed organic matter with medium to low swamp
forest, never becoming dry;
the centre of the island where undecomposed peaty sediments are found
with low swamp forest or low swamp vegetation, never becoming dry.

This successive development may be illustrated by the following six pro
file descriptions from the Isla Macareo. The points of observations have been
numbered consecutively and are indicated on the soil map (map 2).
Zone a, location 1, boring in sandy loam of levee of the Cano Mânamo
Depth

Horizon

Description

0- 10 cm
10- 40 cm

Al
Cll

40- 60 cm

C12g

60-100 cm

C13g

100-120 cm

C14g

10YR4/1 humic very fine sandy loam
10YR4/3 loamy very fine sand, mottled (few, fine,
faint) 2.5Y 5/2, some mica
10YR6/3 very fine sand, mottled (many, fine, distinct)
2.5Y6/2
10YR5/3 very fine sand, mottled (common, medium,
faint) 2.5Y6/2
10YR5/3 very fine sand, mottled (common, medium,
faint to prominent) 2.5Y6/2.

Zone b, location 3; Pit in a sandy overwash levee, cocoa under shade trees
Depth

Horizon

Description

0- 15 cm

Al

15- 30 cm

A2

30- 50 cm

B21g

50- 80 cm

B22g

80+ (120) cm

Clg

10YR4/2 slightly humic loose very fine loamy sand
(Tl)*
10YR5/4 loose very fine sand, mottled (common, fine,
faint to prominent) 2.5Y6/3 with rust along rootlets (T2)
2.5Y5/2 very fine sandy clay loam, mottled (few, faint,
prominent) 5YR4/4, very friable consistency, some mica
(T3)
10YR5/6 very fine sandy clay loam, mottled (few to
common, fine, faint to prominent) 2.5Y5/2, many micas,
very friable to friable consistency.
10YR5/6 very fine, sand, some mottles 1Y6/3 and root
rust 7.5YR4/4, loose consistency, many micas.

Zone b, location 4; Pit in a silty clay loam overwash soil, east of the Cano
Mânamo; cocoa under shade trees
Depth

0- 12 cm
12- 90 cm

Horizon

Description

Al

10YR5/1, slightly humic silty clay loam, mottles (few,
fine, distinct) 7.5YR4/4, friable consistency (T4).
10YR5/4 and 2.5Y5/2 mottled silty clay loam (many,
fine to medium, distinct to prominent) with some
7.5YR5/4 mottles in 10YR5/4, very firm to extremely
firm consistency (T5)

Cllg

*) T1-T25 refer to the soil samples taken (see table 4).
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90+ (120) cm

C12g

2.5Y5/2 loam, mottled (many, medium to coarse, pro
minent) 10YR4/3, some mica and black Mn-mottles,
very friable consistency.

Zone c, boring 6; Ripened clay behind the levee of the Cano Tucupita, water
depth 45 cm
Depth

Horizon

Description

0- 10 cm
10- 30 cm

Al
Cllgg

30- 50 cm

C12gg

50- 90 cm

C13gg

90-100 cm

C14gg

Black granular peaty clay
5Y5/1, silty clay, very fine mottling of root rust, slightly
sticky, non-plastic consistency
2.5Y5/2 silt loam, mottled (many, medium, faint)
2.5Y5/6, non-plastic and non-sticky consistency
2.5Y5/2 silty clay loam, mottled 10YR5/6 (few, me
dium, distinct between 50-65 cm, many, distinct, pro
minent between 65-90 cm, very friable to friable con
sistency
2.5Y6/2 sandy loam to loamy sand, mottled (many,
medium, distinct) 10YR5/6, loose consistency
Sand, too loose to be picked up.

100+

cm

G

Zone d, boring 37; Grassy swamp near the Cano Macareito, water depth
80 cm, may rise 1.20 m according to marks on
the vegetation
Depth

Horizon

Description

0-15 cm
15- 55 cm

Al
Gig

55- 90 cm

CG

10YR4/1 half-ripened clayey peat, granular with roots
N6 half-ripened to nearly unripened silty clay, mottled
(few, fine to medium, prominent) 10YR5/6, slightly
sticky, very plastic consistency
N5 half-ripened silty clay, rust mottles along roots (few,
medium, prominent) slightly sticky, very plastic con
sistency
N2 half-ripened heavy clay
10YR3/2 slightly ripened peaty silty clay with a fallen
impenetrable tree at a depth of 150 cm

90-120 cm
120 + (150) cm

G(Alb)
D

N.B. : Where not specifically referred to in the descriptions, the layers are ripened.
Zone e, boring 26; In swamp forest, Texas Oil Company airstrip; water
depth 1.25 m, may rise 1.20-1.50 m according to marks on
the vegetation
Depth

0- 40 cm
40 + (150) cm

Horizon

Description

Ao

N3 unripened brown and black slightly clayey peat
(T14)
N6 unripened silty clay, some humus in layers (T15)

G

Zone f, boring 27; In swamp forest, Texas Oil Company airstrip; water
depth 1.10 m, may rise 1.20 m according to marks on the
vegetation
Depth

Horizon

Description

0- 20 cm
20-140 cm
140-150 cm
150 + (210) cm

Ao
Dl
D2
G

Black and grey unripened clayey peat
10YR3/2 unripened wood peat
10YR3/2 unripened clayey wood peat
N6 unripened heavy (silty) clay.

The concentric zones can be distinguished in the Isla Macareo, although
they are somewhat modified by other types of sedimentational patterns.
The first of these consists of two older, unnamed creeks marked Canos Y
and Z for ease of reference. They run in a general S-N direction.
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Cano Y, the smaller of the two, runs in a northern direction from a point
near the Cano Macareito, whose levees cover the beginning of the creek, and
after some 15 km turns off to the NE and is then lost near some creeks in the
neighbourhood of the Cano Macareo. In the terrain Cano Y is easily distin
guished by its vegetation, viz. a rather narrow strip of high swamp forest
with the old creek channel present but not very prominent. Owing to this
vegetation no helicopter landings could be made; boring 29, nearest to
Cano Y, shows the following under 2 m of water near one of the lagoons:
0- 10 cm
10- 80 cm
80 + (150) cm

Ao
Gl
G/D

Black unripened peat
5Y6/1 unripened silty clay
10YR3/2 unripened silty clay. The organic matter con
tent increasing with depth.

Cano Z, the larger of the two old creeks, can already be traced on the is
land south of Isla Macareo, but its course is then concealed by the Cano
Macareo levees. Northwards from the levee Cano Z is a very conspicuous
creek, with two or more creek channels in places, lined with high swamp fo
rest, partly even seasonally developed ; it runs northwards to a point south
of Vuelta Larga, a small Amerindian village on the eastern levee of the Cano
Macareo. After traversing a third of its length, measured from the S, a smaller
creek branches off to the E, crosses the Cano Macareo at right angles and
can then be followed for a long distance in the island east of the Isla Macareo.
At this point it is known as the Cano Mariusa. As there were a few good land
ing sites some descriptions of its levees could be made. The sandiest one, bo
ring 43, is located in an open grassy area where agriculture is practised by
Amerindians in the dry season; water depth 45 cm.
Horizon

Description

0- 5 cm
5- 30 cm
30- 55 cm

Al
A2
Bl(g)

55- 95 cm

B2(g)

95 -f -(120) cm

Clg

2.5Y4/2 slightly humic fine loamy sand
5Y5/1 loose very fine loamy sand
10YR5/6 very fine sandy loam, mottled (many, medium,
faint) 2.5Y5/2. slightly sticky, very plastic consistency
10YR5/4 very fine sandy clay loam, mottled (few, fine,
prominent) 5YR3/6, friable to firm consistency
5Y4/1 very fine light sandy clay loam, mottled (many,
medium, distinct) 2.5Y4/4, firm to very firm consistency.

Depth

A heavier textured profile could be described in boring 34, east of Cano Z
in an open grassy area near the high swamp forest; water depth 80 cm, may
rise 1 m in the wet season according to marks on the vegetation.
Depth

Horizon

Description

0-20 cm
20- 70 cm

A2
Big

70+ (120) cm

B2g

5Y5-|/1 silty clay
5Y6/1 and 10YR5/8 mottled silty clay (many, medium,
prominent) firm, non-sticky plastic consistency
10YR5/4 silty clay, somewhat sandy, mottle, (common,
medium, distinct) 7.5YR5/8 in the matrix and (few,
coarse, distinct) 2.5Y6/1, very firm consistency with
moderate medium prismatic structure.

The older sediments of Cano Z are covered by more recent ones, so that we
may find unripened recent sediments overlying half-ripened mottled subsoils.
An example is given in boring 44, opposite 43, water depth 1.60 m with a
floating pegasse layer.
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Depth

0- 20 cm
20- 65 cm
65- 75 cm
75+ (150) cm

Horizon

Description

Ao
Gl
D
G2

10YR3/2 unripened clayey peat (T16)
N6 unripened silty clay (T17)
Grey unripened clayey peat
5Y6/1 half-ripened silty clay, mottled (few, medium,
distinct) 10YR6/6 (T18).

The second and third modification of the zonal distribution of the soils
is the presence in the W of the Isla of some point bar sediments and of an
old filled-up meander, both formed by the Cano Mânamo.
The point bar sediments are found more extensively on the western neigh
bouring islands where they can be seen on the aerial photographs on a
meander opposite the entrance of the Cano Macareito, but some areas are
still present on the Isla Macareo, the greater part being covered by recent
levees. They exhibit the normal variation of higher elevated sandy sediments
alternating with throughlike low-lying clayey sediments. As they occupy a
neglible proportion (0.4%) of the total area of Isla Macareo no descriptions
were made.
The old filled-up meander of the Cano Mânamo is found to a total dis
tance inland of
km from the Cano Mânamo. The soils vary considerably
but the levees are sandy. The one on the inner side of the Isla Macareo is
described in boring 61, water depth 60 cm.
Depth

Horizon

Description

0- 5 cm
5- 20 cm

Ao
Cllg

20- 40 cm
40— 70 cm

D
C12g

70 + (125) cm

C13g

Ooze
5Y5/1 half-ripened clay loam, mottled (few, fine, dis
tinct to faint) 10YR5/6
Granular black clayey peat, partly unripened
10YR5/2 silty clay loam, mottled rusty (common, fine,
prominent) 10YR5/8, friable to firm consistency
5Y6/1 silty loam, mottled (common, medium, promi
nent) 7.5YR4/6, very firm to firm consistency.

The filled-up stream channel showed ripened mottled silty clay over a
peaty layer and resting on sand.
In the N of the Isla Macareo the present project-area was limited by the
Cano Tucupita and by the Cano Coquinita.
South of its present course the first Cano has an extensive herbaceous
swamp area where a number of winding former river courses can be seen
on the aerial photographs. The soils are ripened or half-ripened and partly
of lighter texture (see boring 9), partly of heavier texture (boring 10). Mica
flakes are very remarkable.
Boring 9, near old creek channel, water depth 75 cm, vegetation of grasses,
water hyacinth etc.
Depth

Horizon

Description

0- 15 cm
15- 25 cm

Alg
A2g

25- 80 cm

Cllgg

80- 90 cm

C13gg

90+ (120) cm

G

10YR2/1 humic light silty clay loam, nearly ripened
5Y5/1 heavy silty clay loam, some mottles (few, fine to
medium, prominent) of rusty appearance, very firm
consistency
5Y5/1 micaceous very fine sandy loam, with slight root
rust, very friable consistency
5Y5/1 - N5 silty clay, mica flakes present, mottled
(few, coarse, prominent) 5YR4/4, firm consistency
N4 very fine loamy sand to sand, very micaceous.
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Boring 10, near old creek channel, water depth 90 cm, vegetation of grasses,
water hyacinth etc.
Depth

Horizon

Description

0- 5 cm
5- 15 cm

Al
A2g

15- 95 cm

Clgg

95 + (120) cm

CG

5Y6/1 and 3/2 granular peaty silty clay (T6)
5Y6/1 nearly ripened silty clay, root rust (many, fine,
distinct), very firm consistency (T7)
10YR5/8 nearly ripened silty clay loam, mottled (few,
fine to medium, distinct) 2.5Y6/1, becoming halfripened and grey with depth (T8)
2.5Y4/4micaceousveryfinesand,somemottlesl0YR4/l

As the next description shows, the second, Cano Coquinita, has ripened
to half-ripened clayey soils with red-mottled layers.
Boring 23, levee of Cano Caquinita; water depth 1.50m
Depth

Horizon

Description

0-10 cm
10- 25 cm

Al
A2g

25- 40 cm

Big

40+ (140) cm

B2g

10YR5/1 humic nearly ripened silty clay
5Y6/1 silty clay loam, root rust (few, medium, promi
nent), firm consistency
7.5YR5/6 and 5Y6/1 mottled silty clay, (many, medium,
very prominent), very firm consistency
10R5/1 and 10R4/4 mottled silty clay to clay with
mottles (many, coarse, very prominent) N6, extremely
firm consistency.

In appearance the B2g-layer resembles the mottling of a Red-Yellow
Podzolic soil with a coarse prismatic structure and the faces of these elements,
coated greyish. Note the occurrence of A2g layers in borings 9, 10 and 23.
A reconnaissance NE of the Cano Coquinita revealed some older river
courses near the Cano Macareo, also with reddish mottling as in the next
boring.
Boring 19, grassy swamp between swamp forest and Cano Macareo, water
depth 1,40 m
Depth

Horizon

Description

0- 10 cm
10- 30 cm

Ao
A2g

30- 45 cm

Cllg(Bl)

45-140 cm

C12g(B2)

Ooze
5Y6/1 unmottled silty clay loam, plastic, non-sticky
(Til)
10YR6/6-6/8 silty clay loam, mottled (few, fine, pro
minent) 2.5Y6/1, non-sticky, slightly plastic
5Y6/1 silty clay mottled (many, coarse, distinct)
10YR5/6 with (prominent) specks of 2.5YR4/6, slightly
plastic, slightly sticky (T12)
N5 silt loam

140 + (150) cm

CG

A few words should be said about the phenomena of the „Lagunas",
some fifteen large and small lagoons found on the Isla Macareo. The lagoons
(wrongly named from the geomorphological point of view because they are
unrelated to those found, for example on the Texas or Louisiana coasts)
appear to be restricted to a limited zone in the Orinoco delta.
This information was transferred from the photomosaics to fig. 1, where
the inland lagoons appear to be limited to the SW corner of the delta.
Closer inspection of the aerial photographs shows that the lagoons are
vaguely connected to older creeks and rivers which, as in the case of Cano
Y, can be traced with difficulty for some parts of their courses, although the
lagoons can sometimes be seen beside clearly recognizable older streams
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such as Cano Z. Observations made during the study of the Isla Macareo by
our hydrologist, showed that the water depth in the lagoons was about the
same as at points in the adjoining swamps. This does not bear out the theory
that they are connected to former rivers or creeks, but their courses may have
been filled up with recent deposits. No further explanation of the origin of
the lagoons can be given.
We often found that wave action in the lagoons had attacked the peaty
and clayey sediments at the fringes and that layers of macerated peat had
been formed. This consists of an intricate mixture of sometimes irreversible
granular, mostly finely divided peat fragments mixed with clay or clay
pellets. At other observation points around the lagoons normal peaty or
clayey profiles were seen.
Other soil samples not referred to in the text are :
Boring 14, SofCanoT ucupita, water depth 1.50 m, dead trees, floating pegasse layer with grasses
Depth

0- 50 cm
50- 80 cm
80+ (150 cm)

Horizon

Description

Ao
D
G

10YR3/2 unripened clayey peat to peaty clay (T9)
Black unripened peat (T10)
N6 unripened heavy clay.

Boring 21, open water, with Cyperaceae and clumps of Montrichardia arborescens, water depth 1.80 m
Depth

0-25 cm
25 + (150) cm

Horizon

Description

Ao
G

N2 unripened slightly clayey peat
N6 unripened heavy clay (T13)

Boring 45, course of Cano Coquinita, water depth 1.60 m
Depth

Horizon

Description

0- 10 cm
10- 60 cm

Al
CI lg

60+ (150) cm

C12g

5Y4/1 half-ripened humic clay
N5| half-ripened silty clay, root rust and mottled (few,
fine, very prominent) 7.5YR5/6, non-sticky, very plastic
consistency (T19)
N5 nearly ripened silty clay, mottled (few, fine, dis
tinct) 2.5Y4/4, firm to very firm, non-sticky, very plastic
consistency (T20).

Boring 53, open vegetation with Montrichardia arborescens in clumps
floating pegasse layer, water depth 1.40 m
Depth

Horizon

Description

0- 55 cm
55- 60 cm
60-110 cm
111+ (150) cm

Ao
Alb
Gl
G2

Brown unripened clayey peat (T21)
Black and brown partly irreversibly dried up peat
5Y6/1 unripened silty clay, some humus
5Y6/1 unripened peaty heavy clay

Boring 55, between Canos Z and Macareo, water depth 1.80m, pegasse layer,
grasses and Montrichardia
Horizon

Description

0- 25 cm
25- 90 cm

Al
Gl

90-100 cm

Ab

5Y4/1 unripened peaty clay (T22)
N5 unripened heavy clay, sticky to very sticky consis
tency (T23)
N2 slightly ripened humic heavy silty clay, sticky nonplastic consistency
N2 unripened clayey peat
N6 unripened humic silty clay, sticky, non-plastic con
sistency.

Depth

100-140 cm
140+ (150) cm

20

D
G2

Boring on Isla Manamito, water depth 50 cm (see fig. 4)
0- 40 cm
40+ (100) cm

Al
Clg/B2g

2.5Y4/1 nearly ripened very humic silty clay loam,
friable to very friable consistency (T24)
5Y5/1 - N5 silty clay loam, mottled (common, medium
to coarse, prominent) 10YR5/6 and 5YR5/4, firm con
sistency (T25).
6. SOIL ASSOCIATIONS

Map 2 shows the result of the reconnaissance soil survey of the Isla Macareo
on a scale of 1 :200,000, based on field work and photo interpretation.
The work was greatly assisted by the correspondence between the prelim
inary study for the photo interpretation map and the field observations.
Where possible the following working method may be advisable in compa
rable circumstances:
1. an advanced detailed stereoscopic study of the aerial photographs with
ultimately a preliminary photo interpretation map drawn in the home
office and based on previous experience in comparable areas;
2. field work, describing the soils and correcting the map sub 1, substitut
ing new items and gradually building up the precursor of the photo-inter
pretation map ;
3. simultaneous stereoscopic study (pocket stereoscope) of the photos at the
field office as to be able to classify uncertain points in the field and to
supplement the interpretation map;
4. the definitive drawing of the controlled photo interpretation map in the
home office with the use of all available information gathered.
The result of this procedure is shown as map 2. The associations of soils
are based on easily recognizable geomorphological and pedological criteria.
Table 3 gives their names and the total area and percentages they occupy in
the Isla Macareo.
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TABLE 3. Soil associations in the Isla Macareo

Symbol
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(....c)
(....p)

Names
Levees and overwash soils
Point bar soils
Ripened clay soils
Unripened clay and peat soils
Clay
Peat

Ha
12.230
400
13.280
43.630
27.080
16.550

°/
/o
18
0,4
19
63
39
24

This division will be clear from the information given in the preceding
paragraphs, but a few words may be said about the separation between asso
ciations (3) and (4).
As stated, there is a great deal of variation in the thickness of peaty and
clayey layers and in the degree of ripening in the latter. No ripening was
encountered in the peaty layers except in some thin old Ab-horizons most
of which were irreversibly developed.
The association of ripened clay soils comprises the following variations;
peaty top layers of less than 40 cm thick underlain by:
1. ripened clay soils, more than 40 cm thick, resting on nearly ripened or halfripened clay subsoils ;
2. half-ripened clay soils, between 40 and 80 cm resting on ripened or nearly
ripened clay or peat subsoils ;
3. half-ripened clay soils thicker than 80 cm, resting on less ripened clay or
peat soils.
The association of unripened soils comprises the following variations:
1. clay soils, with a peaty top layer less than 40 cm thick or with subsoils
less matured than stipulated by the conditions 1 to 3 mentioned above;
2. peat soils, those with a peaty top layer thicker than 40 cm or with more
than 40 cm of peaty material within a depth of 80 cm.
7. ANALYSES OF SOIL SAMPLES

In the course of the study 23 soil samples were taken in the Isla Macareo and
2 on a reconnaissance of Isla Manamito NW of Tucupita. (For the location
of the latter see fig. 4). A great number of samples have already been des
cribed in the text. The outcome of the analyses is given in table 4 and is dis
cussed below.

PH

As can be seen, the figures are low. There is no free calcium carbonate in the
soils, but on the other hand no extreme values for acidity are found. „Katteklei" does not appear to occur. There is a complete absence of marine influ
ence, the only conditions being fluviatile.
Humus, CjN ratio

The dry profiles have humus contents which are usual in tropical climates.
As was expected the peaty layers have a high organic matter content. The
figures analysed were in good agreement with the estimates.
The C/N ratios for the dry topsoil (T4) is normal (10.8) ; it is varying for
humic and peaty topsoils (T24, T6 and T16) from 17.7, 11.1 to 16.1 respec
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tively, which figures are normal for peaty topsoils of tropical swamp forest
and grass swamps.
Mechanical analyses

The soils are definitely silty with, generally speaking, a clay (<2 mu) con
tent equal to or lower than the 2-16 mu fraction, which in turn is higher
than the 16-50 mu fraction. The textural classification therefore falls in the
classes from silt loam to silty clay and clay on the extreme right of the tex
tural triangle. The ^ \ mU ratios are between 45 and 56. The field esti< lb mu
mates of the clay and silt content were fair but not excellent compared to the
analysed figures; apparently the clay content was overestimated in the wet
stage of the soils and the silt fraction underestimated. This mistake was easily
corrected when the soil samples were dried at the field office prior to trans
port for analysis.
Base exchange capacity, exchangeable bases

The total base exchange capacity of the soils is low as regards clay content.
This combined with the whitish and yellowish colours of the dry soils points
to a kaolinitic origin of the clay minerals. As soon as there is a reasonable
amount of humus the exchange capacity rises sharply; from the chemical
point of view this would indicate active humus.
The amount of exchangeable H-ions is high, but this is not surprising
when one considers the pH range of the soils. Ca usually prevails over Mg in
the bases. Where this ratio is reversed it is remarkable that in the description
of the soils the layer was named a B-layer. This would lead to the supposition
that abnormal leaching of the Ca ions by soil formation has changed the
normal ratio between the Ca and Mg ions.
Both the Na and K figures are low. The first figures confirm the absence of
marine influences ; the figures for the second ion point to a clay mineral low
in original K content, which conclusion confirms the supposition of a kaoli
nitic type of clay mineral.
Total moisture content

Only a few samples had been preserved in the original wet state and their
total moisture content was determined. The unripened peaty topsoils (T14
and T16) had resp. 83.5 and 82%; the unmottled unripened subsoil (T15
and T17) had resp. 49.5 and 33% ; a half-ripened layer (T18) had 28.5%.
Comparing the decrease in volume of the samples after they were taken
and after air-drying it looks as though the samples had already lost some of
their moisture through the polyethylene sample bags prior to the analysis
which took place 16 days after sampling. Consequently these figures are
unreliable.
(September, 1959)
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8. RESUMÈN

Se realizó un reconocimiento de los suelos de la Isla Macareo en el Delta del
Rio Orinoco en Venezuela. Para los lugares non accessibles se ha utilizado
un helicóptero.
El mapa no. 1 y el cuadro no. 2 muestran la distribution de los tipos de
vegetation. Contienen: selva pluvial tropical de tierra firme, parcialmente
en cultivo; selva pluvial tropical de inundaciones periodicas, parcialmente
en cultivo; selva pantanosa alta mediana y baja y sabanas palustres; sabanas
palustres de inundaciones periodicas y lagunas. El patron de sedimentation
ha sido explicado.
Mapa no. 2 y cuadro no. 3 representan la distribution y la extención de
las asociaciones de suelo, fundadas en observation y foto-interpretación :
riberas altas y depositos secundarios; suelos de lechos antiguos; suelos arcillosos maduros ; suelos arcillosos y turbosos inmaturos.
Los anâlisis quimicos y mecânicos de muestras estân fijados en cuadro no. 4.
9. SAMENVATTING

Het Isla Macareo (fig. 1 en fig. 2) is gelegen ten zuidwesten van Tucupita in
de Orinocodelta. Het eiland beslaat ongeveer 70.000 ha. Het klimaat is
vochtig tropisch (Amw'-klimaat volgens Koppen). De gemiddelde jaartem
peratuur is 27 °C, de gemiddelde jaarlijkse neerslag in mm's is 1900 (Pedernales) en 1400 (Tucupita). Het regenseizoen („invierno") loopt van mei tot
november; het niet erg uitgesproken droge seizoen („verano") van decem
ber tot april. De overheersende windrichting is noordoost.
De voorkomende vegetatietypen (zie kaart 1 en tabel 2) zijn: tropisch
regenbos (5%) en seizoenmoerasbos (17%), beide met verspreide land
bouw, hoog moerasbos (9%), middelhoog moerasbos (41%), laag moeras
bos (15%) en lage moerasbegroeiing met grassen (10%).
Kartering en onderzoek in dit ontoegankelijke gebied werden uitgevoerd
met behulp van een Hiller 12C-helikopter. Hiermede kon op geschikte
plaatsen worden geland, waardoor een indruk van de bodemgesteldheid van
normaal onbereikbare plaatsen kon worden verkregen. Van het gebied waren
voorts luchtfoto's beschikbaar uit de jaren 1931-1934.
Het Isla Macareo heeft, in grote lijnen bezien, een oeverwal rondom eën
komgebied (zie bodemkaart, kaart 2) met 2 smalle oeverwallen langs voor
malige rivieren door het centrum. In de centrale delen van het eiland dringt
het slib niet door en daar overheersen organische afzettingen van het moeras
bos. Langs de randen van het Isla vinden we gerijpte gronden, doch naar
binnen toe neemt de frequentie van voorkomen van deze gronden sterk af,
de organische gronden in het centrum zijn geheel ongerijpt. De bodemkaart
omvat de volgende associaties (tabel 3) : oeverwal- en oevergronden (18%),
gerijpte kleigronden (19%), ongerijpte klei- en veengronden (63%, waarvan
39% klei en 24% veen). Een gedetailleerd bodemkaartje (met luchtfoto
analyse) geeft fig. 3. Meteorologische gegevens zijn in tabel 1 gegeven, terwijl
de analysen van enige bodemprofielen in tabel 4 worden getoond.
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A BRIEF REPORT ON THE OCCURRENCE OF PEAT
IN NETHERLANDS NEW GUINEA
EEN KORT VERSLAG BETREFFENDE HET VOORKOMEN VAN VEEN
IN NEDERLANDS NIEUW GUINEA

byIdoor

J. J. Reynders1)
1. INTRODUCTION

Owing to the high temperature no peat is formed on humid to marshy soils in
the tropics. Conditions are only conducive to the formation of peat in
marshy to swampy areas in which stagnant water prevents the oxidation of
organic material.
The regions in Netherlands New Guinea in which conditions may favour
peat formation are the extensive swamp areas along the low-lying coasts and
the valleys in the mountain areas.
Since references to the occurrence of peat in Netherlands New Guinea are
somewhat vague (POLAK, 1941 ; VAN STEENIS, 1954) mention will be made in
this article of areas in which peat was encountered and similar areas in which
peat may be expected.
The areas discussed are shown on the accompanying sketch map (fig. 1).
2. THE LOW-LYING COASTAL REGIONS

The low-lying coastal regions in which swampy districts occur are found in
the following parts of New Guinea :
1. the northern coast from the eastern frontier, excluding the Cycloop
Mountains to the south of the Geelvink Bay;
2. the southern coast of the Vogelkop and parts of the Bombarai peninsula;
3. the extensive flat coastal region of Southern New Guinea.
Peat formation may also be expected in the extensive Meer Plain. In
general, however, peat bogs occurring in these extensive low-lying coastal
regions do not occupy any large continuous areas.
Where sufficient running water is found in these regions no peat formation
occurs. Nor are peat bogs encountered in places where the land is entirely
inundated during the rainy season but the water subsequently runs off again
during the dry season. This is the case, for instance, in the extensive swamp
areas of Southern New Guinea.
In the humid tropical forest or the grass savannah the parts of the plants
decay so rapidly that only a thin layer of organic material is found on the
soil, or the decomposed parts of the plants are carried off by surface water.
Peat formation only occurs in depressions where there is constantly in
adequate drainage and in which the rainwater accumulates together with
any surface water from the hilly and mountainous hinterland.
These peat bogs are usually covered by a swamp forest in which a great
deal of sago and wild sago (Metroxylon sp.) (fig. 2). The soil consists of an
aqueous, organic sludge, often many meters deep, of which the top-layer is
1) Soil Scientist, Mineralogical and Geological Institute, Utrecht University. Formerly
Soil Scientist, Bureau of Soils, Hollandia, Netherlands New Guinea.
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Fig. 1. Sketch map of Netherlands New Guinea, scale 1:10,000,000 indicating areas in
which peat growth may occur.
Schetskaart van Nederlands Nieuw Guinea, schaal 1:10.000.000 aangevende de gebieden waarin
veenvorming kan optreden.

more compact and firm as a result of root systems and a denser accumulation
of organic material. Smaller surface areas of this type were found on the
north coast east of Sarmi (Reynders, 1958) and in the swamp forest area
south of Teminaboean (Reynders and Razoux Schultz, 1957) south of the
Vogelkop. According to verbal reports and aerial observations, such peat
bogs may also be expected on the island of Salawati, on the Bombarai penin
sula, and in the coastal region of Waropen. Peat bogs occur in places in sago
areas in the Merauke area (Reynders and Andriesse, 1956).
The literature mentions peat swamp forests in the Agats region. On the
soil of these forests peat deposits are formed which may be several feet in
depth. Peat swamp forests of this kind are also encountered along the northern
coast of Sarmi (Van Soelen, 1957). This type of peat deposit may also be
expected in the river levee area of the Mimika District.
Peat bog areas covered with grasses may be expected in extensive locations
on the mouth of the Mamberamo and in the Meer Plain (Polak, 1941 ; Van
Steenis, 1954). Many of these bogs must be quagmires or floating bogs.
Small areas of grass and rush peat bogs were found in the Merauke
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Fig. 3. Wissel lakes and Kamoe valley, scale approx. 1:500,000.
Wisselmeren en Kamoevallei, schaal ca. 1:500.000.

District (Reynders and Mouthaan, 1954). They were met with in the form of
peat-filled small basins.
Peat formation also occurs on the bottom of lakes and large open swamps,
e.g. in the Sentani lake near Hollandia, and this type of peat may also be
expected on Frederik Hendrik Island.
Peat in the subsoil, overlain by recent sediments, was found in various
places in the Merauke area (Reynders and Andriesse, 1956; Reynders and
Mouthaan, 1954).
3. THE MOUNTAIN DISTRICTS

Peat was found in various places in the mountain districts. In most cases they
are thick layers of organic material formed on the banks of lakes slowly sil
ting up.
a. T h e W i s s e l l a k e s ( f i g . 3 )
The Wissel lakes (1,750 metres above sea-level) and the surrounding valleys
are encircled by high mountains. Peat formation occurs on the swampy lake
side of the valleys as a result of accumulation of organic material from de
cayed grasses. Two very extensive floating bog areas are situated east of the
Paniai lake in the Ara and Weja valleys (Reynders, 1957).
The accompanying diagram illustrates the frequently occurring structure
of the above (fig. 4).
b. T h e K a m o e v a l l e y ( f i g . 3 )
The Kamoe valley (1,650 metres above sea-level), situated to the west of the
Wissel lakes, consists of a dried-up lake the bottom of which is covered by
peat (Reynders, 1957). The grass peat often consists of layers many feet thick.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Loam/Leem
Peat/Veen
Sand/Zand
Corse river deposits/Rolsteenbanken
Golluvial fan/Puinkegel
Bedrock/Vast gesteente

Fig. 4. Schematic longitudinal section of a valley in the Wissel lakes area.
Schematische lengtedoorsnede van een dal in het Wisselmerengebied.

Parts of roots and boles of the former forest vegetation occur in the subsoil.
The accompanying diagram (fig. 5) shows the position of river sediments in
these peat bogs. Owing to a lowering of the erosion base level the river
meanders in its own deposits and peat growth continues. At the same time
subsidence of the peat layer takes place.
Small, flat peat bogs with a sedge or fern vegetation are found in the higher
mountains around the Wissel lakes.
c. T h e C y c l o o p M o u n t a i n s ( R e y n d e r s e n V a n L o e n e n , 1 9 5 3 )

In the Cycloop Mountains small valleys occur which owing to a high-lying
spill-way are insufficiently drained, with the result that a grass peat bog
many feet thick has grown in these basins.
Sibil valley (Reynders, 1958)
In the Sibil valley (1,300 metres above sea-level) a peat bog originating from
grasses and rushes was encountered in the Sterrengebergte (Star Mountains).
Owing to impeded drainage of a part of the land at the foot of an accumu
lation terrace or at the foot of a mountain slope, conditions here are favour
able for peat growth. In addition to the greater humidity in these parts the
lower temperature is probably another factor.
d.

e. T h e K e b a r p l a i n ( R e y n d e r s a n d S c h r o o , 1 9 5 8 )

The Kebar plain (600 metres above sea-level) is a depression surrounded by

stones

overlvina sand

Fig. 5. Schematic block diagram of a river in a peat bog area i.a. in the North Kamoe
valley.
Schematisch blokdiagram van een rivier in veengebied o.a. in de Noord Kamoevallei.
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Fig. 6. Ajamaroe lakes, scale approx. 1:250,000. From left to right the Ajamaroe, Maroemège and Jajé lake.

Ajamaroemeren, schaal ca. 1:250.000. Van links naar rechts het Ajamaroe-, Maroemège- en
Jajémeer.

high mountains. Between two alluvial fans formed in this plain lies a swampy
zone in which floating bogs have grown consisting of a pulpy soil mass rich in
organic matter. These peat bogs are covered by grasses and sago forests.
ƒ. The Ajamaroe lakes
These lakes are surrounded by limestone mountains (Reynders en Razoux
Schultz, 1957).
Into these lakes, which themselves are shallow, a number of underground
river arteries discharge which fill up the borders of the lakes with calcareous
silt deposit as a caseous mass. On this silt is formed a thick deposit of organic
material from a vegetation of rushes which may become many feet thick.
Something of the same kind is also found in places in the Wissel lakes
district.
It is remarkable that an apparently acidophil vegetation should develop
on this lime silt.
Fig. 6 gives an idea of the silting-up of these lakes.
g. T h e A n g i - A n g i l a k e s
A low strip of shore covered with grass peat is also found around the AngiAngi lakes (1,850 metres above sea level). In many cases the peat is more
than 1 metre in depth (Wentholt, 1933).

(December, 1958)
4. SUMMARY

A general view is given of the occurrence of peat in the tropical part of
Netherlands New Guinea, as far as known up to the moment. The occurrence
is mainly connected with anaerobic conditions in stagnant waters and is not
a consequence of low temperatures as it is in temperate regions. A general
view is given of lowland and mountainous areas in New Guinea where peat
occurs, and of the conditions which give rise to peat growth.
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5. SAMENVATTING

Een overzicht wordt gegeven van het voorkomen van veen in het tropische
deel van Nederlands Nieuw Guinea voor zover dat bekend is. Het voorkomen
is voornamelijk gebonden aan anaërobe omstandigheden in stilstaand water
en is niet, zoals in gematigde streken, een gevolg van lage temperaturen. Zo
wel in het laagland als in het bergland van Nieuw Guinea worden een aantal
gebieden en omstandigheden genoemd, waarin veen voorkomt.
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1. SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE REGIONAL SOIL SCIENCE
OF INDONESIA

When in a foreign country one has to deal with soils and soil problems the
first thing to do is looking for available data. Then the following questions
may arise with regard to :
a. availability of general and informative data on the nature of the soils;
b. availability of all kinds of soil maps of various areas of the country;
c. areas surveyed and mapped in detail and data deducible from these maps;
d. data on the influence of the various soils on various crops and their ma
nagement ;
e. measures to be taken to maintain or increase soil fertility;
ƒ. methods of investigation to be used or useful to acquire more knowledge
on soils in general or for special purposes.
Among the general and informative data the publications of Möhr (1933)
rank first. A new compilation of this knowledge in view of modern soil
science has recently been given by Möhr and Van Baren (1954). Although
Mohr's older publications can no longer be used from a theoretical view
point, a great many descriptions are given of regional soils of the various
islands which still are very useful for obtaining an impression of what may
be expected in a certain area.
With regard to the occurring soil types the publication of Dames (1948)
is more readily understandable. Here the following summing up of „soil
types" in Indonesia is given :
1. Volcanic ash soils
2. Latosolic soils
3. Mountain soils
4. Margalitic soils
5. Limestone soils
6. Marsh soils
*) International Training Centre for Aerial Survey, Delft, Netherlands. Formerly dept.
of land classification of the Netherlands Soil Survey Institute.
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7.
8.
9.
10.

Quartz soils
Bleached earths
Peat soils
Alluvial soils

This classification is rather unsystematical but is in good conformity with
the really observed principal kinds of soil groups of Indonesia.
Volcanic ash soils are very young, slightly weathered soils in their purest
form principally to be classified among the Regosols on account of the absence
of a real soil profile. Latosolic soils are typical products of ,,sub-aeric" weather
ing in the tropics giving rise to yellow, via brown and reddish-brown, to
red coloured soil profiles, merging into a pale-yellow colour in very old
laterites. In these soils the principal clay mineral is kaolinite, the red colour
being caused by the presence of goethite and/or haematite. Kellogg (1950)
includes these soils among the Latosols. According to modern views (Dames,
1955) part of these soils belong to the Red and Yellow Podzolic Soils.
Mountain soils are still a little investigated group. They are the result of
the weathering that takes place in colder and mostly very rainy areas with
an altitude exceeding 1000 m above sea-level. As in Indonesia high moun
tains consist in most cases of fairly recent volcanoes, untill recently the
transition of mountain soils into volcanic ash soils has been neglected from a
point of view of soil classification. In these soils various clay-minerals occur
viz. kaolinite, (meta) haloysite and illite (Van Schuylenborgh and Van
Rummelen, 1955). In this publication the classification of these soils as
„Tropical Gray Brown Podzolic soils" and „Tropical Brown Forest soils"
has been tentatively put forward.
Margalitic soils form more or less a counterpart to latosolic soils. They occur
just as the latter, generally between sea-level and an altitude of 1000 metres
and are often grey or black coloured heavy soils with montmorillonite as
principal clay mineral. The origin may be diverse as is described by Dames
(1950). Group 1 to 5 inclusive of this classification are azonal or intrazonal
soils, locally often very important. Their nature is determined by: special
parent material (limestone, quartz sand), special situation (marsh soils,
bleached earths) or low age (alluvial soils). According to modern views
these soils belong partly to one of the Great Soil Groups. The occurrence of
real peat soils in Indonesia has long been doubted. Very good descriptions
of these soils however are given by Polak (1949). Also for the remaining soils
the nature of the parent material is very important especially in the case of
volcanic ash soils, latosolic and mountain soils (Van Baren, 1956). The prin
cipal parent rocks are: basalt (basaltic tufa), andesitic tufa, liparitic tufa.
Latosolic soils for example are classified as: basalt- (basaltic tufa)-latosolic
soils, andesitic tufa-latosolic-soils and liparitic latosolic soils. As in these types
of parent rock types different minerals dominate, soils derived from these
parent rocks differ as to chemical properties. Lastly the stage of weathering
must be pointed out : very recent, recent, fairly recent, old, very old. With the
aging of the soil the mineral reserve diminishes gradually. If the latter has dis
appeared totally, then the soil is called old. During the process of aging the
base saturation also diminishes. Primarily ions as K disappear followed by
bivalent ions to be replaced by H-ions.
What maps give an orientation on the nature and distribution of the various soil
types in Indonesia?
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A soil map, even a rough survey of Indonesia as a whole does not yet
exist. Also the number of published soil maps of Indonesia is very small. For
a first rough orientation on the soils of Java the soil map of Mohr (in: Atlas
van Tropisch Nederland, 1938) has sometimes been used, but this map is
strongly obsolete and incorrect in many cases. More knowledge can be
gathered from the old geological map of Java published by Verbeek and
Fennema (1896) in combination with Mohr's already mentioned book. Also
of Sumatra passably useful general geological maps are available. For other
parts of Indonesia this is more difficult however good geological maps are
published in various „Jaarboeken van het Mijnwezen" (Yearbooks of the
Geological Survey).
What regions have been surveyed more intensively?

In various parts of Indonesia soil surveys have been carried out some of
which are already of an early date. Only a very small part of this material
has been published. The Soil Survey Institute (Balai Pendjelidikan Tanah) in
Bogor however has the disposal of a rich store of unpublished soil maps with
descriptions. One of the oldest maps is the one of the Sukabumi area made in
1916 by Maréchal, a co-worker of Möhr. Later surveys are a.o. of Madura and
parts of the isle of Flores, of South Borneo and of Celebes. Part of these maps
are published as black-white maps in the former journal „Landbouw". In
between numerous other areas have been surveyed by this Institute.
A systematic soil survey of Java on scale 1 :100,000 started in 1930. Only
the sheets of a part of Central Java („Vorstenlanden", sultanates Djocjakarta and Surakarta) have been printed but they were distributed only on
a limited scale. Large areas of Western and Eastern Java and Southern
Sumatra have also been mapped. A general soil map of Central Java has
been published (Dames, 1955). A very useful map is the one of South Su
matra by Idenburg (1937).
Other institutes occupied in soil surveys were the East Java Experiment
Station in Pasuruan and the Deli Tobacco Experiment Station in Medan.
The first mentioned institute applied itself to soils of sugar plantations, its
survey was guided by Brink (1932) and is known as „colour and texture
survey". Although this survey had a strongly utilitarian character and is
often considered and used as „single value survey", there was also a tendency
to make real soil maps by which also attention was paid to a right regional
and genetical interpretation. It is a pity that so few has been published on
this subject. Those interested are referred to the various volumes of the
„Archief voor de Suikercultuur". The direct aim of this survey was to ob
tain well-founded knowledge for advisory work regarding to fertilizing and
experiments in sugar cane cultivation. The soil survey of the Deli Tobacco
Experiment Station was carried out by Druif (1932, 1939). This survey was
based on mineralogical considerations because various indirect as well as
direct correlations between soil properties and mineralogical composition
of the soils of Deli had been established. Thus the legend of these maps show
predominantly mineralogical characteristics, but behind it many soil pro
perties are hidden.
Of the various pedological investigations referring to the requirements of
crops are to be remembered those of the Proefstation voor de Vorstenlandsche
Tabak (Tobacco Experiment Station) at Klaten (Tollenaar, Middelburg)
and of the Proefstation West Java (Vogeler, Vollema, Schoorel) of which
the latter will be discussed below. Forest soils especially of the Teak forests
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were mapped and described by Myers (1937) and Sieverts (1931). These
surveys were carried out mostly as a part of the drafting of management
plans for the Teak forest districts in Java and have not been published. A
survey of montane Pinus forest soils in Western Java was carried out after
World War II by Otto.
2. HEVEA SOILS

The undermentioned is chiefly borrowed from a publication in Archief voor
de Rubbercultuur (Vink, 1953), see also Maas and Bokma (1950). Hevea is
cultivated between sea-level and ± 800 m altitude. Well growing Hevea on
mountain soils are hardly found. This however is not a consequence of the
nature of these soils but of the prevailing climate. According as the local
climate is more favourable for a certain crop less suitable soils may give
satisfactory yields. Likewise a certain soil type in a favourable climate causes
better growth and production than in a less favourable one. In Hevea culti
vation the following symptoms are to be mentioned in this respect :
1. age of first tapping
2. production per ha/year of the full-grown stand
3. total productive duration of life of the stand.
A clear example is the difference between :
a. the fairly old latosols on dacite tufa of South Sumatra
b. the fairly old latosols on andesite tufa near Bogor (Java).
Both soils may be considered pedologically equal.
Also fertilizing experiments a.o. on both soils gave analogous results.
However Hevea on the first mentioned soils is tappable after 5 years as an
average, while on the soils mentioned under b this treatment can be perform
ed after 7 years in the earliest. This has to be ascribed to the climate which is
more favourable for the growth of Hevea in South Sumatra than in the re
gion concerned in West Java.
The criterion for the tappability of Hevea is a minimal girth of 45 cm at
1 m above the ground for seedlings or 1 m above the oculation for clones.
An other example: in Southern Sumatra vigorous growing and often fairly
reasonably producing stands are found on soils with an impenetrable hardpan at 60 cm below surface. This is impossible under the climatic conditions
of Western Java with its stronger marked rythm of the monsoons.
Generally accountable Hevea growing occurs on all soil types mentioned
by Dames (1948) with the exception of the limitations described above. On
peat soils, especially in Borneo, native Hevea growing occurs having a much
less intensive character than plantation grown Hevea. On limestone soils
Hevea growth is generally less luxuriant, on margalitic soils difficulties often
arise. Hevea growth on alluvial soils depends strongly on the locally strongly
varying soil properties. Furthermore it is principally essential to practise on
each soil those cultivation measures as are most appropriate to Hevea grow
ing on that specific soil. Often various methods are possible, all technically
as well as management economically executable. Then it is up to the planter
to choose the method most appropriate to the prevailing conditions. Here
the great difference manifests itself when comparing Hevea growing in Asia
with farming in the Netherlands. With the latter the farmer has to his dispo
sal the experience gathered by many generations which enables him to
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adapt the choice of crops and cultivation measures to soil conditions. In the
no more than 50 years old practice of Hevea growing in Asia this is only
practised in very few cases. Therefore soil suitability classification for Hevea
cultivation has a twofold usefulness :
1. to indicate which soils in which regions are suitable for Hevea growing;
2. to define the correct measures to be taken on various soils in order to
carry out cultivation in the best possible way.
For this purely practical goal the author classed the soils of Western Java
and Southern Sumatra in the following 8 „soil types" which, with some
slight alterations in the wording, might preferably be called suitability
classes.
I

Young, hardly weathered volcanic ash soils and very young soils in
stage of latosolic weathering;
II
Young and fairly young soils in stage of latosolic weathering;
I I I Fairly old latosolic soils from volcanic parent rock still having a rea
sonable K content and/or of which experiments have shown that Hevea
does not react on K-fertilizing;
IV
Fairly old and old latosols from volcanic parent rock short in P and K ;
V
Old and very old latosols with very pronounced shortages in P and K ;
VI
Latosols originating from shales and related tertiary parent rocks ;
V I I S w a m p a n d r e l a t e d s o i l s;
V I I I More or less typical margalitic soils.
From this description can be taken that fertilizer requirements play an
important role. Besides the importance of a legume catch crop has been ta
ken into account and especially the tending of the young plantings.
For Hevea a plantation and a soil well cared for up to the moment of the
first tapping (approximately the moment that the canopy has closed),
determines the well-being of the planting. Beside fertilizing and legume catch
crops especially drainage and soil conservation are of great importance for
Hevea growing.
Drainage often has a threefold purpose :
a. to make the soil more suitable for Hevea by enlarging the soil volume
available for roots;
b. to prevent too great groundwater fluctuations
c. to reduce growth conditions for fungi.
It will often be necessary to combine drainage and soil conservation.
Naturally the legumes are important in preventing soil erosion. As a catch
crop they also have an independent task. Tree legumes (a.o. Albizziafalcata)
as well as coppice legumes (Leucaena glauca (fig. 1), Thephrosia Vogelii,
Crotalaria spec.) and creeping legumes (Centrosema pubescens, Pueraria javanica,
Calopogonium mucunoides) are of importance.
The „Handleiding voor de Cacaocultuur en Cacaobereiding" (Manual for
cocoa growing and cocoa manufacturing, 1953) gives a recent summary of
the legumes available in Indonesia.
Summarizing the principal requirements of Hevea regarding the soil we
come to the following items :
1. A sufficiently deep profile of the soil; the minimum depth, varying with a
more or less equal distribution of the rainfall, between 70 and 150 cm. It
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is to be noted that a very thin and not too compact layer with small iron
concretions in a favourable climate is not necessarily the fixed boundary
of the profile. Digging deeper planting holes may be a remedy in some
cases.
2. A well cared for supply of organic matter especially in youth stage (first
5-7 years). According as the soil is worse (e.g. poorly structured clay
soils or sandy soils or the climate is less favourable higher demands are
put to the administration of organic matter.
3. Especially in youth stage: good supply with P, N and K. In full-grown
stands it is desirable to supply phosphate via soil covering legumes which
also supply most of the nitrogen. In special cases on certain soils it may
be necessary to supply K separately to full-grown stands.
4. Optimum pH of ca 5.5 (see Vollema, 1949).
The author thinks it necessary to emphasize a good supply of organic
matter. As the first Hevea plantations were established on virgin forest soils
rich in organic matter this demand was not evident. Later on however after
replanting this became more and more discernible. The effect of mulching
on the growth of young Hevea is large. Also the influence of the erosion of the
humose topsoil on the health and production of full-grown Hevea stands is
enormous.
3. COCOA SOILS

In various regions of the earth cocoa soils have been investigated. A compi
lation of the data are found in: Handleiding voor de Cacaocultuur en Cacaobereiding (1953). In this manual the soils of the following cocoa producing
countries are treated with :
1. Trinidad and Tobago
2. Western Africa
a. Ghana and Nigeria
b. Congo
3. Some cocoa soils of South and Central America
4. Indonesia
It appears that cocoa is cultivated on very differing soils especially con
cerning the parent material. The type of weathering is always latosolic,
however the stage of weathering („age" of the soil) may differ strongly. This
is very important for the question whether or not one is able or willing to
use commercial fertilizers (see the above mentioned publication).
After treating briefly with the cocoa soils of Trinidad-Tobago and Indo
nesia, some problems of general importance will be discussed. Chenery
(1945) has classified the cocoa soils of Trinidad and Tobago as follows:
Class I. Very high productivity: 500 lbs dry prepared beans per acre (560 kg per ha)
during the period of highest productivity of the stand.

Best cocoa soils of Trinidad originate from glauconitic limestone (glauconite
= hydrous K, Mg, Al-Fe-silicate). These soils are very humose, deeply
clay containing loam- or clay soils overlying a crumbly sandy loam. The topsoil has an excellent crumb structure, the subsoil a nuciform structure and
drought phenomena never occur (in a climate with a distinct dry period
according to Indonesian criteria). Their content of the principal nutrients is
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high. Cocoa trees of over hundred years of age still give excellent yields on
these so-called „chocolate soils". On the isle of Tobago the soils derived from
volcanic and calcareous chlorite schists equal the chocolate soils (chlorite =
hydrous Mg-silicate with Fe, eventually Al and sometimes Cr.) In some
cases productivity of the Tobago soils exceeds that of Trinidad, physical
properties are also comparable but nutrient contents are lower.
Some complexes of deep but fairly poor sandy soils are also considered
belonging to this class.
Class II. High productivity: 350-500 lbs I acre (400-560 kgjha).

In Trinidad soils of this class cover a much larger area than class I soils.
In Tobago class II soils are sparse. Trinidad soils of this class are derived
from calcareous graphytic or talc-schists (talcum = hydrous Mg silicate) or
from calcareous silt and clay rock, also including alluvial soils. Among this
class are also numbered very humusrich black soils derived from white marl
rock (richly calcareous clay rock) on which cocoa grows well but gives high
yields only after administring of P fertilizers.
Class III. Moderate productivity: 165-350 lbs jacre (185-400 kg I ha).

Among this class are mainly classed alluvial soils formerly succesfully planted,
heavy silt-to clay-containing, fairly humose soils, not containing many
nutrients but relatively rich in nitrogen. Since the affection by the „witches
broom" disease (Marasmius perniciosus) and because of labour problems pro
ductivity of this class has strongly diminished.
Class IV. Low productivity: 85-185 lbsI acre (95-185 kg I ha).

Soils derived from red or red-mottled clay rock or shales giving fairly good
yields in the beginning because of their originally high nitrogen content
(fertility of the primeval forest). These are very poor drought-susceptible
soils.

Class V: Very low productivity: 0-85 lbs/acre (0—95 kgjha).

This class comprises mainly loose or loamy sandy soils overlying an acid
subsoil. These soils are totally unsuitable for cocoa growing.
For Indonesia the following tentative classification is given here:
Type 1. Young volcanic ash or lahar soils below 1000 m above sea-level.
Type 2. Young to fairly young latosols derived from volcanic parent mate
rial.
Type 3. Fairly old latosolic plastic clay soils from mixed, predominantly
volcanic parent material.
Type 4. Fairly old crumbly latosolic clay soils from volcanic parent material.
Type 5. Fairly old latosolic clay and loam soils from mixed parent material.
Type 6. Young alluvial soils of varigated origin.
A description of these „soil types" is given in: Handleiding voor de Cacao
cultuur (1953).
Edelman (1947) discussed cocoa soils in view of the following scheme:
a. General soil requirements of the cocoa tree ;
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b.
c.
d.
e.

Nutrient requirements;
Soil condition of the stand;
Diseases and pests related to soil conditions;
Regional pedology of cocoa soils.

The last item is already mentioned above, items a to c inclusive will be
shortly discussed below.
a. General soil requirements of the cocoa tree
These requirements cannot be considered apart from the prevailing climate.
At the 1945 Cocoa Congress in London these requirements were summarized
as follows :
1. First and for all cocoa is a forest tree, so it is plausible that maintenance
of soil conditions approximating closely those of natural forests means
the optimum for plantation grown cocoa.
2. As cocoa is highly susceptible to differences in the soil, the determination
of the suitability of various soils for cocoa growing is very important;
survey and mapping of cocoa production areas are to be carried out
with all convenient speed, as far as this has not yet been performed.
3. At the same time investigations into soil fertility referring to cocoa, clo
sely connected with fertilizing experiments, are to be continued.
4. Cocoa is extremely susceptible to climatic conditions which may indi
cate that different types of planting material will react differently on
this factor of the milieu. Climate research has to be coordinated with
soil research and has to comprise ecological research of cocoa stands.
In connection with these items the following factors are mentioned :
1. Temperature and altitude: altitude can be converted into a matter of tem
perature. Both together lead to the following necessities : average yearly
temperature of 21 °C at the lowest, average minimum daily temperature
not below 15°C, absolute minimum of temperature not below 10°C and
never below 0°C.
These requirements coincide with a situation between the tropics and a
maximum altitude of about sea-level at the tropics mounting to 850-1200
m above sea-level in aequatorial regions (Java and special parts of Brazil
resp.).
2. According as climatic conditions decline, soil requirements increase:
From a viewpoint of climate and soil, water is of primary importance.
Especially in this case is applicable that requirements imposed on the soil
are to be determined in accordance with the local climate. In a dry region
as e.g. Columbia cocoa growing is only possible on low-lying moist soils
along the rivers. On the contrary in Trinidad in areas with a relatively
high rainfall excess of water is an important factor especially on poor
drained soils. In several areas of Congo cocoa growing is considered impos
sible due to disturbing layers in the profile which impede water supply
in some months and drainage in others. This holds particularly for Indo
nesia where great difference in climate occur, e.g. Eastern as against
Western Java. In East Java with its drier climate soils with a high mois
ture holding capacity are to be preferred, while in the very humid cli
mate of Western Java permeability and drainage play a leading part.
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Fig. 1.
Modern young rubber planting between hedges of Leucaena glauca (green manuring) and
with soil protecting crops (legume cover crop). Rubber plantation Sumber Tengah,
Djember (Febr. 1953).
Moderne jonge rubberaanplant tussen groenbemestingshagen (Leucaena glauca) en met grondbedekkers.
Rubberonderneming Sumber Tengah, Djember (febr. 1953).

Fig. 2.
Tea at about 1500 m above sea-level nearly without any shade. Tea plantation Rantja
Bolang, Patuha (1951).
Thee op i 1500 m boven zee, vrijwel zonder schaduw. Theeonderneming Rantja Bolang, Patuha( 1951).

Fig. 3.
Shading experiment with leguminous shelter of Leucaena spp. in the tea experiment garden
Pasir Saronggé, Western Java, 1100 m above sea-level (Photograph G. H. van Dijk).
Schaduwproef met Leucaena spp. in de theecultuur op West-Java; theeproeftuin Pasir Saronggé,
1100 m boven zee (Foto G. H. van Dijk).

Fig. 4.
Shifting cultivation in Southern Sumatra. Recently cut and fired site.
Ladangbouw op guid-Sumatra. Pas gekapte en gebrande ladang.

3. Constitution of soil profile and soil type. A homogeneous profile is of great
importance for the cocoa tree with its fairly delicate rooting system. It
may be said that soils not too strongly subjected to latosolic weathering
and derived from basic parent material are preferred. Soils subject to a
margalitic type of weathering and margalites are decidedly unsuitable
for cocoa growing.
On old or very old latosolic soils cocoa growing is possible in special
cases but only when fertilizing is regularly practised. Cocoa growing on
not too old latosols derived from liparite tufa is very well possible provi
ded cultivation is very carefully carried out and presumptive requirements
of commercial fertilizers are taken into account.
4. pH, nutrient supply. The optimum pH lies between 6,5 and 7.5, which is
higher than for rubber or tea. Investigations into the nutrient supply by
the soils are strongly connected with local climatological conditions and,
from a practical point of view, with the type of management and with the
possibilities of interposing by fertilizing.
5. Organic matter. A ready supply with organic matter is indispensable for
the cocoa tree. Besides a benevolent influence on soil water conditions,
supply and availability of mineral nutrients, there are strong indications
that for the latter the occurrence of a mycorrhiza plays an important role.
Also a rapid decomposition of the litter may contribute to a regular growth
b. Nutrient requirements of the cocoa tree
In chapter IV of the already mentioned : Handleiding voor de Cacaocultuur
( 1953 ) a summary is given on cocoa manuring, see also Ebes and Vink (1950).
A very fine series of experiments in Trinidad and longstanding experiments
carried out in Indonesia, show clearly that the view often expressed that
cocoa does not react on commercial fertilizers, does not hold. Certainly a
ready supply of organic matter is of primary importance and only after this
supply has been safeguarded by cultural amendments, application of com
mercial fertilizers will be fully effective. Kind and quantities depend strongly
on the soil, age and stage of growth of the stand. It is assumed that the fullgrown producing stand reacts favourable on the maintenance of a high Klevel. The Ca-K-Mg-Na equilibrium needs further research, as also certain
problems regarding the uptake of the anions CI and S04.
c. Soil condition of the stand
The soil condition of a stand is a matter of organic matter, drainage, tillage
and auxiliary crops. On the role of the organic matter some remarks have
already been made. Special attention should be paid the beneficial activity
of mulching as a fairly simple but effective means to add to the organic
matter in the direct environment of the trees. For this various materials can
be used : prunings of cocoa or auxiliary crops, weeded plants, grass cuttings,
etc. In the Tropics in many cases such-like methods are more feasible than
in the application of farm manure as has formerly been done at a fairly large
scale with excellent results in Central Java.
To drainage much attention has to be paid, especially in more humid cli
mates, in most cases combined with erosion control. The effect of good drai
nage on the improvement of the natural or semi-artificial vegetational cover
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is striking. As a corrective measure for the total milieu drainage deserves
more attention in cocoa growing in the humid Tropics than has been paid
to it in most cases. This holds also for other plantation grown crops.
Tillage in cocoa plantations has in general to be restricted to measures
necessary for weed control. The rooting system of the cocoa tree is vulnerable
and does not stand injuries. Other methods for improving the vegetational
cover as drainage, supply of rock phosphate, wood ashes and such-like cheap
manures are always to be considered alternatives. Tillage for making the soil
ready for planting must be executed as superficially as possible to preserve
the organic matter in the topsoil. Otherwise digging plant holes suffices.
Very important are auxiliary crops, generally legumes, which serve the
purpose of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

soil improvement
soil protection
wind breaks for young stands
shade

In general may be propounded that without well maintained auxiliary
crops no profitable and healthy cocoa plantation can be kept up.
4. TEA SOILS OF WESTERN JAVA

As the centre of tea production in Indonesia lies in Western Java particul
arly this region deserves closer attention. At that it needs recording that
the concentration of the greater part of the tea plantations in this region is
not caused by specific soil conditions but by the rainy climate without dry
months. The tea soils of Indonesia have been described and classed in „soil
types" by Schoorel (1949) in the same manner as is done for Hevea and
cocoa (see above).
The tea soils of Indonesia all come in 3 soil types of the classification of
Dames (1948) :
1. volcanic ash soils
2. latosols
3. mountain soils.
On other soil types (see Dames, 1948) tea cultivation is only practised
locally on mountain swamp soils covering only small areas. Margalitic soils,
limestone soils and bleached earths are decidedly unsuitable for tea growing.
The other soil types of Indonesia mostly occur in the low lands only, below
250 m above sea-level, while the lower boundary for tea growing lies at ca.
250 m above sea-level. The upper boundary can hardly be indicated, wellproducing tea plantations occur above 2000 m. The „soil types" of Schoorel
are defined as follows:
1. Soils above 800-900 m having the so-called mountain granulation. With
some exceptions these soils are derived from andesitic material originat
ing from recent volcanoes and are never more than slightly weathered.
2. Soils above 800-900 m without mountain granulation. These soils are
as a rule also derived from andesitic material, in this case however origin
ating from old volcanoes, they may be the products of weathering of
soil type 1.
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3. More or less latosolic brown to red soils occurring below 800-900 m and
derived from non-marine material. Presumably these soils nearly always
originate from andesitic material from recent volcanoes ; the same parent
rock as of type 1 but the type of weathering differs presumably because of
the lower situation above sea-level.
4. Latosolic soils rich in quartz of the hills in Eastern Sumatra (Deli) derived
from liparite tufa of Lake Toba.
All tea plantations around Pematang Siantar are situated on this type
(150-900 m above sea-level).
5. Red, strongly weathered soils originating from marine sediments or terti
ary marine rocks. In Western Java specially in the lower parts of the hills
south of Sukabumi. Outwardly they resemble type 3 but they are more
sticky and more inclined to cracking when dry.
6. Red soils, weathering products of limestone (only 1 plantation which was
abandoned after World War II).
Type 1 belongs to the volcanic ash soils, partly to the mountain soils and
comprises, apart from Regosols, also Tropical Brown Forest Soils and Tropic
al Gray Brown Podzolic soils (Van Schuylenborg and Van Rummelen, 1955).
Type 2 belongs to the mountain soils, presumably comprising more or less
eroded Tropical Gray Brown Podzolic soils. Types 3 to 5 inclusive belong partly
to the latosols partly to the Red and Yellow Podzolic soils. More detailed
surveys of tea soils do not exist as the activities of the Soil Survey in the for
mer Netherlands Indies were as a whole concentrated on soil problems of
native agriculture, native migration and native colonization.
Many examples can be given of great differences occurring within the
types described. Here some examples of types 1 and 3 may suffice. The first
group of soils is typical for growing so-called highland tea, the other for
medium and lowland tea.
In type 1 differences occur which are partly due to differences in consti
tution of the profile and degree of weathering but also to differences in
parent material, (see Van Schuylenborg and Van Rummelen, 1955). Al
though the latter is nearly almost andesitic, tentative mineralogical research
gives the impression that the ash ejected by various adjacent volcano com
plexes was not and still is not of the same composition. Furthermore there
are significant differences in texture varying e.g. on the high plateau of
Pengalengan from silty soils to fairly coarse sandy soils. Water conditions
in these soils may differ strongly and by that put a mark on the nature of the
soil. This may result in large differences in yield as in tea growing strong
vegetative development of the tree is necessary. An other important diffe
rence is the occurrence, nature and depth of the so-called „black layer". This
layer, already described by Möhr (1933), is an old vegetation horizon sepa
rating the last deposited ash layer from the last but one. In some cases the
black layer lies deeply (more than 1£ m) below surface but sometimes it
almost coincides with the tilled layer. The nature of this layer may differ from
a distinct burned forest topsoil with half charred tree stumps to a sticky,
compact, swampy, grey-brown to black layer. The latter occurs in the soils
of the nearby mountain complex Patuha, sometimes two such-like layers
occur within a depth of 1.5 m. In the Patuha region especially differences in
degree of weathering occur leading to the formation of tropical GrayishBrown soils (Van Schuylenborg and Van Rummelen, 1955). In the lower parts
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of the Patuha complex soils (see fig. 2) occur consisting of a thin topsoil of
more or less recent volcanic ash overlying a fairly old red latosol. In places
the latter lies at the surface owing to erosion. These soils are much more ma
nure indigent and less productive than the best soils in this area (1200-1800
pounds of dried tea against 3000 pounds). The locally occurring „rantjas"
(high mountain swamp soils) are often highly productive. This is caused by
the favourable combination of large quantities of organic matter, high con
tent of un-weathered minerals and a fairly low pH.
The differences in soils of type 3, latosols derived from volcanic mostly
andesitic parent material, are especially the result of differences in degree
of weathering. Besides often remarkable differences in structure and texture
occur particularly expressed in differences in nutrient content (especially K).
Moreover an important enrichment by freshly fallen volcanic ash, a still
regularly occurring process, adds to this. This diversified type comprises red,
fairly old, nutrient poor, crumbly andesite tufa latosols as well as brown,
fairly young, clayey andesite tufa latosols having a high content of readily
available K. In a more modern soil classification system the poorer soils of
this group would be presumably classified as Red and Yellow Podzolic soils.
In tea growing maintenance of the organic matter content in soil is very
important. This is achieved by shade casting shelter trees (legumes) - also
desired for other reasons -, but also by leaving of prunings, etc. which are
often brought into the soils by blank trenches („roraks"). The author
(Vink, 1953) has described the various data and connected problems, which
became accute especially after the appearance of the blisterblight disease
caused by a fungus (Exobasidium vexans) which must be fought partly by
entry of direct sunlight.
The general soil requirements of the tea tree are characterized as follows:

1. a relatively light sandy or silty soil
2. a sufficient supply of organic matter
3. a pH of ca 5.0 (measured in watery solution).
As in the case of Hevea affection by root fungi also plays an important
role in tea growing. In red soils of type 3 this is especially the red root fungus
(Ganoderma pseudoferrum) which can be fought partly by administring sub
stantial P. gifts (rock phosphate). On certain soil types of type 1 the black
root fungus (Rosellinia arcuata) can be fought by lowering the pH by sulphurfertilizing. Generally it has been proved that good drainage is a great pre
ventive against these important diseases.
This means that on hilly and sometimes steeply sloping tea plantations
drainage and erosion control are always to be combined as, also on very
steep slopes, with the prevailing rainfall (3500-7000 mm/year) drainage is
more needed than formerly supposed.
Manuring in practical tea growing, especially with commercial fertilizers,
plays a much greater part than in cocoa growing. Foliar production reacts
very strongly on nitrogen gifts provided the right K- and P-status prevails.
Based on collected experimental data fertilizer requirements were defined by
the author as follows (Vink, 1953) ;
Type 1 : N is very distinctly effective and the effect is about proportional to
the quantity of nitrogen supplied; the effect of P is small but percep-
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tible provided no large quantities are given, too large quantities
often gave negative results of the overdose ; no distinct effect of K.
Type 2: distinct effect of NP-fertilizing, also K is effective.
Type 3: very distinct effect of K-fertilizers ; other fertilizers are only effective
when also K is added, in which case the effect of N is distinct, while
in some cases the effect of P (in form of superphosphate )is negative.
Type 4: distinct effect of NP-fertilizing while K also is effective. The extent
of the effect of fertilizing depends strongly on the yearly dose espe
cially for N. It was found that with an average shelter tree stand
one may count an increase of production of ca 0.8 kg dry prepared
tea per kg N applied as ammonium compound. As the shelter tree
stand becomes denser this effect diminishes for two reasons :
1. Nitrogen supply by the leguminous shelter trees (Albizzia spec., Leucaena
spec., fig. 3).
2. Increasing shadow diminishes foliar production.
The use of modern insecticides against attack by Helopeltis and the appea
rance of the blisterblight disease are the cause of the maintenance of a more
open shadow tree stand than before the war. This has brought about a
changed manuring policy. The effect of manuring increases and thus is more
profitable and moreover the smaller number of legumes (shelter trees) has
made administration of nitrogen fertilizers more urgent. Before the war 300
kg of sulphate of ammonia per ha was the maximum profitable dose for
type 1. Today this is 450-600 kg. For P and K doses depend strongly on the
soil type, varying between narrower limits: ca. 100-200 kg of fertilizer super
phosphate (potassium sulphate, potassium chloride) per year/ha or about
30-60 kg P2) 5 and 50-100 kg K20.
When supplying fertilizers to a perennial culture like tea the cumulative
effect of the yearly doses has to be accounted for within one pruning rotation
(2-5 years) as well as over longer periods. The whole plantation adapts
itself to the higher level. This is demonstrated a.o. by the production of hea
vier frames.
Of old erosion control in tea plantations has been an important issue as
they are nearly always situated on steeply to very steeply sloping grounds
(Jacobson, 1843). A great part of the erosion control falls to the tea stand
itself including the shelter tree stand. Besides terracing during planting ope
rations and digging of trap-trenches are of old succesfully practised. Further
more a carefully carried out drainage system is necessary. It is often insuffi
ciently realized that in areas like Western Java with a yearly rainfall of
3500-6000 mm, drainage is urgently needed also on steep slopes. In these
cases the aim is to dispose of excess of water as soon as possible and to hold
the soil back. This system, described by Bennett (1939) as „interception and
diversion" is in some cases diametrically opposed to erosion control by
„interception and retention", applied in arid regions. In tea cultivation in
Java due regard has to be paid to the fact that rains of 60-100 mm per hour
are no exception but occur every year. In places where no adequate pre
cautionary are taken the effect is catastrophic.
5. SOIL CONSERVATION IN INDONESIA

Soil conservation in Indonesia was practised in various branches of agricul
ture and forestry, viz. :
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Forest Service
Native agriculture with irrigation
Native agriculture without irrigation but with permanent lots.
Shifting cultivation (fig. 4)
Upland plantations
ƒ. Lowland plantations.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Of old the Forest Service has been the traditional protector of the Indone
sian soil. Generally known are the forest reserves established by Government
ordinance in the mountain-, hill- and lowland areas in Java and other islands
of the archipelago. How well this has been done (started ± 1870) is under
stood only now when, caused by World War II and the ensuing absence of
authority, hundreds of acres of forest disappear daily causing increasing soil
losses every rainy season.
In general native irrigated agriculture may be considered among the most
perfectioned systems of soil protection known. However a permanent good
functioning and good maintenance are only possible when the forest reserves
are well protected. This relation is often emphasized too little.
6. FINAL REMARKS

In the foregoing some data on Indonesian soils were reviewed which could be
extended almost unlimited.
Thus coffee soils could be discussed led by the thorough investigations of
Snoep (1941). Also on sugar cane soils much could be reported. For an ex
cellent review, also on other soils, see Edelman (1947). The classification of
tropical soils is still too much in its advances to enter into a discussion. This
can be attributed to the fact that too few actual field data exist of most of the
tropical soils. In this respect Indonesia, together with Trinidad, has of old
been well advanced. Today investigations and research in Africa are rapidly
progressing while also in special parts of America tropical soil research is
more intensive than it was before.
For a number of years research in India, Pakistan, Malaya and Indo
China has often been strongly hampered by local circumstances. For a good
summary of the state of knowledge on Indonesian soils before World War II
see: Verslag van 28ste Vergadering van Proefstationspersoneel, Buitenzorg (1941).
Post-war data are to be found in the literature cited.
(October, 1956)
7. SAMENVATTING

Een opsomming wordt gegeven van de vragen, die men zich in het algemeen
zal stellen bij een bodemkundige oriëntering in een vreemd land t.a.v. even
tueel beschikbare gegevens. Aansluitend hierop wordt een overzicht gegeven
van de voornaamste gepubliceerde gegevens inzake de regionale bodem
kunde van Indonesië aan de hand van een aantal publikaties.
In het hoofdstuk over de rubbergronden wordt nagegaan op welke gronden
in Indonesië de rubbercultuur wordt bedreven. Een indeling van de bodems
naar hun geschiktheid voor Hevea wordt gegeven met hierop aansluitend
een overzicht van de bemesting, drainage en bodembescherming. Het hoofd
stuk besluit met een samenvatting van de voornaamste eisen, die de Hevea
aan de bodem stelt.
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De cacaogronden worden besproken naar de voornaamste cacao-produktiegebieden gevolgd door een bespreking van de indeling van de gronden
in produktieklassen voor Trinidad en Tobago en een dergelijke indeling voor
Indonesië. Hierna wordt voor de cacao een overzicht gegeven van de eisen,
die dit gewas aan bodem, bemesting en behandeling stelt, gevolgd door een
bespreking van de regionale bodemkunde van de cacao en de ziekten en pla
gen in verband met de bodemgesteldheid.
Aangezien in West-Java de belangrijkste theearealen in Indonesië zijn
gelegen, worden in hoofdzaak de Westjavaanse theegronden besproken op
overeenkomstige wijze als de rubbergronden.
Ten slotte is een zeer kort hoofdstuk gewijd aan de (vooroorlogse) stand
van de bodembescherming en het bodemonderzoek in Indonesië.
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SOIL SCIENCE I N CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.
BODEMKUNDIG ONDERZOEK IN CONNECTICUT, U.S.A.,
hy I door

H. C. de Roo1)
This is a sketch of the history of investigation of soils in Connecticut and their
management. Although necessarily about a particular state, it derives broa
der interest from the international recognition of M. F. Morgan and the
relative maturity of this small industrial state.
Connecticut, one of the Northeastern States of the United States of Ameri
ca, covers an area of about 5,000 square miles with a population of some 2.3
million. Its name is derived from an Indian word meaning "beside the long
tidal river". It early developed into an industrial state, especially with the
opening of the western prairies. Of old, however, Connecticut had a well
developed and prosperous agriculture, which "put Science to work for Agri
culture" in 1875, by founding the first agricultural experiment station in the
United States, The Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station. Samuel
W.Johnson (Osborne, 1913) became director in 1877 when the Station was
moved from Middletown to New Haven.
In this country state agricultural experiment stations have been leaders in
research in soil science since their establishment. Their object, in general, has
been to develop methods of soil management that make agricultural produc
tion more efficient and maintain soil fertility. Johnson had a great interest in
soils and wrote extensively on the physical and chemical properties of soils.
He discussed the reasons for tillage, and emphasized the importance of the
falling raindrop in the compaction of the surface soil. In 1923 The Connecti
cut Agricultural Experiment Station formed a Department of Soils to inten
sify its research in soils, and M. F. Morgan was appointed as the first Chief of
this Department. Morgan's contribution in the field of soil testing, the
"Universal Soil Testing System", is a monument to his researches, known
and used in many parts of this country and the world. He made many other
contributions during his 22 years career with the Station (Salter, 1945) which
we shall outline.
Interest also derives from the colorful practice of growing tobacco beneath
shade tents (Anderson, 1953). This practice, characteristic of the intensive
and highly specialized agriculture of Connecticut, has had a profound in
fluence on the development of soil science in Connecticut, and also was the
object of some early work on the control of climatic factors for the production
of the highest quality of tobacco.
On this highly specialized agriculture, mainly concentrated along the
Connecticut River in Hartford County, is being superimposed an expanding
industry and a rapidly growing population (Ritchie and Swanson, 1957).
The resulting pressure of suburbanization on the land, the intensity of land
use, furnish circumstances which are somewhat comparable to those in the
"old countries" of western Europe. Thus, a comparison of the development of
the different fields of soil science in Connecticut and Europe has a more realis
tic basis than a comparison between the American farm belt and Europe.
v) Tobacco Laboratory, Windsor Conn. U.S.A. Formerly pedologist of the Netherlands
Soil Survey Institute.
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Fig. 1.
Map of southern New England
showing the location of the "To
bacco Valley" and of Hartford
County, Connecticut.

TOBACCO

VALLEY AREA

HARTFORD COUNTY

Connecticut soil morphology and classification studies are also interesting
to compare with those in Europe because Connecticut lies within the zone of
the Brown Podzolic soils (Lyford, 1946). In recent years this zonal great soil
group, as well as other major great soil groups of the Northeastern States of
America, namely the Podzols and the Gray-Brown Podzolic soils, are being
correlated between the soil classification in the United States and in western
Europe (Tavernier and Smith, 1957).
Now, let us first take a brief look at the tobacco culture and the studies of the
climatic and edaphic factors influencing its growth. The tobacco industry is an
interesting and prominent feature of the agriculture of the Valley of the
Connecticut River. It antedates the first white settlements in Connecticut at
Windsor in Hartford County in 1633. The tobacco growing area, often called
Tobacco Valley, is a narrow strip of land extending northward from Port
land, Connecticut, through Massachusetts, to the bordering towns of Ver
mont and New Hampshire. It occupies only about 61 square miles (fig. 1).
Three varieties of leaf are now grown for cigars. Cigars are usually made
of three kinds of tobacco, corresponding to the three parts of a cigar. The
filler is the central portion, covered and held in place by the binder, which
in turn is covered with the wrapper. Broadleaf and Havana Seed are com
monly called "outdoor" or "sun-grown" tobacco. As a general rule, Broadleaf and Havana Seed are used for binders, although certain grades are good
enough for wrappers on less expensive cigars. Some grades become fillers
(Anderson, 1953).
The third type is known as "shade tobacco" because it is grown in fields
covered, or shaded, by tents of specially woven cotton cloth (Fig. 2 and 3).
Shade tobacco was first grown experimentally by this Station in Hartford
County in 1900. By 1912, the crop was well established. At first, seed from
Sumatra was used. Later, seed of a Cuban variety was secured. By selection
and breeding at the Windsor Tobacco Sub-station, the Station has developed
from this imported Cuban seed the strains now used.
Shade tobacco is used primarily for wrappers, and appears as such on most
cigars in America. Its only competitor is the imported Sumatra wrapper.
Competition from Sumatra wrapper, however, practically disappeared with
the troubles in Indonesia and the nationalization of the Dutch interests, some
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Fig. 3.
Inside view of shade tent at the time of the first of weekly primings, i.e. picking two to four
leaves from the stalks. The plants will eventually grow to the top of the tent, about 8 to
10 feet high.

of which shifted their wrapper growing activities to the Connecticut Tobacco
Valley during and shortly after the war. The production of shade tobacco
involves a heavy investment in cloth, poles, and wires for the large cloth
tents. Heavy outlays for fertilizer and labor add to the cost and make this
the most expensive of all types of tobacco to raise ; it costs as much as $ 2,600
to $ 3,000 an acre to grow and process shade tobacco on the farm. These
factors have made shade tobacco a corporation or contract enterprise from
the beginning.
The shade tent provides a "climate" that produces the thinner, smoother,
lighter colored leaves, with small and inconspicuous veins, now desired for
cigar wrappers. The original experiments to study and control climatic factors
by the Division of Soils of the U.S. Department of Agriculture and The Con
necticut Agricultural Experiment Station at the beginning of this century
were designed to reproduce the growing conditions that are natural in Deli,
Sumatra, with its hazy, humid climate. The changes in leaf characteristics,
physical as well as chemical, induced by the shade effect are as yet not pre
cisely known. Whatever the exact changes in the tobacco plant are, it is clear
that they are brought about by the changes in the environment ; not only by
reduced visible light intensity (Osborne, 1913; Anderson, 1953), but equally
by the increased air humidity, the reduced evaporation (Osborne, 1913;
Lyford, 1946) and the more uniform temperature. These latter changes, the
effect of the shade tent on the complexity of climatic factors and soil condi
tions (Stewart, 1907) affecting plant growth, has been an object of investiga
tion since the early days of the introduction of the "cheesecloth" tent. This
work culminated under P. E. Waggoner (1958), head of the Soils Depart
ment since its reorganization into the Department of Soils and Climatology in
1956. With this reorganization the Connecticut Station officially expanded
its research activities into atmospheric environmental factors of soil and plant
and thus was one of the first agricultural experiment stations in the United
States to affect this change.
Recently, plastic films as shelters above the plants, as a means of changing
the energy balance and, hence, the climate about the plant are being inves
tigated (Waggoner, 1958). The physics of plastic mulches is also under study.
Soil and climate, as is generally conceived, exert a dominant role in deter
mining quality of tobacco. Thus, the early efforts to improve the quality of
wrapper tobacco were not limited to the alteration of some climatic factors
by erecting cheesecloth tents. Knowing that tobacco is also unusually sensi
tive to soil conditions, scientists early realized the great need for more com
plete knowledge about the edaphic factors affecting tobacco production. The
Division of Soils of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, under M. Whitney, parti
cipated in the study of the tobacco soils in the Connecticut Valley and the quality
of the tobacco produced on them. These investigations expanded into the com
parison of these soils and climatic conditions during the actual growing
season with the soils and climatic conditions of Sumatra, Cuba, and Florida.
And thus, the first soil survey by the United States Bureau of Soils began in the
summer of 1899 in the Tobacco Valley area. Ten distinct types of soil were
recognized and mapped, on a scale of 1 inch to the mile, and many observa
tions were made of the influence of the different soils on the quality and
"style" of the tobacco produced (Dorsey and Bonsteel, 1900). In 1903, this
survey was extended to cover practically all of the valley of the Connecticut
River in Connecticut and Massachusetts.
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The object of the work was primarily to investigate and map the different
tobacco soils. Notes were taken as to the general condition of agricultural
practice in the Valley, the condition of labor, the implements used, the con
struction of curing barns and other farm buildings, transportation, and other
matters contributing to the agricultural features of the locality. Particular
attention was paid to the kind of tobacco and the influence of the different
soils upon the texture and quality of the tobacco. This soil work formed the
basis of a very extensive and systematic investigation into the physiology of
tobacco and into the possibilities of changing the type and character of the
tobacco through cultural methods and fermentation. Furthermore, it made
the soil work intelligible and interesting. Thus, in Connecticut, the use of soil
maps and knowledge of soils in agriculture is about as old as the soil surveying
activities.
Morgan's first undertaking after being charged in 1923 with organization
of a department at the Station for the study of soils and their use was a
revision and completion of the Connecticut soil survey, out of which his con
tributions on soil classification and land use developed. At first the work was
confined largely to detailed soil surveys of selected areas of the state in co
operation with the Economics Department of the Storrs Agricultural Experi
ment Station of the University of Connecticut, in order to ascertain the
distribution of the various soil types and their importance in determining
the distribution of land cover and the type of agriculture. First mapping with
an aerial photograph took place in 1924, greatly adding to the accuracy.
Morgan was thus one of the first soil scientists to make use of aerial photo
graphs in soil and cover mapping. In 1930, Morgan published a reconnais
sance map, a catena key and a description of Connecticut soils; in 1939 a
second soils map and report followed (Morgan, 1930; 1939).
Meanwhile, because Morgan never lost sight of the ultimate goal of soil
science, he brought the soil types of the state together in a greenhouse and
determined their natural nutrient deficiencies and the response of important
crops, such as tobacco, to lime (Morgan, Anderson and Dorsey, 1929) and
fertilizers (Anderson, Morgan and Nelson, 1927). Tobacco plants proved an
ideal crop for the revelation of differences in the supply and availability of
plant nutrients contained in the important soil types differentiated and
mapped in the field (Morgan, 1930; 1939). At the same time the usual
physical and chemical properties were determined in the laboratory.
In 1926, work on forest soils was started. A project "Soil as a site factor"
was undertaken jointly by the Soils and Forestry Departments of the Station
for intensive studies of the nature and properties of the soil in relation to the
growth of trees. In 1928, H. A. Lunt was charged with these investigations.
Over the years many studies on the physical, chemical, and biological pro
perties of forest soil and humus types were made, including forest lysimeter
and pot culture studies, and studies of root development of trees in relation to
soil properties. Most of these forest soil investigations were compiled by Lunt
(1948) into a report. Well managed forests would be an asset to Connecticut.
With two-thirds of the state occupied by woodland, this woodland is now in
such poor condition that it yields less than 10 per cent of farm income.
Morgan was killed by enemy action on Leyte Island in the Philippines on
January 15, 1945, where he was serving as a Lieutenant Colonel in the
United States Army. C. L. W. Swanson, the new Chief of the Department of
Soils, in search for a better knowledge of soil genesis, increased the studies of
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the physicochemical properties of soils important in Connecticut and New
England. These soils are considered to belong to the Brown Podzolic and
Sols Bruns Acides great soil groups (Bourbeau and Swanson, 1954; Bauer
and Lyford, 1957).
Studies of the clay minerals showed that the mild acidic weathering reaction
in this brown podzolic soils region leads to the formation and stabilization of
a peculiar mineral in the clay fraction. This mineral exhibits a 14A. spacing
and could be vermiculite or - as was shown in several brown podzolic soils —
montmorillonite (Tamura, Hanna and Shearin, 1959). The space between
the layers of both of these clay minerals becomes occupied and stabilized by
aluminum and the interposition of the aluminum proceeds as the soil is
weathered. The formation of aluminum interlayers is essentially chloritization of the expanding type 2 : 1 layer silicates in soils. Therefore, the selfexplanatory terms "chloritized montmorillonite" and "chloritized vermi
culite" are proposed (Sawhney, 1958). Interlayer aluminum may contribute
to the low cation-exchange capacity, toxicity of aluminum and fixation of
phosphate so commonly encountered in these soils.
With the gathering of new basic information about soil formation and
soil-plant relationships, essential as a sound basis of soil classification, the
soil survey and land classification of Connecticut entered its third phase, a
new detailed and systematic soil classification and mapping of the whole state
of Connecticut. This was started in 1948 with a detailed soil survey, near the
town of Windsor, in the Valley. Again, as you will notice, the beginning was
made in this area to serve the needs of highly specialized agriculture. The
Station and the Soil Survey Division of the U. S. Department of Agriculture
co-operated in this work and are still doing so, the latter presently under the
name of Soil Conservation Service. With this renewed and more detailed soil
survey activity, studies of the formation of the soil material, in particular Quartenary geological processes have been intensified, resulting for example in new
concepts of the importance of post pleistocene eolian activity. Soils developed
from eolian deposits and those with some eolian influence are much more
common in southern New England than was previously realized (Ritchie et
al., 1957). Studies of the distribution of eolian influenced soils in Connecticut
and their chemical and mineralogical properties were used as keys to profile
mixing, possibly by tree uprooting (Tamara et al., 1957). The problems of
utilization of the soil, however, also received attention. A case study was
made of the relation of the modern soil survey to land use, demonstrating the
changes that are now occurring in Hartford County and may be expected to
occur soon in many parts of the nation (Ritchie and Swanson, 1957). As far
as Connecticut is concerned, time is running out, but there is still a margin of
freedom to plan for the future.
The goals of the new soil survey activities, of source, were the same as with
the older surveys, namely to show and to map the characteristics of soils
important in determining the producing capacity or their suitability for the
cultivation of specific crops. The first report and maps of this new survey of
Connecticut, that is of Hartford County, are in the process of being published.
The soils of Hartford County are generally developed on glacial drift, both
stratified and unstratified, deposited by the late Wisconsin stage of glaciation.
The soil materials were accumulated as glacial till, outwash, lacustrine,
eolian, and more recently, as alluvial deposits (Shearin et al., in ms.).
Soil fertility research in Connecticut also showed an early and fast develop-
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ment, again largely due to the intensive culture of tobacco, potato and veget
able crops. In the early years of the Station, the scope of soil science was quite
narrow, as at most experiment stations in this country at that time. It con
sisted mainly of chemical analysis of fertilizers. Out of this inspection work
grew the concept of combining intensive laboratory studies with systematic
and continued field trials to help farmers solve their problems.
A classic series of fertilizer experiments for tobacco was made by Jenkins
(1893-1898). These ran for five years and the results became the guide for
tobacco fertilizing in the Tobacco Valley for many years. In later years
studies were made of the effect of fertilization with micronutrients, such as
boron, copper, and molybdenum. Boron and copper found their place in the
production of quality cigar tobacco (Swanback, 1950).
At the Storrs Agricultural Experiment Station the molybdenum status of
some Connecticut soils (Rubins, 1955) and the boron content of certain
forage crops, vegetables and soils (Brown, 1953) were studied. At the Storrs
Station intensive investigations also have been made on soil reactions at
various depths as influenced by time since application and amounts of lime
stone (Brown et al., 1956).
Beginning in 1929, extensive lysimeter studies were conducted by Morgan and
co-workers at the Tobacco Sub-station, now called the Tobacco Laboratory,
at Windsor. The object was to provide fundamental data in fertilization and
plant nutrition problems. Four types of nitrogenous fertilizers, on four differ
ent soil types, were compared through analysis of drainage losses and chem
ical soil analyses (Morgan, 1936). In the second report on this series Windsor Lysimeter Series "A", particular attention was given to the
amounts and distribution of leaching of water and nitrogen during various
seasons of the year (Morgan and Street, 1939). In series "B" soil and crop
inter-relations of various sources of nitrogen were compared (Morgan and
Jacobson, 1942). Series "C" involved comparisons under both cropped and
uncropped conditions, with and without nitrogen treatment and cover crops;
a study of fractional nitrogen treatment was included (Morgan, Jacobson
and LeCompte, 1942). Series "D" compared under uncropped conditions,
the effect of three typical acid-forming fertilizer materials on two soils,
differing chiefly in initial base status. Furthermore, this comparison was
made with and without neutralization of potential acid-forming capacity of
the treatment (Morgan, Jacobson and Street, 1942). Series "E" was a com
parison of the interaction of various common fertilizer ions in relation to the
nitrification of urea (Uramon), and to the reaction of a bare soil (Jacobson et
al., 1948). Several investigations are unpublished: Series "F" is a study of
nitrogen utilization as affected by rates of application, soil reaction adjust
ment, and source of nitrogen; series "G" is a study of residual soil nitrogen,
reaction adjustment, and protection against leaching by cover crops on soils
to which different nitrogenous fertilizers had been applied for 15 previous
years; series "H" was designed to furnish information on nitrogen losses from
soils which received different organic materials.
The same scrupulous care was applied by Morgan to the development of
quick soil tests for estimating the fertility status of soils for crops (Morgan,
1941). This work began in 1927, when Morgan designed a porcelain soil test
block for determining soil reaction in the field by means of indicators. Gra
dually, new tests were added until in 1935, he introduced the buffered
"Universal" extracting solution, which permitted all of the principal tests to
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be made on portions of one extract, and substituted the filter funnel for the
Morgan test block. Tests were included for nitrate, nitrite, and ammonia
nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium, aluminum, magnesium, manga
nese, iron, sodium, chlorides, and sulfates. Subsequent development took the
form of added tests - boron, zinc, copper, mercury, lead and arsenic.
Throughout its development, the results of the "Universal System of
Testing Soil" were extensively compared with the growth of the plants in the
soils tested. Later on, methods for plant tissue testing were combined with the
soil tests for obtaining more information on the relationships between plant
growth, fertilizers and soils (Lunt et al. 1958).
Notable work was also done by Morgan and his associates (Morgan and
Jacobson, 1940) on maintenance of soil organic matter, on fertilizer require
ments of vegetables (Morgan and Jacobson, 1940), and on the simplification
of the commercial grades of fertilizers.
The use of fertilizers in the tobacco culture in the Connecticut Valley and
some areas of intensive market gardening has been relatively high for many
years. At present, only slight increases in yields of such crops as vegetables,
potatoes, and tobacco can be expected from improved fertilization practices.
The fertilization of tobacco, however, did not emerge, as yet, from the con
troversies of synthetic organic and inorganic sources of nitrogen versus
nitrogen derived from natural organics, such as cottonseed meal, castor
pomace, linseed meal, soybean meal and dry ground fish. This is the state,
in spite of the fact that for more than 65 years the Station has conducted
field experiments, comparing all kinds and types of tabocco fertilizers (De
Roo, 1959).
The intensive fertilization practices automatically helped to shift attention
to the physical properties of the soils. The problem of soil structure is now con
sidered one of the most pressing soil problems in Connecticut and in the
Northeastern United States. Soil compaction by tillage and implement traffic
is particularly serious in weakly structured, coarse to medium textured soils
under intensive tobacco, potato and vegetable culture.
Over the years, many extensive studies have been made for the improve
ment of the physical condition of soil. Organic matter in the form of manure,
a combination of green manuring, winter cover crops and liberal rates of
application of well-balanced complete fertilizer (Jacobson, 1952), and more
recently, sources such as composts, woodchips, sawdust, and sewage sludge
(Lunt, 1959), were shown to be useful soil improvers. Soil conditioners were
intensively tested, in field trials, greenhouse and laboratory investigations
(Jacobson and Swanson, 1958). Still too costly to be of any practical use,
these materials proved to be a very useful research tool, even with sandytextured soils like ours. They enable us to set up different structural condi
tions in soils, without altering the fertility status of the soil.
At first, the effect of such soil amendments on the structure of the soil were
primarily measured by the results of numerous physical soil analyses, such as
wet sieving analyses. More recently, soil structure, in particular of tobacco
soils, has also been described in terms of visual characteristics and soilroot relationships (De Roo, 1957). The problem of securing optimum root
development is closely linked with soil management. Deep tillage, reduction
of machine traffic and plowing under special rotation and cover crops will
overcome most of the traffic and tillage pans. Lighter weight tractors were
shown to have definite advantages over heavier ones for cultivation purposes
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(Swanson, 1954). Excessive cultivation appears to be detrimental, thus, some
supplement to cultivation, chemical weed killers or a mulch, should be used
to advantage (Swanson and Jacobson, 1956). Root penetration and distribu
tion are important measures of the effectiveness of these management prac
tices (De Roo, 1957).
Intensive research on irrigation fundamentals is under way : the consumption
of water by tobacco and its rooting habits ; the seasonal variation in the plant
injury caused by drought is being estimated with Broadleaf tobacco in a
partially controlled environment; and the moisture holding and release
characteristics of the most important agricultural and forest soils is being
surveyed.
Finally, let us take a look at the biology of the soil. This field of soil science is
the one least developed in Connecticut. Some early work on the nitrification
of organic fertilizers in the soil is closely related to the research on the fertili
zation of the tobacco crop (Swanback, 1952). Further, some knowledge has
been gathered on the soil organisms injurious to the crops, such as Thielaviopsis basicola (black rootrot) and nematodes (brown rootrot) on tobacco.
Studies of the biological properties of forest soils (Lunt, 1948) and a chemical
investigation of the composition of earthworm casts (Lunt and Jacobson,
1944) offer somewhat more fundamental aspects. Recently, extensive studies
have been made of the nature of root growth and its relationships to natural
soil profile characteristics and soil management practices, such as tillage,
placement of fertilizers, depth of setting of tobacco transplants, mulching, and
irrigation.
Brief as its history is, the influence of Connecticut's soil science is detectable
in the state and nation and even in the world at large. Through such studies
and many others not mentioned here, The Connecticut Agricultural Experi
ment Station hopes to be of greater service to Connecticut in improving use of
the soil by providing sound technical information on which sound economic
use of the land depends.
(August, 1958)
SAMENVATTING

Een overzicht is gegeven van de ontwikkeling van de verschillende takken
van de bodemkunde in de Amerikaanse staat Connecticut waaruit blijkt, dat
grote vorderingen werden gemaakt door de aansporingen van eminente
wetenschappelijke onderzoekers als S. W. Johnson, E. H. Jenkins and M. F.
Morgan van het Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station in New
Haven. Vooral Dr. Morgan gaf een voorbeeld voor andere onderzoekers in
zijn laboratorium- en veldonderzoek van de gronden van Connecticut.
Met bodemkartering werd reeds vroeg begonnen en deze kwam daarna tot
bloei als gevolg van de zeer gespecialiseerde landbouw - in dit artikel als
voorbeeld de tabakscultuur in de schaduw - de zich uitbreidende industrie
en de sterk toenemende bevolking, tot uitdrukking komende in een toenemen
de verstedelijking van het platteland.
Dit alles heeft ook geleid tot belangrijke bijdragen van de onderzoekers van
genoemd proefstation op het gebied van bodemchemisch onderzoek, bos
gronden, bodemgenese en mineralogie, bemestingsonderzoek voor tabak en
groenten en uitspoeling van plantenvoedingsstoffen, bodemstructuur en
wortelontwikkeling en klimatologie.
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IRRIGATION SEDIMENTATION
I N T H E L O W E R M ES O P O TA M I A N P L A I N
SEDIMENTATIE DOOR BEVLOEI ING IN DE
BENEDEN MESOPOTAMISCHE VLAKTE

by jdoor

P. Buringh1)
1. INTRODUCTION

The Lower Mesopotamian Plain is the river plain of the Tigris and Euphrates
rivers, extending from about 150 km north of Baghdad to the Gulf of Basra,
covering an area of 600 X 200 km (fig. 1). It is the land of Sumer, Akkad and
Babylonia, well known from the Bible. The climate is arid, with dry and hot
summers and a somewhat cooler winter. The average rainfall is 100-140 mm,
which often precipitates in some torrential showers. The plain is flat, with a
difference in height of less than 40 m over its full length. Cultivation is only
possible if land is flooded or irrigated. Irrigation agriculture is practiced
since the fifth millenium B.C. Soils are built up from flood and irrigation
sediment. The main soil forming process is salinization. Therefore most soils
are saline, some even strongly saline. The salt content in the soils may rise up
to 32%, in most soils it is 1 to 4%, which still is extremely high. Agriculture is
possible, because the traditional farm management system is adapted to
saline soil conditions (Buringh, 1960).
The whole Lower Mesopotamian Plain is covered by a thick layer of young
fluviatile sediment, which has been deposited mainly during irrigation of
cropland.
Land surfaces of ancient times, indicating cultivation in various periods
during the past 6000 years, are found at various depths below the present
surface. These burried layers are characterized by a different soil colour,
structure and consistence, in addition they contain flints and remnants of
pottery and bricks of various periods. The oldest cultivated surface layers are
formed at a depth of approximately 11 m in the upper section of the plain
north of Baghdad, about 7 m in the middle section near Hilla and Diwaniyah, and at 4 m near Basra in the south. The examination of the character
istics of these layers is important for irrigation and drainage planning in agri
cultural development projects.
The layer of flood and irrigation sediment is not uniform all over the plain.
There are many differences in soil texture and thickness even over short
distances, both in vertical and horizontal directions. The upper few meters of
most soils consist of irrigation sediment, deposited in an intricated pattern
which is related to the former or present lay-out of irrigation canals and
ditches. This pattern has highly influenced salinization of the soil. Both sedi
mentation and salinization have influenced living conditions in present and
ancient times (Buringh, 1957).
The main reason for the deposition of sediment in the plain is the erosion
of soil material in the middle course of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. It is
always believed that the mountains of Iraq, Iran and Turkey are the areas
1) International Land Development Consultants, Arnhem, Netherlands. Formerly Inter
national Training Centre for Aerial Survey, Delft and Netherlands Soil Survey Institute.
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Fig. 1.
General map of Iraq, indica
ting the location of the Lower
Mesopotamian Plain and the
isohyets of 200 and 400 mm in
wet and dry years.
Overzichtskaart van Irak waarop
aangegeven de laagvlakte can Mé
sopotamie en de isohyeten van 200
en 400 mm in droge en natte jaren.

1. Isohyet of 400 mm - dry period
Isohyeet van 400 mm - droge periode
2. Isohyet of 200 mm — dry period
Isohyeet van 200 mm — droge periode
3. Isohyet of 400 mm - wet period
Isohyeet van 400 mm - natte periode
4. Isohyet of 400 mm - wet period
Isohyeet van 400 mm - natte periode
5. State houndsirylLandsgrens
6. Lower Mesopotamian Plain
Laagvlakte van Mésopotamie.

where soil is eroded and transported to the plains. Although some material is
eroded from the mountain regions, recent investigations learn that most
material originates from the semi-arid hills and plains, roughly located be
tween the isohyets of 200 and 400 mm (fig. 1). The location of these isohyets
varies annually over distances of some hundreds of kilometers. In this zone
large areas are badly eroded (fig. 2). Precipitation often occurs in some
torrential rains of 30 or 40 mm in a few hours. Baghdad for example has a
maximum daily rainfall of 55.6 mm (March 16, 1938).
Water erosion is often accelerated by overgrazing and mechanized cultiva
tion in the dry steppe land. As a consequence of erosion water in the Twin
rivers is light-brown coloured. In 1953 the quantity of sediment in the Tigris
river passing Baghdad was 11. 304.000 m3 (Kholy, 1956). During the flood
period in March 1953 more than hundred cubic meters of sediment passed
Baghdad every second !
Almost all river load is deposited in the plain, mainly on irrigated land and
partly in marshes in southern Mesopotamia. Therefore the land surface is grad
ually rising. River beds and irrigation canals are silted up. Various ancient
cities, former centres of civilization and situated near ancient riverc ourses,
have been abandoned.They now are ruins, surrounded by waste and idle land.
In central Iraq the Tigris and Euphrates are meandering rivers, conse
quently soils are built up in a levee-and-basin pattern. The river levees con
sist of relatively light-textured soils, occurring in strips along both sides of the
river in a somewhat higher (2 to 3 m) topographical position as the basins,
which consist of somewhat heavier textured sediments in a lower and more
wet or moist position. During floods large areas are inundated and the basins
are filled with water. As there is a gradual faint slope from north to south
flood water moves to the southern section of the basin. Each basin (fig. 3) can
be sub-divided into :
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a. the high basin, with relatively the best drainage conditions and lighter

textured soils.

b.

the low basin, with moderate drainage and somewhat heavier textured
soils.

c. the basin depression, with poor drainage and heavy-textured soils. These

depressions are flooded for at least some months of the year.

Even under natural conditions the basin depressions are saline to strongly
saline, often of the genetic type of flooded solonchak soils, sometimes even
with solonetzic characteristics.
Up to recently it was almost impossible to irrigate the river levees, because
only simple techniques of lift irrigation were practized. The irrigated and
cultivated land was situated in the river basins. The irrigation systems were
based on techniques of gravity irrigation. Two main irrigation systems can be
recognized :
2. THE SYSTEM OF UNCONTROLLED IRRIGATION

A kind of canal has been dug through the somewhat higher lying levee along
the river. The water enters the basins at a relatively high point and there is a
free or uncontrolled flow to the lower lying parts of the basins, forming a
typical pattern of flood channels, similar to those mapped by Pons (1957) in
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the Netherlands. Along the flood channels small levees are formed and in
between lower lying parts of the basin occur, which all drain into the basin
depressions (fig. 4).
3. THE SYSTEM OF CONTROLLED IRRIGATION

An irrigation canal has been dug through the levee far into the basin. The
flow of water into the canal is controlled by a simple dam or sluice. The
water level in the canal is higher than the land surface in the basin. Through
an intricate pattern of branch canals and sluices irrigation water can be
diverted to each plot, almost the whole year round. Here too levees have
been formed along the canals. As these canals are gradually silting up they
have to be cleaned and the material from the canal bottom form a kind of
dyke on both sides of the canal. Due to irrigation, sheet and wind erosion
of these dykes, broad strips along the canals are covered by silty irrigation
sediment.
On a plot, which is irrigated by a small irrigation ditch more sediment is
deposited near the ditch than at some distance. Each season the plot is divided
into a number of small plots (15 X 15m), each surrounded by a small dam
(fig. 5). All plots are flooded a few times during the growing season. The
small dam near the ditch in plot 1 is cut and the plot is flooded and most
particles suspended in the irrigation water are deposited here. Then a cut is
made in the small dam between plot 1 and 2 and the last plot is flooded etc.
The sedimentation in plot 2 is less than on plot 1 and the sediment on plot 2
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Fig. 5.
Sedimentation on irrigated plots and a cross-section after some years of irrigation (expla
nation in text).
Sedimentatie op bevloeide percelen met dwarsdoorsnede na enkele jaren bevloeiing (verklaring in de tekst).

is somewhat finer. The result of some years of irrigation is shown in plot 4 of
fig- 5It can be easily understood that most irrigation levees are formed by a
combination of both processes (deposition and erosion, in particular sheet
erosion).
The result of such a system of controlled irrigation by canals is a subdivi
sion of the extensive river basin in a large number of small depressions sur
rounded by irrigation levees (fig. 6). Such depressions are called "irrigation
depressions". They have no outlet for excessive irrigation water, consequent
ly drainage conditions are poor, soils are strongly saline and physical soil
conditions are bad to very bad. Many depressions have solonetzic character
istics, in abandoned areas some consist of alkali soils. They also are character
ized by gilgai-gullies or a typical gilgai relief. Details of these bad soils are
published by Harris (1958).
The irrigation levee soils consist of rather uniform soil material in which silt
particles dominate. Soil texture is mostly silt loam. The surface layer (about
2 or 3 mm) is very dense, non-porous and crusted, in particular after irriga
tion or rain (fig. 7). Almost all irrigation levee soils are saline to strongly
saline often of the puffed-solonchak type. As deliquescent salts (Ca and Mgchloride) are quite common in Mesopotamia saline soils of the so called
"sabbakh" type also occur on irrigation levees, in particular on the lower
types. Combinations of puff-solonchak and sabbakhsoils are common. More
details on these soils are published by Buringh (1960).
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Fig. 7.
Close up of the crusted surface layer of an irrigation levee soil, demonstrating the dense soil
structure.
Close up van de korstige bovengrond van een bevloeide irrigatierug-grond waaruit de dichte structuur blijkt.

Fig. 6.
Pattern of irrigation depressions
and canals in an area of control
led irrigation (according to an un
published soil map of the Naifa
project by L. J. J. van der Kloes).

Patroon van bevloeide kommen en lei
dingen in een gebied met beheerste be
vloeiing (volgens een niet-gepubliceerde
bodemkaart van het Naifaproject door
L. J. J. van der Kloes).

Ancient irrigation canals
Oude bevloeiing kanalen

Besides the two main systems of irrigation, of which the controlled canal
system is the most common, there are various combinations and transitions.
The soil pattern becomes really complicated if a complete new irrigation sys
tem is made in an area which has already been irrigated for a long time.
It is quite typical that the irrigation sediment is rather uniform over large
distances. Along the first kilometer of the canal the sediment is somewhat
fine sandy, however all other irrigation levees have an uniform soil texture.
This is caused by the lay-out of the canals and ditches which is made in such
a way, that the velocity of the water in the canals and ditches is almost con
stant in order to avoid silting up of the canal itself. However it still is neces
sary to clean the canals regularly, heightening the argubs. The argubs along
old irrigation canals are gradually lowered by sheet and wind erosion thus
forming broad, large and high-lying strips of waste land.
The bad structures irrigation depression soils consist of clay. In abandoned
areas they often are covered with blown silty irrigation sediment from irri
gation levees or argubs, which results in a considerable soil improvement. As
the groundwater in non-irrigated regions drops gradually, salinization de
creases and finally leaching by rain and run-off water may result in solonization of irrigation depression soils.
The puff-solonchak soils on the irrigation levees are susceptible to wind
erosion, in particular if the thin surface crust is broken, for example by steps
of sheep and goats. In some areas dunes of the barkhan type up to 4 m in
height are formed. They may consist of pseudo sand (Buringh and Edelman,
1955), being clay particles in crumbs of the size of sand particles, often
cemented by salt or lime. Similar material, which however is of Pleistocene
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age is called "parna" in Australia (Butler, 1956). Recently this has also been
described in Russia and Algeria.
(April, 1959)
4. SAMENVATTING

De Beneden Mesopotamische vlakte, de vlakte van de benedenloop van
Euphraat en Tigris met een oppervlak van rond 120.000 km2, strekt zich uit
van ±150 km ten noorden van Baghdad tot aan de Perzische Golf (fig. 1).
Het is het land van de Sumeriërs, Akkadiërs en Babyloniërs, bekend uit de
Bijbel. Het ariede klimaat en de geringe regenval (gemiddeld 100-140 mm
per jaar, vaak in enkele regenbuien vallend) maakt landbouw slechts moge
lijk indien bevloeiing toegepast kan worden. Bevloeiingslandbouw is reeds
sinds het 5e millennium v. Chr. gebruikelijk.
De gronden zijn gevormd in fluviatiele sedimenten, afgezet door overstromings- en bevloeiingswater. Verzilting speelt bij de bodemvorming de
voornaamste rol. Het zoutgehalte, meestal 1-4%, kan oplopen tot 32%. De
beoefening van de landbouw is geheel aangepast aan deze zilte omstandig
heden.
Vrijwel het gehele dikke, fluviatiele dek is ontstaan als gevolg van eeuwen
lange bevloeiing.
De grote massa van de sedimenten is in hoofdzaak afkomstig van het enorm
geërodeerde droge steppeland in de middenloop van de beide grote rivieren.
Het vele slib veroorzaakt een voortdurende verhoging van het maaiveld
en dichtslibbing van rivierbeddingen en irrigatieleidingen. Hierdoor moes
ten in de loop der eeuwen verschillende steden, centra van beschavingen,
worden verlaten.
De meanderende Euphraat en Tigris hebben in Centraal Irak een geheel
systeem van stroomruggen, oeverwallen en kommen doen ontstaan. Tot op
heden was het bijna onmogelijk de lichtere oeverwalgronden te bevloeien.
Slechts de kommen worden bevloeid en gedraineerd. Deze bevloeiing kan al
dan niet beheerst zijn. Wild is het systeem, waarbij het kanaal enkel door de
wat hoger gelegen stroomrug wordt gegraven, waardoor het water vanaf een
relatief hoger punt de kom vrij kan binnenstromen. Een natuurlijk patroon
met ruggen en kleinere kommen is hiervan het gevolg.
Bij het beheerste systeem wordt het kanaal tot diep in de kom gegraven.
Het waterniveau in het kanaal en de zijkanalen ligt hierbij boven het maai
veld van het omringende land. Het water wordt verdeeld door middel van
dammen en sluizen, die enige malen per groeiseizoen worden geopend. Langs
de kanalen komen tengevolge van deze wijze van irrigatie, door het bag
geren in de kanalen en door oppervlakte-erosie hoger gelegen gronden voor,
waarin de fractie 2-50 mu overweegt. Vrijwel al deze irrigatierug-gronden
zijn zoutgronden, doorgaans van het puff-solonchaktype. Ook komen, bij
aanwezigheid van Ca en Mg-chloriden zoutgronden van het z.g. sabbakhtype voor.
De lager gelegen gronden in de depressies tussen de kanalen hebben geen
afwatering. De gronden zijn sterk zouthoudend en de fysische eigenschappen
ervan zijn slecht. In vele depressies komen zoutgronden voor van het solonetztype, soms in verlaten streken alkali-gronden. Voorts worden deze lager ge
legen gronden gekenmerkt door gilgaiverschijnselen.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As a summer member I had in 1947 the honour of joining Dr. Lauge Koch's
expedition to the Geographical Society Island. The main base of the expedi
tion was on the nearby Ella Island : the aim to investigate and map the sur
face phenomena (quarternary deposits) of as large an area as possible (fig. 1 ).
Together with Dr. J. P. Portmann ofNeuchâtel (Switzerland) I spent twenty
five days in the field, too short a time for making a regular map of a large
region because we were hampered by bad weather (6 rain-days and 8 misty
ones) and lack of transport. Therefore we had to stay in the same area. We
made best use of the bad days by going locally into more detail and made a
reconnaissance of the grounds within reach. Luckily we had the opportunity
to compare two regions of different bed-rock for we were working in the
great fault-zone between Devon and Cretaceous (see fig. 2).
The publications of our predecessors studying similar features in Eas
Greenland were in many aspects of great help to us. The names of Backlund
Noe-Nygaard, Poser and Kleiber will be mentioned furtheron. But we must
also pay special tribute to Professor Wegmann of the University ofNeuchâtel
in helping us with his experience and wide knowledge of the geology of
Greenland.
The ideas we had on arrival taken into account, our general impressions
of the most important features are :
a. dominance of dolerite sills in the landscape.
b. extended déglaciation; active glaciers even on the higher mountains
(Laplace, Leith, Freycinet) were not noticed, whereas remnants of re
cent glaciers, such as pieces of dead ice at the head of glacier valleys were
found on some localities.
c. extended fluvial erosion ; this was not only met with in the centre of our
region (see map : area with large rivers) but along the coast as well. On
x) International Training Centre for Aerial Survey, Delft, Netherlands. Formerly dept.
of land classification of the Netherlands Soil Survey Institute.
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Fis-

!•
General situation of Ella Island and Geographical Society Island.

Ligging van Ella Island en Geographical Society Island.

d.

a three miles walk we counted twenty five rivulets and ten more dry river
beds all deeply cut into the gradually sloping ground.
less typical moraines than expected (except the enormous pleistocene
ground moraines).

Although many small rivers had deeply cut into the sediments, exposures
were very bad, because the walls consist of easily crumbling material. Partly
this process may be due to solifluction, partly it looked more like dry-wash.
We cannot say the process itself was worth a scientific description although
it was a nuisance, for we had to dig almost every profile we wanted to look at.
Some real solifluction was found as well as some polygonal soils. But they
were only developed on some small spots and therefore in general not impor
tant enough to be especially mapped, studied or argued about.
The recent formations which were the object of our investigations can be
divided into :
a. the glacial and fluvioglacial phenomena
b. the periglacial phenomena.
The term periglacial is used here in a very general sense, meaning more
or less „all recent non-glacial phenomena" found in this region. The strict
glacial deposits are not discussed here apart from the influence on periglacial
phenomena of the boulder clay, the main sediment. Our concern is with the
periglacial phenomena in their various forms ; old sea-levels and shorelines,
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Post-cretaceous eruptiva / Eruprief gesteenten na het Krijt
Cretaceous with dolerite sills
Krijt met doleriet intrusieplaten
Jurassic / Jura
Rhaetic / Boven-Trias
Trias / Trias
Permian / Perm
Carboniferous / Carboon
Devonian / Devoon
Pre-devonian, predom, metamorphic formations
Ouder dan Devoon, voorn, metamorfe formaties
Approximate situation of Camp I
Globale ligging van Kamp I

Fig. 2. #
Geological map of the Ella Islands area (according to Kleiber, 1944 and Stauber, 1947).

Geologische kaart van het Ella Island gebied ( volgens Kleiber, 1944 en Stauber, 1947).
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A Westera Valley
B Western Delta Region
G Western Coastal and Marine Terrace Region
D Sveresborg Coastal and Marine Terrace Region E Central Delta Region
F Central Valley Region
G Central Marine Terrace Region
H Eastern Valley; contour lines every 100 m / hoogtelijnen om de 100 m

Fig. 3.
Physiographic regions of the investigated area on Geographical Society Island (Survey,
1947).
Fysiografische gebieden van het onderzochte gebied op Geographical Society Island (verkenning, 1947).

river-deltas and niveo-eolian deposits. Besides this also some remarks will be
made on rock weathering and on the soils found in the region.
The area visited is indicated in fig. 1. The main geologic formations are
indicated on fig. 2 (after Kleiber 1944). A more detailed geological map of
the main interest area is provided by Stauber (1947). More topographic
details are given in fig. 3 on which the various physiographic regions are
sketched. Each of these regions is more or less homogeneous on geomorphological and penological grounds. Special emphasis was laid on the relation
between the character of a sediment and the geomorphological features whilst
the aspect of vegetation was also taken into account. These methods are des
cribed in various publications a.o. by Vink (1949).
Afterwards the soil samples were analysed at the Laboratory for Regional
Soil Science, Geology and Mineralogy of the Agricultural University of
Wageningen.
The laboratory research consisted mostly of:
a. heavy mineral analysis
b. granulometry.
The heavy minerals were analysed according to the method of Edelman
(1933) (see also Baak, 1936; Vink, 1949). Dr. T. H. van Andel did a part of
this work for which assistance the author is very grateful. The rest was done
by himself as was the same with the granulometric analysis (for method see
Vink, 1949). The results of these were interpreted according to the method
of Doeglas (Doeglas, 1947; Vink, 1949). The thus resulting graphs (fig. 12,
13,14, 15 and 19) give a straight line for the normal, even distribution. All
deviations from this are characteristic for the sediment.
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2. MARINE TERRACES AND SHORELINES

The main elements in the landscape of Geographical Society Island are
those that are left behind by the retreating ice cap. These elements are basi
cally still present and all later changes are superpositions on this pattern and
induced by all kinds of erosion processes. Marine erosion is one of them, caus
ing a number of terraces, which were cut into the boulder clay by wave ac
tion. The terraces consist for the greater part of this material. Marine sedi
ments on the other hand were hardly found.
Sauramo (1920) was the first to describe marine terraces in deglaciated
Finland. He pointed out that within some hundred years the uplift of the
land became measurable as the pressure of the ice ceased to exist. Raising of
level of more than 150 metres is recorded. Early investigators, especially
Backlund (1931), Noe-Nygaard (1932) and Poser (1932) have also referred
to the existence of marine terraces in Greenland and the same was noted by
other expeditions (George, 1946).
In the area investigated by us these occurred in great numbers (fig. 4 and
5). Some of them were traced along several kilometres and moreover the prin
cipal levels could be found back on several widely spaced places. Both these
characteristics are very important. For intermixed with the marine forma
tions was the fact that the hilly ridges consist of basalt which in itself has also
the tendency to form small terraces. Therefore the extension of the terraces
was taken as the principal distinguishing mark. To come to the conclusion
that they were from real marine origin the occurrence or subrecent shells
found on different levels was also taken into account (Noe-Nygaard, 1932).
Besides it was remarkable that on some places efflorescenses of sea salts were
found ; one of them rather high above sea-level. This phenomenon can only
be explained when it is accepted that the clay of these terraces was saturated
with these salts during the time they were submerged by the sea.
top with
desert pavement
rock escarpment
I

.--vegetotion boundary—
Dryos >
'—
'gross

jSali:
gross-

5541
5542

5543

Fig. 6.
"""
NNE
Diagram, of the cross-section of the highest terraces near Sveresborg.
The numbers 5535 etc. indicate the samples taken in this part of the region (see also fig. 7).

Schematische doorsnede van de hoogste terrassen bij Sveresborg. De nummers 5535 etc. verwijzen naar de
monsters in deze streek genomen (zie ook fig. 7).

Extended marine terraces were met with on different altitudes which were
determined by barometer readings taken on different days. It had to be done
this way because even within short a time the weather conditions were quick
ly changing. The mean of these readings was taken for calculating the most
probable exact altitude. The altitudes of the most important terraces expres
sed in metres above sea-level are given in table 1 (see also fig. 6 and 7).
top with
desert pavement
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Fig. 7.
Diagram o f a small cross-section taken from the
lakelet (see fig. 6).
Schematische doorsnede vanaf het meertje (zie fig. 6).

TABLE 1. The principal terraces.
De voornaamste terrassen.

(see also Poser, 1932).

reliably determined, highest situated terrace

280 m.a.s.')

extended terrace

260 m.a.s.

betrouwbaar bepaald hoogst gelegen terras

uitgebreid terras

220 m.a.s.

very extended terrace
zeer uitgebreid terras

important terrace.

130 m.a.s.

level of Camp 2 .

110 m.a.s.

belangrijk terras

hoogte van Kamp 2

important terrace.

80 m.a.s.

terrace of Camp 1 (Sveresborg)

10 m.a.s.

belangrijk terras

terras van Kamp 1 (Sveresborg)

±1 m.a.s.

lowest terrace
laagste terras

') m.a.s. = m above sea-level
m boven zeeniveau

Besides these terraces measured over great distances, a lot of small ones
occur which are only locally clearly developed. The most typical ones were
observed on the 14th of August, when I went to the inner of the island along
a line at right angles to the coast. These altitudes starting from the highest
point towards level are, illustratively mentioned. They are rather repre
sentative for the encountered terraces and shorelines (table 2).
The table also shows that besides terraces shorelines too are identified. The
landscape affected by the sea may be divided into three classes, viz.;
280-95 m.a.s. erosion terraces on rather steep terrain
95-10 m.a.s. sloping terrain with shorelines
1 0 - 0 m.a.s. very recent erosion terraces mostly with a marked beach scarp
between 10 and 1 m.a.s.
Besides their mentioned forms these terraces can be recognized by accu
mulations of boulders along the edge. They are just the same as those des
cribed by Lundqvist (1940).
tarrac* at Itvtl of campl

Fig. 10.
The recent cliff-face near
to Camp 1 (Sveresborg).

tond««.

clay with boulderr»/xS582

5583

Doorsnede van de kltfkust bij
Kamp 1 ( Sveresborg).

37"
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TABLE 2. Terraces and shorelines (observed at 14-8-1947).
Terrassen en kustlijnen ( waargenomen op 14-8-1947).

terrace / terras
99
99

14
13
12

280 m.a.s.1)
270 m.a.s.
260 m.a.s.

99

11

240 m.a.s.

weakly developed

99

10

220 m.a.s.

distinctly developed

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
4
3
2
1
0
0

205 m.a.s.
195 m.a.s.
185 m.a.s.
175 m.a.s.
165 m.a.s.
130 m.a.s.
115 m.a.s.
105 m.a.s.
95 m.a.s.
85 m.a.s.
60 m.a.s.
45 m.a.s.
30 m.a.s.
10 m.a.s.
1 m.a.s.
± sea-level

99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99

shoreline / kustlijn
SÎ
SÎ
SJ
terrace
shoreline
beach
1)

very well developed
zeer goed ontwikkeld
zwak ontwikkeld
duidelijk ontwikkeld

very distinct / zeer duidelijk

very distinct / zeer duidelijk

m above sea-level /m boven zeeniveau

Fig. 8 shows the terrace at 280 m.a.s. (probably the highest one). Fig. 9
gives a picture of the existing shoreline along Vega Sound.
Where the rear part of the terraces extends nearly into the firm rock very
often a wave-cut platform with a steep abrasion-wall is formed. This was very
evident just above Sveresborg at 90 m.a.s. (fig. 5). Various examples were
also seen in the Central Delta Region (fig. 10 and 11).
m. obovs sto l«v«l

Fig. n.
Diagram of the cross-section from Camp 2 through the Central Delta Region. The measure
ments of altitude of the terraces in this diagram are very uncertain due to an abrupt change
of weather encountered during this trip.
Schematische doorsnede vanaf Kamp 2 door de Central Delta Region. De metingen van de hoogte van deze
terrassen zijn zeer onzeker ten gevolge van een plotselinge omslag van het weer tijdens de opnamen.
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Fig. 4.
Terrace with Sveresborg (Camp I), 10 m above sea-level. In front the actual beach (narrow
at this point), in the background the dolerite ridge on which the highest terraces are situated.
Terras met Sveresborg (Kamp I) ,10 m boven zeeniveau. Daarvoor het huidige strand (op dit punt smal),
op de achtergrond dolerietrug, waarop de hoogste terrassen gelegen zijn.

Fig. 5.
Terrace at 90 m above sea-level near Sveresborg.
Terras op 90 m boven zeeniveau bij Sveresborg.

Fig. 8.
Highest terrace (280 m above sea-level). Basalt sills in the background.
Hoogste terras (280 m boven zeeniveau). Basalt intrusies op de achtergrond.

Fig. 9.
The present shoreline in Vega Sound. In background left shoreline 0 and the slope of terrace
0 (see also table 2).
De huidige kustlijn in Vega Sound. Oj> de achtergrond links kustlijn 0 en de helling van terras 0 (zie
ook tabel 2).

Fig. 18.
Braiding river in the Central Delta Region. The photo has been taken from one of the old
delta's (slope in foreground left). In background a mountain of 650 m with terraces.
Verwilderde rivier in het gebied van de Centrale Delta. De foto werd genomen vanuit een van de oude
delta''s (helling links op de voorgrond). Op de achtergrond een berg van 650 m met terrassen.

Fi§- 20-

.

Polar solonchak in the Central Delta Region. White salt crusts on a river bank with clay
deposits.
Polaire solonchak in het gebied van de Centrale Delta. Witte zoutkorsten op een rivieroever met kleiafzettingen.

3. SEDIMENTS UNDER MARINE INFLUENCE

As was formerly mentioned by Vink (1949) the grain size of a sediment de
pends upon three factors :
a. the grain-size distribution of the parent material
b.

the transportation distance

c. the medium by which it is transported.

Moreover it must be emphasized that nearly all sediments are a mixture of
materials of different specific weight the influence of which is amongst others
treated by Doeglas (1947).
In our area boulder clay is the most occurring material. All products trans
ported over short distances by strong agents show clearly this origin. The
figures 12, 13, 14 and 15 may serve as an example.
To these figures numerous others could be added. Although it is evident
that boulder clay is the starting point one has to take also into consideration
that either an admixture of coarse sand or an increase of the clay content has
occurred. Number 5585 (fig. 13) can be considered as an extreme example
of the first kind of increase, number 5552 (fig. 12) of the second increase.
There is however no principal difference between the parent material from
the older terraces and from those where recent marine influences are indis
cutable.
Number 5637 (see table 3) deserves special attention for it is pure magneti
te-sand only found locally along the recent shoreline. Its much higher specific
weight causes quite a different sorting (fig. 16).

A. beach (partly windblown) of coarse sand, coverage rather
sparse (50%) with a pioneer-vegetation dominantly con
sisting of heather (Galluna spp.). Sample 5584.
B. Flat surface of coarse sand, coverage denser (85%) with
heather - sample 5585.
C. Flat surface of fine sand, full coverage (100%) with a
mixed vegetation of heather (± 75%), „reindeer moss"
(± 20%) and small dicotyledons (± 5%) sample 5586.
D. Small depression, a thin layer (0-5 cm) of coarse sand over
fine loamy sand, coverage by dwarf-willows. Sample 5587.
E. Slightly higher area, clay interbedded with coarse sand
coverage (50%) with deeply rooted small dicotyledons
- sample 5588 (from second clay horizon).

s ou N o

A. Strand van grof zand {gedeeltelijk uitgewaaid); tamelijk schaarse
(50%) bedekking met een pionier-vegetatie, voornamelijk bestaande
uit heide (monster 5584).
B. Vlak gebied met grove zanden; dichtere bedekking (85%) met heide
( monster 5585).
C. Vlak gebied met fijn zand; volledige bedekking (100%) met een
gemeenschap van heide (75%), rendiermos (20%) en 5% kleine
tweezaadlobbigen (monster 5586).
D. Kleine laagte; een dunne laag (0—5 cm) grof zand op fijn, lemig
zand; dwergwilgen (monster 5587).
E. Iets hoger gelegen terrein; ingeschakelde kleilagen tussen grof zand;
bedekking (50%) met diepwortelende kleine tweezaadlobbigen
(monster 5588 — van tweede kleihorizont).

Fig. 16.
A typical surface area on the recent and subrecent shorelines near Sveresborg (see also fig.
13).
Schematische voorstelling van het gebied met recente en subrecente kustlijnen bij Sveresborg (zie ook fig.
13).
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4. MI NERALOG lCAL ANALYSES OF SOME SEDIMENTS

From a great number of samples the heavy mineral compositions were deter
mined after Edelman (1933). This method is also described by von Moos
(1938) and by Vroman (1942). The following associations are distinguished:
I. Augite-association. Predominantly augite (more than 90% of the non
opaque minerals). Next to it mainly amphibole with or without some
other minerals (e.g. garnet). The augite portion contains sometimes
Titanite-augite (lucid rose, some pleochroism) (see table 3a).
II. Augite-garnet-association. Much augite (70-90%) and besides that gar
net (5-10%) as principal mineral. Amphibole is an important third
one. This association may be an mixture of I and II, but its composition
is rather stable.
III. Garnet-augite-association. Rather big quantities of augite may be pre
sent (up till 70%) but much garnet is also present (10-70%, table 3c).
IV. Garnet-epidote-augite-association. Augite diminishes to 30-40%. Gar
net and epidote become important. Admixtures of other minerals
(rutile, zirkon and green amphibole) occur regularly. In all associations
slight admixtures of tourmaline and andalusite are found. For compa
rison with this association an analysis of the boulder clay from the
nearer to the central ice cap situated Ella Island was also made (see
table 3d and fig. 17).
The mentioned tables also give data about the altitude and about the
way in which the sedimentation presumably occurred. From the analyses and
the observations in the field the following conclusions may be broadly drawn.
1. The augite-association (I) dominates in the eastern part. But partially
an admixture of other minerals happens. It is probable that this did already
take place during the formation of the boulder clay so that a rather
often occurring mixed-association (augite-garnet II) comes into play.

0

1

2

3 km

Fig. 17.
Diagram of the southern edge of the „Western Valley". Location of some samples belonging
to the heavy -mineral-associations II (5612) and III (5613, 5617) (see also table 3).
Schematische doorsnede van de zuidkant van de „Western Valley" met de plaatsen waar de monsters
voor de analyses van de zware-mineralenassociaties II (5612) en III (5613-5617) werden genomen (zie
ook tabel 3).
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2. More westward, where other parent rocks dominate, the sediments come
into the garnet-augite-association (III). See also the map of fig. 2.
3. Some sediments gave the impression of being of niveo-eolian origin, an
opinion based on their situation in the landscape and their granular com
position (Vink, 1949). The multifariousness of this association holding mi
nerals that occur more often further inland, strengthens this opinion.
5. OTHER PER I GLACIAL FORMATIONS AND PHENOMENA

During our short stay most of the time was spent on „old sea-levels" and
niveo-eolian sediments. Because both these items were treated in chapter 2
and in earlier publication (Vink, 1949) the following will be restricted to in
dicating some other facets of periglacial symptoms.
a. „dead" glaciers
b. uplifted old river-deltas
c. fluviatile erosion and sedimentation
d. frost-weathering and deflation
e. „tjäle" and „saline soils"

ƒ. tundra soils
a. When sailing into the fjord-area on the north coast of Geographical So
ciety Island a vast „dead" glacier can be seen. Though we did not look at it
closely the currentless appearance seems very evident for the glacier has no
more any connection with a firn-field of any importance. Therefore a regular
supply of snow is absent. The stabilized shape of the moraines accentuates its
dead character. The same thing was observed on short distance of camp
Sveresborg. Here only a last remnant of ice lay melting in a small glacial
valley. Morphological features pointed clearly to remains of a glacier. Rests
of moraines could hardly be recognized for surely they were removed by the
considerable fluviatile erosion.
b. Though nothing about this island was found in literature it is sure that in
an uplifted coastal area special features connected with such an upheaval are
found at the rivermouths. Perhaps it was only clearly observable just in our
area. Especially in the area named by us „Central Delta Region" (see fig. 3)
a great many remnants of raised deltas are to be seen. In the so called „Wes
tern Delta Region" a beautiful specimen of an uplifted delta was met with,
also some smaller remnants. The river traversed this whole piece of land.
c. The area is subjected to an intense fluviatile erosion as already was des
cribed in the Introduction. But the item deserves some extension. Especially
in the „Central Delta Region" occur big rivers which may be the cause of
considerable sedimentation on some places. In summer this part of the Geo
graphical Society Island is an area of predominant fluviatile erosion and se
dimentation. The wide scope of which is probably strengthened by perma
frost „tjäle", down to a depth of 50-100 cm. Another phenomenon is that
the rivers have cut gorges into the hard rock. This might have happened in
subrecent time. The kind of sedimentation in the lower course of the rivers is
clearly that of the braiding river. The very irregular, always shifting riverbed
causes the depositing of poorly sorted material. Fig. 18 pictures such a stream
and fig. 19 gives some results of granular analyses of riversediments.
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d. Frost weathering is well known from many parts of the world. This kind
of weathering leads in the first place to disintegration of the bare rock into
big blocks. They are furtheron split up into smaller stones forming along the
slopes the typical „Schutt": congelifracts. But is was also locally observed
that blocks of basalt disintegrate superficially into grit of which the compo
sing elements were the single minerals (e.g. amphibole) at the same time
other weathering processes affect the thus formed grains and vegetation too
gets a foothold. Frost weathering occurs mostly on dry places well exposed to
the wind that can attain an enormous strength in these regions (velocities up
to 150 km/h.). Deflation occurs on a big scale in these places. We look here
upon the scource of niveo-eolian sediments such as loess and cover sands
(Vink, 1949).
e. The permanently frozen ground (permafrost, tjäle) was met with every
where in the area. This observation was of actual importance for it put
a limit to the digging of the profiles. Table 4 shows some depths of the perma
frost.
TABLE 4. Some figures of observed depths of permafrost.
Enige waargenomen diepten van de permanent bevroren ondergrond.

Location

Material

Plaats

Materiaal

Depth of permafrost below
surface in cm
Diepte permanent bevroren on
dergrond in cm beneden maai
veld

Central Delta Region . . .

moderately coarse sand

> 1m

Coastal plain

loam-rich
leemrijk

60 cm

Kustvlakte

± 50 m.a.s.1)

in gravel

Sveresborg

clay

matig grof zand
(fluviatile)

grint

50 cm

klei

± 50 m.a.s.1)
clay

Sveresborg

30 cm

klei

± 500 m.a.s.1)
!) m.a.s. = meter above sea-level
meter boven zeeniveau.

f. Tundra soils. Mainly based on Russian literature. Joffe (1949) reports
about tundra soils : „Not much is known about the tundra process of soil for
mation, except that it has certain elements of similarity with the bog or
marsh type of soil formation, which is a hydromorphic type. There is,
however, this fundamental difference: in the process of bog or marsh type of
soil formation there is an upward and downward movement of the products
of the reactions, whereas in the tundra the downward movement is impeded
by the frozen subsoil and by the prolonged period of the frozen conditions
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of the soil as a whole". This situation exists also in the investigated area.
However it must be added that a strong lateral motion of the water along
the surface occurs too. Vast stretches of our tundras could only be crossed
by jumping from one tussock to another if one has any objection to wet feet.
The situation coincides with the one described by George (1946) as „tundra
tremblante".
In general the examined profiles have a humic A-horizon of 10-15 cm
resting on the C-horizon. The humus content of the A-horizon is as an ave
rage not high, estimated at 3-8%. Only once, in a basin-like depression on
one of the terraces, a somewhat peaty A-horizon was found with an estima
ted organic matter content of 15-20%. Colormetric determinations of the
pH of the soils and of the surrounding water gave values of 5.2 to 5.8 with
5.4 occurring mostly.
On some excessively drained places along the riverbeds salt efflorescences
are found (fig. 20). Analyses show that the salt contains mainly the cations
Na, Mg and some Ca with the anions CI and S04. One gets from this the
impression that it concerns saline soils derived from sediments formerly
saturated with sea water. The upward movement of the soil water causes in
the summer period the formation of saltcrusts. These „polar solonchaks"
have also been observed in other areas (Joffe, 1949).
Phenomena pointing to cryoturbation were found only on very few spots.
There was but once a clear indication to „Streifenboden" and also polygonal
soils were hardly encountered. It may be possible that the scarcity of these
phenomena can be ascribed to the compactness of the boulder clay which is
the main material in the area.
For some weakly developed polygonal soils were found on spots with more
sandy or loamy material.
(April, 1957)
6. SAMENVATTING

In de zomer van 1947 had de auteur het genoegen te kunnen deelnemen aan
de expeditie van Dr. Launge Koch naar Groenland (Geographical Society
Island). De tocht had ten doel aldaar de kwartaire oppervlakteverschijnselen
te bestuderen en in kaart te brengen. Behalve naar verschijnselen van glaciale
en fluvioglaciale aard ging de aandacht vooral uit naar periglaciale en „alle
recente niet-glaciale" verschijnselen, zoals vroegere zeestanden, kustlijnen,
rivierdelta's en niveo-eolische afzettingen. Deze laatstgenoemde afzettingen
werden eerder reeds uitvoerig beschreven in: Bijdrage tot de kennis van loess
en dekzanden in het bijzonder van de zuidoostelijke Veluwe (Vink, 1949).
Behalve deze verschijnselen kregen vorstverwering en bodemvorming de
aandacht.
Algemene trekken van het onderzochte gebied zijn : het veelvuldig voor
komen van doleriet-gesteenten; een uitgebreide deglaciatie, waardoor zelfs
op de hogere bergen geen actieve gletschers konden worden waargenomen en
de vele verschijnselen van watererosie, zowel langs de kust als meer in het
binnenland.
De mariene erosie kwam vooral tot uiting in de verschillende terrassen, die
door de golfslag in het keileemlandschap werden gevormd. Voorts leggen
uitbloeiingen van zout en ophopingen van stenen heden ten dage nog ge
tuigenis af van de vroegere aanwezigheid van de zee.
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Fluviatiele erosie en sedimentatie werden vooral aangetroffen in het gebied
van de grote rivieren van de Central Delta Region. Ook canon-achtige in
snijdingen werden gevonden. De benedenloop van de rivieren vertoont het
weinig gesorteerde sedimentatiebeeld van de verwilderde rivieren.
Talrijke grondmonsters werden tijdens de tocht verzameld. Deze werden
granulometrisch en op zware mineralen onderzocht en werden groepsgewijze
besproken.
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1. EINLEITUNG

Das Tongebiet des östlichen Groningen, auch Ems-Dollartgebiet genannt,
besteht in der Hauptsache aus Ablagerungen von Ems und Dollart. In
diesem Gebiet gehören die Dollartpolder und das nördlich von ihnen gelege
ne ältere Tongebiet. Die bodenkündlichen Unterschiede zwischen den Dollartpoldern und dem älteren Tongebiet sind grosz.
Die jungen Dollartpolder kennzeichnen sich durch eine flache Lage,
gerade Wege, gerade Parzellierung und das Vorkommen von Deichen. Die
Höhenunterschiede zwischen den Dollartpoldern sind nur bei den jüngsten
von Bedeutung. Für den Profilbau sind diese Höhenunterschiede aber weni
ger wichtig. Im alten Tongebiet findet man Warfen, eine unregelmäszige
Parzellierung und mehr gewundene Wege, während die Höhenunterschiede
bodenkündlich wichtiger sind.
Im Folgenden soll etwas über den ehemaligen Zustand und über den
bodemkündlichen Aufbau gesagt werden. Die verschiedenen Böden der
Dollartpolder und des angrenzenden Tongebietes wollen wir - auch land
wirtschaftlich - näher betrachten.
2. EHEMALIGER ZUSTAND

Der heutige Dollart mit dem jetzt eingedeichten Gebiet war früher Land.
Auch war das Tongebiet mit Warfen, nördlich der Dollartpolder, gröszer.
Das Mündungsgebiet der Ems war damals viel kleiner. Die Ems hat sich
über grosze Flächen von Ostfriesland und Groningen ausgedehnt. Der Deich
von Farmsum nach Reide ist zweimal landeinwärts verlegt worden (1486
und 1573 oder 1593). Die Vergröszerung der Emsmündung führte schlieszlich auch zur Bildung des Dollart. Die Landspitze von Reide blieb infolge
ihrer verhältnismäszig hohen Lage und ihres festen Tonbodens unberührt;
sie liegt ausserhalb der eigentlichen Deichlinie, wird aber durch allerhand
künstliche Masznahmen instand gehalten.
Von dem ehemaligen Land im östlichen Groningen gibt es einige Karten.
Die Karte von Ramaer (1909) gilt als die beste und ist in Figur 1 wiedergeJ)
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Institut für Bodenkartierung der Niederlande.

Fig. 1.
Die Bodenbeschaffen
heit des Ems-Dollartgebietes vor der Entste
hung desDollards (nach
Ramaer, T.K.N.A.G.

\\

Betfz.jii

termînfên A-

26, 1909).
De bodemgesteldheid van
het Eems-Dollardgebied
vóór de vorming van de
Dollard (ontleend aan Ra
maer T.K.N.A.G. 26,
1909).

Jr;

^^•.Wgg^nborgen(ßf

\

*

•*

Nw Schans

Alter Ton mit WarfenjOude klei met terpen
\ Diluvium
j
——-

I Moor/ Veen
Gegenwärtige KüstenliniejTegenwoordige kust

geben. Das Land bestand früher aus einem groszen Teil des damaligen
Riederland mit einem kleinen Teil des früheren Oldambt. Reiderland wurde
durch die Entstehung des Dollart entzwei geteilt. Der ostfriesische Teil hat
diesen Namen behalten, aber der Teil in den Niederlanden hat den Namen
Oldambt bekommen. Nur die Wassergenossenschaft Reiderland und die
Reiderwolderpolder erinnern noch an die alte Landschaft. Diese wurde von
einigen Nebenflüszen der Ems durchschnitten. Die Ems flosz vor dem Ein
bruch mit einer groszen Mäander an Emden vorbei. Der Hauptstrom des
früheren Reiderland war die EE oder AA (die Reider Ee, Fortsetzung der
Westerwoldse Aa) ; diese flosz nordwärts und mündete östlich von Reide in
die Ems. Ein westlicher Nebenflusz der Reider Ee war die Tjamme, die
damals Reiderland von Oldambt trennte. Die Termunter Aa war der grosze
Strom, der das alte Oldambt durchquerte. Ein Nebenflusz von diesem war
die Zijpe oder Siepsloot. All diese Flüsze und Flüszchen haben, besonders
infolge der Entstehung des Dollart und der darauf, gefolgten Eindeichungen,
grosze Änderungen erfahren.
Im Oldambt unterschied man das Woldoldambt und das Kleioldambt.
Nach der Karte von Ramaer (1909) fand man früher an der Ems Ton
(Kleioldambt) und mehr landeinwärts im Süden Moor (Woldoldambt). In
Reiderland war es genau so: im Norden Ton und im Süden Moor.
Die Karte von Ramaer gibt an, dasz der Tonstreifen an der Ems eine
Fortsetzung des alten Tongebietes (mit Warfen) von Fivelingo und Hunsingo
war. Die zahlreichen Dörfer, die im Dollart untergegangen sind, lagen am
erhöhten Emsufer. Mehrere örter nahe beim nicht überschwemmten Land
wurden nach angrenzenden höheren Böden verlegt, u.a. Zuidbroek, Meeden,
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Fig. 2.
Die gröszte Ausdehnung des Dollarts im Anfang des 16 Jahrhunderts.
De grootste uitbreiding van de Dollard in het begin van de 16e eeuw.

Scheemda, Midwolda, Finsterwolde, Blijham, Vrieschelo und Bellingwolde.
Nachdem der Dollartbusen seine gröszte Ausdehnung erhalten hatte, ist
ein groszer Teil wieder verschlickt und nachher eingedeicht worden. Die
Verschlickung findet immer noch Fortgang..Nördlich von Reide findet keine
Verschlickung statt. Der Seedeich von Delfzijl nach Reide liegt noch an der
selben Stelle als im Jahre 1600. Die Schlafdeiche binderseits von Oterdum
wurden um 1700 zur Sicherung angelegt.
Die gröszte Ausdehnung erreichte der Dollart mutmaszlich im Anfang des
16 Jahrhunderts. Die Karte davon (Figur 2) ist von dem Institut für Bodenkartierung hergestellten Bodenkarte des Dollartgebietes abgeleitet und ent
spricht fast ganz den Karten älterer Verfasser.
3. BODENBESCHAFFENHEIT

Die Bodenbeschaffenheit des Ems-Dollartgebietes zeigt grosze Unterschiede.
Die Dicke der Tonschicht wechselt ziemlich stark. In bezug auf die Schwere,
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1

Alte Seemarschtonablagerungen (örtlich von einer dünnen spät-mittelalterlichen Tondecke überlagert).
Oude kwelderkleiafzettingen (plaatselijk met een dun laat-middeleeuws kleidek verjongd).
^^==j Knicktonablagerungen (hauptsächlich von einer dünnen spät-mittelalterlichen Tondecke überlagert).
Kmkkleiafzettingen (in hoofdzaak met een dun laat-middeleeuws kleidek verjongd).

3

4

Spät-mittelalterliche Toriab\a.gerungen!Laat-middeieeuwse kleiafzettingen,

DoUarttonabIagerungen/i)0/&r(£fc/«--a/c«HMi£«i.
' Äuszerste Grenze des TonvorkommenslUiterste kleigrens
* + + +* Reichsgrenze/Äy'Aj^renj.

Fig. 3.
Übersichtskarte der wichtigsten Ablagerungen im Ems-Dollartgebiet.
Bodemkundig overzichtskaartje van het Eems-Dollardgebied.

die Struktur, den Kalkreichtum, usw. des Ober- und Unterbodens sind die
Schwankungen auch grosz. Alle diese Unterschiede hängen eng mit dem
Alter und der Entstehungsweise der Böden zusammen.
Nach der Entstehungsweise und den unmittelbar an der Oberfläche lie
genden Ablagerungen kann man das Ems-Dollartgebiet folgendermaszen
einteilen (Figur 3) :
1. alte Seemarschtonablagerungen (stellenweise mit einer dünnen spätmit
telalterlichen Tondecke verjüngt),
2. Knicktonablagerungen (in der Hauptsache mit einer dünnen spätmittelalterlichen Tondecke verjüngt),
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3. spätmittelalterliche Tonablagerungen,
4. Dollarttonablagerungen.
Einige Jahrhunderte vor Christo bestand das Gebiet noch hauptsächlich
aus Moor. Man findet dieses auch heute noch an mehreren Stellen im Unter
boden. In nächster Nähe der Ems und ihrer Nebenflüsze kam aber schon
Ton an der Oberfläche vor. Diese Tonablagerung nennt man Emston; er
kam somit in schmalen Streifen vor und dazwischen lagen grosze niedrig
gelegene Moorkomplexe.
Das grosze Moorgebiet (mit hier und da Emston an der Oberfläche) ist in
verschiedenen Perioden mit Tonablagerungen verschiedenen Alters über
deckt worden. Die erste Überschwemmung erfolgte schon vor unserer Zeit
rechnung; dabei lagerte sich Seemarsch ton ab. Hiernach wurde das Gebiet
besiedelt. Es ist nicht ausgeschloszen, dasz sich schon auf dem Emston Men
schen angesiedelt haben. Die Bewohner haben sich bei späteren Über
schwemmungen auf Warfen zurückgezogen. Die Reste des Seemarschtones,
die sich jetzt noch zwischen Reide und Delfzijl finden, haben sehr wahr
scheinlich mit dem groszen alten Seemarschgebiet nördlich von Delfzijl zu
sammengehangen. Die Ems hat sich nämlich auf Kosten des letzteren Ge
bietes ausgedehnt.
Der Knickton gelangte weiter landeinwärts zur Ablagerung, wahrschein
lich in der Periode von 300 bis 800 nach Christo. Auch auf diesem Knickton
wohnten Menschen, die sich hier auch auf Warfen behaupteten.
Die spätmittelalterlichen Überschwemmungen überspülten das noch
nicht mit Ton bedeckte Moor, den Knickton und stellenweise auch den
Seemarschton, und bedeckten sie mit einer Tonschicht von wechselnder
Mächtigkeit. Diese spätmittelalterlichen Ablagerungen enthalten stellen
weise ziemlich viel Ziegelsteinreste und Scherben und nehmen nach der
Ems hin in Mächtigkeit zu.
In den Dollartpoldern fehlen die obengenannten Ablagerungen. Der Dol
lartton ist verhältnismäszig jungen Datums. Diesem Gebiet blieben nämlich
Überschwemmungen längere Zeit erspart. Im 15 Jahrhundert entstanden
die beiden Busen, die im Anfang des 16 Jahrhunderts ihre gröszte Ausdeh
nung hatten (Fig. 2). Dann begann die Verschlickung der beiden Busen, die
schnell verhef und noch nicht zu Ende ist. Je später die Polder eingedeicht
wurden, um so mächtiger ist ihre Dollarttonschicht. Die hier zur Ablagerung
gelangten Mengen Tonsand und Ton sind enorm.
Das Dollartsediment liegt in diesen Poldern vorwiegend unmittelbar auf
Moor, stellenweise auf Emston und an den Ufern der ehemaligen Dollart
örtlich auch noch auf Sand.
Die erste Ablagerung in den Dollartbusen bestand in der Hauptsache aus
Tonsand und leichtem Ton. Weitere Aufschlickung brachte dann schweren
Ton, den man in allen Poldern an der Oberfläche antrifft. In den älteren
Poldern ist diese Tonschicht am dünnsten; in der Richtung des heutigen
Dollart nimmt sie an Mächtigkeit zu.
Besonders bezeichnend für die jüngeren Polder ist die stufenweise Auf
schlickung. Jeder junge Polder liegt 40 bis 50 cm höher als der vorige. Diese
immer höher werdende Aufschlickung hängt an erster Stelle mit der fort
schreitenden Verkleinerung des Dollart infolge von Bedeichungen zusam
men. Nach jeder Bedeichung erhebt sich das Hochwasser etwas höher, so
dasz auch die Aufschlickung höher reicht. Der Johannes-Kerkhoven-Polder,
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der als Rohschlick eingedeicht worden ist, also bevor die Aufschlickung ihre
gröszte Höhe erreicht hatte, liegt aber tiefer als der als letzter vor ihm einge
deichte ältere Polder.
Der Profilbau der Dollartpolder weicht also deutlich von dem des nördlich
von ihnen gelegenen Tongebietes ab. Auf die groszen landschaftlichen Ver
schiedenheiten ist schon hingewiesen worden. Über die Höhenunterschiede
des Gebietes nördlich der Dollartpolder ist noch folgendes zu bemerken : Die
Seemarschton-Ablagerungen, die bei Termunten usw. vorkommen, liegen
am höchsten. Die andern Ablagerungen liegen tiefer. Mehr landeinwärts,
also weiter von der Ems, kommen auffallende Höhenunterschiede vor:
gröszere und kleinere Rücken mit Niederungen dazwischen. Es handelt sich
um alte, später mit Emston aufgefüllte Rinnen im Moor. Das Moor setzte
sich in und neben den Rinnen ungleich stark, was zu diesen Höhenunter
schieden führte. Diese Erscheinung trifft man im Dollartgebiet nur nördlich
von Nieuw-Scheemda und Nieuwolda an. Hier liegt eine verhältnismäszig
dünne Dollarttondecke auf Moor und auf mit Emston gefüllten Moorrinnen.
Die Ortschaften Nieuw-Scheemda und Nieuwolda hat man auf der gröszten
mit Emston gefüllten Rinne, der ehemaligen Termunter Aa, gebaut.
4. BODENKÜNDLIGHE EINTEILUNG

Man kann die Böden nach der Dicke der Tonschicht, der Schwere, der
Struktur und dem Kalkgehalt von Oben- und Unterboden folgendermaszen
einteilen :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

kalkreiche Ton- und Tonsandböden
untief kalkarme Ton- und Tonsandböden
tief kalkarme Ton- und Tonsandböden
Knicktonböden
Ton-auf-Moorböden

In dieser Reihenfolge sollen die einzeln Gruppen in bezug auf Lage und
Profilbau näher besprochen und weiter unterteilt werden.
1. Kalkreiche Ton- und Tonsandböden

Kalkreiche Ton- und Tonsandböden die bis in den Oberboden hinein freien
kohlensauren Kalk enthalten, gibt es nur in den jüngeren Dollartpoldern
d.h. im: Kroonpolder von 1696,
Nieuwland von 1701,
Stadspolder von 1740,
Oostwolderpolder von 1769,
Finsterwolderpolder von 1819,
Reiderwolderpolder, erste Abteilung von 1862,
Reiderwolderpolder, zweite Abteilung von 1874,
Johannes-Kerkhovenpolder von 1879,
Carel-Coenraadpolder von 1924.
In all diesen Poldern mit Ausnahme des Johannes-Kerkhovenpolders,
besteht das homogene Profil ganz aus schwerem Ton. Die Struktur des Tones
in den jüngeren Poldern ist günstiger als die der meisten noch zu besprechen
den Böden. Mit dem Altern des Polders wird die Struktur des schweren
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Tones aber ungünstiger und in den meisten Fällen nimmt zugleich die Durchläszigkeit des Profils ab. Dadurch nimmt das Dränagebedürfnis zu.
Bodenkündlich weicht der Johannes-Kerkhovenpolder von den andern
jungen Poldern ab. Auszer schweren Tonböden gibt es dort auch leichte Tonund sehwere bis leichte Tonsandböden. Die schwersten Böden liegen beim
alten und die leichtesten beim neuen Deich. Das Vorkommen leiehterer
Böden geht darauf zurück, dasz dieser Polder als Rohschlick eingedeicht
worden ist. Die leichteren Böden brauchen zwar eine schwerere K-, P- und
N-Düngung, können aber bequemer und früher bearbeitet werden während
der Anbau mehrerer Gewächse möglich ist.
Im groszen Ganzen kann man die kalkreichen Böden folgendermaszen
weiter unterteilen :
1.1. kalkreiche, leichte Tonsandböden, weniger als 25% Teilchen < 16 mu
1.2. kalkreiche, schwere Tonsand- und leichte Tonböden (25-45% Teilchen
< 16 mu)
1.3. kalkreiche, schwere Tonböden (mehr als 45% Teilchen < 16 mu)
Diese Unterschiede sind auf einer zusammenfaszenden Bodenkarte (Fig. 4)
angegeben.
2. Untief kalkarme Ton- und Tonsandböden
Durchschnittlich werden diese Böden in 50 cm Tiefe kalkreich. Ihre gröszte
Ausdehnung findet man in den ältesten Dollartpoldern, also in den vor etwa
1700 eingedeichten Gebieten. Ferner kommen sie bei Termunten, Delfzijl
und dem Schildmeer als alte Seemarschablagerungen vor.
Die untief kalkarmen Profile der ältesten Dollartpolder bestehen aus einer
schweren kalkarmen Tondecke auf kalkreichem, fast überall schwerem
Unterboden. In den allerältesten Poldern ist der kalkreiche Unterboden an
mehreren Stellen leichter, stellenweise besteht er sogar aus leichtem und sehr
leichten Tonsand.
In den meisten Fällen ist die Struktur des schweren Tonoberbodens nicht
günstig. Die Böden der ältesten Polder sind weniger durchläszig und nicht so
leicht und besonders im Frühjahr nicht so früh zu bearbeiten wie die der
jüngeren. Schlieszlich sind die Anbaumöglichkeiten auf den ältesten Dollart
böden geringer und die Düngungskosten (Scheideschlamm) bedeutend
höher.
Die alten Seemarschablagerungen bei Delfzijl und Termunten bestehen
aus schweren Tonsand- und leichten Tonböden. Bei Termunten liegt eine
kleine Fläche mit schwerem Ton. Die meisten dieser Böden weisen eine nach
unten leichter werdende Textur auf. Umgebung von Termunten findet man
aber sehr schweren Emston im Unterboden in etwa 100 cm Tiefe. Landwirt
schaftlich gleichen die schweren alten Seemarschtonböden den Böden der
ältesten Dollartpoldern. Die leichteren alten Seemarschtonböden sind besser :
man kaun auf ihnen mehrere Gewächse anbauen ; die Düngungskosten sind
aber nicht niedriger.
Die alten Seemarschprofile beim Schildmeer bestehen aus schwerem Ton
und das Profil ist nahezu homogen. Diese Profile haben sich als sog. Wald
böden („woudgronden") entwickelt, d.h. sie zeichnen sich durch einen
dunklen humosen Oberboden aus. Landwirtschaftlich gleichen sie den
schweren Tonprofilen der ältesten Dollartpolder.
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Kalkreiche Ton- und Tonsandböden
Kafkrijke klei-en zavelgronden
1.1

Leichte Tonsandböden/itcAie zavelgronden
Schwere Tonsand- und leichte Tonböden/£uwe zovel- en lichte kleigronden.

1.2

1.3

Yi/jjZ/C'.\

Schwere Tonböden/£uw£ kleigronden.
Untief kalkarme Ton-und Tonsandböden
Ondiep kalkarme klei- en zavelgronden

2.1
2.2

Schwere Tonsand- und leichte Tonböden/^ztwe zavel- en lichte kleigronden
WM/ZA

.
3.1

Schwere Tonboden/£uw<? kleigronden
Tief kalkarme Ton- und Tonsandböden
Diep kalkarme klei- en zavelgronden

[>^vO\Nn\]

Schwere Tonsand- und leichte Tonböden/^züar« zavel- en lichte kleigronden

3*2

Schwere Tonböden//^ii'are kleigronden

4.

Knicktonböden
Knikkleigronden

4-1

Knicktonböden mit einer dünnen kalkarmen Tondecke überlagert!Knikkleigronden
met een dun kalkarm verjongingsdek
Ton-auf-Moorböden
Klei-op-veengronden

5
5.1

[

j

5-2

Leichte „Rodoorn" und „rodoornige" BödenjLichte rodoorn en rodoornige gronden
Schwere „Rodoorn" und „rodoornige" Bödenl^ware rodoorn en rodoornige gronden

I
I

1
I

Nicht zum Tongebiete gehörende Böden
Gronden buiten het kleigebied

Fig. 4. Bodenübersichtskarte des Ems-Dollartgebietes.
Globale bodemkaart van het Eems-Dollardgebied.

Die untief kalkarmen Ton- und Tonsandböden sind folgendermaszen
unterteilt worden :
2.1. untief kalkarme, schwere Tonsand- und leichte Tonböden
2.2. untief kalkarme, schwere Tonböden
3. Tief kalkarme Ton- und Tonsandböden
Die gröszte Ausdehnung dieser Böden liegt nördlich der Dollartpolder. Klei
nere Flächen kommen in den Dollartpoldern (bei Nieuw-Scheemda und
Nieuwolda und nördlich von Nieuw-Beerta) vor. Die meisten Profile ent
halten Emston im Unterboden und stellenweise auch Moor.
Es sind also Böden mit einem mehr oder weniger ungünstigen Unterboden.
Oft findet man sehr kalkreichen Ton im tieferen Unterboden (tiefer als 120
cm), die sog. Wühlerde, die man in früheren Jahren aushub, um sie zur
Melioration und Düngung auf dem Boden auszubreiten.
Die tief kalkarmen Böden der ältesten Dollartpolder bestehen ausschlieszlich aus schwerem Ton. Der ungünstige, sehr schwere Emston liegt in diesen
Böden verhältnismäszig hoch, nämlich etwa 60 cm unter der Oberfläche.
Die Dollarttondecke auf dem Emston hat eine weniger gute Struktur, ist
schwer zu bearbeiten usw. Die Durchläszigkeit ist verschieden. Die Dün
gungskosten sind hoch; man braucht viel Scheideschlamm. In den ältesten
Dollartpoldern zählen die tief kalkarmen Böden zu den am wenigsten ertrag
reichen.
Die tief kalkarmen Böden nördlich der Dollartpolder, zwischen Reide und
Delfzijl, sind gleichfalls schwer, werden aber nach der Ems hin leichter. Die
meisten Eigenschaften haben sie mit den tief kalkarmen Böden der ältesten
Dollartpolder gemein. Die leichteren Böden sind günstiger ; in ihnen liegt der
schwere Emstonunterboden tiefer und daher sind im allgemeinen ihre Struk
tur und Durchläszigkeit besser. Sie sind aber auch Düngerbedürftig (Schei
deschlamm). Bei guter Pflege und Düngung sind ihre landwirtschaftlichen
Möglichkeiten gröszer als die der tief kalkarmen, schweren Böden.
Die folgende weitere Unterteilung ist möglich:
3.1. tief kalkarme, schwere Tonsand- und leichte Tonböden,
3.2. tief kalkarme, schwere Tonböden.
4. Knicktonböden
Im Ems-Dollartgebiet gibt es nördlich vom Schildmeer und von Appingedam Knicktonböden. Wie die andern Knicktonböden in der Provinz sind
diese kalklos und haben eine sehr ungünstige Struktur. Die dünne, spät
mittelalterliche Decke auf der Knickschicht hat eine etwas günstigere Struk
tur; man kann sie als knickig bezeichnen. Die weitaus grösze Fläche der
Knicktonböden dieses Gebietes ist ausschlieszlich als Grünland nutzbar.
Eine weitere Unterteilung dieser Böden ist nicht üblich.
5. Ton-auf-Moorböden
Diese Böden bilden den Übergang von den Ton- zu den angrenzenden Moorund örtlichen Sandböden. Die auf dem Moor auskeilende, stellenweise von
Sanderhebungen unterbrochene Tonschicht, ist Stellenweise zur Dollart
ablagerung, zur spätmittelalterlichen Ablagerung und in einigen Fällen wohl
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auch noch zu den Knickton- und alten Seemarschtonablagerungen zu
rechnen.
Im Randgebiet der ältesten Dollartpolder dehnt sich eine auskeilende
Schicht von kalkarmem, schwerem Dollartton über Moor, an einigen Stellen
auch über mit Sumpfeisenerz ausgefüllte, ehemalige Moorbäche und hier
und da über Sand aus. Diese Bäche entsprangen im früheren, südlicher ge
legenen Hochmoorgebiet. Eine ähnliche Situation findet man im Gebiet
nördlich der Dollartpolder, wo die auskeilende Tonschicht in der Haupt
sache spätmittelalterlich ist.
Diese Tondecke ist, soweit sie nicht zu dünn oder zu humos ist, unter der
Ackerkrume knickig. Die sehr dünne, humose Tonschicht ist etwas schwam
mig wenn feucht und ein wenig staubig wenn trocken.
Im allgemeinen sind sowohl die knickigen wie die humosen Böden braun
grau bis braun und wo Sumpfeisenerz vorkommt, rotbraun bis rot. Die Ton
schicht enthält viel Eisen, besonders dort, wo sie auf Sumpfeisenerz liegt. Das
Eisen kommt in Form von Flecken, Konkretionen usw. vor. In der Acker
krume ist es infolge der wiederholten Bodenbearbeitungen stark verteilt. In
der Praxis nennt man die rotbraunen bis roten Böden „rodoorns", die braun
grauen bis braunen „rodoornig".
Sowohl im Dollartrandgebiet wie im Gebiet nördlich der Dollartpolder
hat man die Ton-auf-Moorböden mehr oder weniger geeignet für den
Ackerbau gemacht. Erstens wurden sie tiefer entwässert, sodasz eine tiefere
Durchlüftung auftrat. Dadurch entstanden Eisenhumate, die die Boden
struktur lockern. Die Rodoornböden laszen sich denn auch ziemlich leicht
bearbeiten. Ferner hat man besonders in früheren Zeiten oft kalkreichen Ton
aufgebracht. Trotz dieser Meliorationen gelten diese Böden aber als die
schlechtesten Dollartböden. Auch die nördlich der Dollartpolder sind weni
ger ertragsreich. Besonders ihre Düngung ist schwierig, weil sie P und K
mehr oder weniger fixieren und man wegen des hohen Humusgehaltes mit
Kalkgaben vorsichtig sein musz.
Die Ton-auf-Moorböden werden folgendermaszen unterteilt:
5.1. Leichte Rodoorn- und rodoornige Böden (20-45% Teilchen < 16 mu
und 10-30% Humus)
5.2. Schwere Rodoorn- und rodoornige Böden (mehr als 45% Teilchen <
16 mu und 5-10% Humus).
5. ENTKALKUNG INS BESONDERE DES DOLLARTTONES

Im Ems-Dollartgebiet ist der CaC03-Gehalt der Böden sehr verschieden. In
den jüngeren Dollartpoldern enthält auch der Oberboden freies CaC03. Die
alten Seemarschböden und die Böden der ältesten Dollartpolder sind bis zu
einer bestimmten Tiefe entkalkt infolge der auslaugenden Wirkung des
kohlensäurehaltigen Regenwassers (sog. sekundäre Entkalkung). Die spät
mittelalterlichen Böden und die Knicktonböden sind sehr wahrscheinlich
kalkarm sedimentiert worden und haben diese kleine Menge Kalk schon
sehr bald während der Ablagerung und beim Reifevorgang verloren (sog.
primäre Entkalkung). Die Rodoornböden und die meisten rodoornigen
Böden sind aus kalklosem Schlick entstanden.
Hier soll nur etwas über die sekundäre Entkalkung mitgeteilt werden. Es
handelt sich hauptsächlich um die Böden der Dollartpolder und um die
alten Seemarschböden. Von den Dollartpoldern wissen wir am meisten.
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Früher war man allgemein der Ansicht, Ton gelange immer kalkreich zur
Ablagerung. Die Kalkarmut bestimmter Tonböden führte man damals
hauptsächlich auf die auslaugende Wirkung des kohlensäurehaltigen Regen
wassers zurück. Demgemäsz glaubte man, dasz u.a. die Dollarttonböden in
etwa 25 Jahren 1% CaCOs verlieren. Die kalkarmen Tonböden der ältesten
Dollartpolder hat man denn auch stets als stark entkalkt beschrieben.
Bei der Berechnung dieser Entkalkungsgeschwindigkeit gingen die älteren
Forscher (Van Bemmelen, Hissink und Maschhaupt) von der Annahme aus,
dasz der Boden aller Dollartpolder zur Zeit ihrer Eindeichung 10,5 bis 11%
CaCOg enthalten habe. Diese Annahme hat sich als unrichtig herausgestellt.
Die meisten Forscher glauben jetzt nicht mehr an die Theorie der Entkal
kungsgeschwindigkeit von 1% CaC03 in 25 Jahren. Prof. Dr. C. H. Edelman
zweifelte sie schon früh an. Können doch Tonböden unter bestimmten Ver
hältnissen weniger kalkreich, ja sogar kalklos abgelagert werden. Die ur
sprünglichen Kalkgehalte der ältesten Polder waren viel niedriger als man
früher annahm. Die älteren Forscher haben denn auch eine viel zu grosze
Entkalkungsgeschwindigkeit errechnet. Um dies nachzuweisen, haben wir
Material gesammelt, dasz ein Bild von dem Zustand der Dollartböden
während oder kurz nach der Eindeichung gibt, und zwar Proben von Pro
filen unter dem Fusz von Deichen und unter Scheunen, deren Alter unge
fähr bekannt ist. Ein Deichkörper schützt den Boden vor Auslaugung und es
ist nicht an zu nehmen dasz der Boden unter diesem Schutz kohlensauren
Kalk verliert. Der Boden unter einer Bauernscheune kommt gar nicht mit
dem Regenwasser in Berühnung und kann somit keinen kohlensauren Kalk
verlieren.
Auszer den genannten Proben wurden auch Proben von entsprechenden
Profilen nahe gelegener Kulturböden genommen. Die Analysenergebnisse
der einzelnen Proben sollen hier nicht veröffentlicht werden, sondern nur die
Zahlen des Obenbodens der untersuchten Polder (siehe die Tabelle).
Jahr der
Eindeichung

Polder
Oudland
Oud-Nieuwland
Kroonpolder
Nieuwland
Stadspolder
Oostwolderpolder
Finsterwolderpolder
Reiderwolderpolder (1 Abt.)
Reiderwolderpolder (2 Abt.)

. .
. .

1626
1665
1696
1701
1740
1769
1819
1862
1874

% CaC03
ursprünglich

% CaCO»
heute

3
5,5
7
7
9
8,5
10
11
11

0,1
1,5
2,5
2,5
5,5
6
8
9,5
10,5

Aus der Tabelle geht hervor, dasz die Annahme der ursprüngliche Kalk
gehalt des Tones aller Dollartpolder sei der gleiche gewesen, falsch ist. Die
Kalkgehalte nehmen mit abnehmendem Alter der Polder allmählich zu. In
den untersuchten Poldern war die Entkalkungsgeschwindigkeit nur 1% in
60 bis 100 Jahren, also ein Drittel von der früher allgemein angenommenen.
Dasz das Dollartsediment im Laufe der Jahrhunderte immer kalkreicher
geworden ist, erklärt sich wie folgt. Zur Zeit der gröszten Ausdehnung der
beiden Dollartbusen lagerte sich Ton in einer weiten, unbedeichten, natür
lichen Landschaft ab. Anfangs führte die Ablagerung von Dollartton zu
knickigen Ton-auf-Moorböden und Rodoornböden. Das Salzwasser ver
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mischte sich besonders im Randgebiet der Dollartpolder stark mit basen
armen und saurem Moorwasser aus den südlicher gelegenen Sand- und
ehemaligen Moorgebieten. Die Ablagerung erfolgte daher im Brackwasser,
wodurch das pH derart herabgesetzt wurde, dasz sich kein kohlensaurer Kalk
ablagerte. Auch der Brackwasserpflanzenwuchs wirkte versauernd.
Dort, wo die älteren Dollartpolder entstanden, waren die Ablagerungs
verhältnisse günstiger. Die erste Sedimentation besteht dort aus kalkreichem
Material. Je nachdem die Aufschlickung höher wurde, lagerte sich weniger
kohlensaurer Kalk ab: da nicht mehr jede Flut das Land überschwemmte,
wurde das Salzwasser wieder mit basenarmen saurem Moorwasser vermischt.
Der Schlick der jüngeren Dollartpolder hat sich in nahezu unvermischtem
Meerwasser abgelagert. Infolge der Bedeichung und der damit zusammen
hängenden Einschränkung der Dollartsee wurde der Einflusz des Ober
wassers immer geringer. Damit ging eine Zunahme des CaCOg-Gehaltes der
Ober- und Unterböden jeder Einpolderung einher.
(Oktober, 1958)
6. SAMENVATTING

Het Eems-Dollardgebied omvat de Dollardpolders en een, ten noorden van
deze polders gelegen, ouder kleigebied met terpen. De oudste Dollardpolders
bezitten ondiep kalkarme, zware kleiprofielen en de jongste bestaan uit kalkrijke, zware kleiprofielen. Bij Termunten, Delfzijl en het Schildmeer liggen
oude kweldergronden, bestaande uit ondiep kalkarme, zware klei-, lichte
klei- en zware zavelprofielen. De grootste oppervlakte in het gebied ten
noorden van de Dollardpolders wordt ingenomen door diep kalkarme-, zware
klei-, lichte klei- en zware zavelprofielen. Deze behoren tot de laat-middeleeuwse afzettingen, grotendeels liggend op zg. Eemsklei. Enkele kleinere
oppervlakten in de oudste Dollardpolders bestaan uit Dollardklei op Eems
klei, die eveneens tot de diep kalkarme gronden gerekend moet worden.
Tussen het Schildmeer en Appingedam en ten noorden hiervan worden
knikgronden aangetroffen. De overgang van de klei- naar de veengronden
bestaat in hoofdzaak uit klei-op-veengronden, die in de praktijk als rodoorns
bekend staan.
De oude kweldergronden en de gronden van de oudste Dollardpolders be
horen tot de secundair ontkalkte, de knikklei- en de laatmiddeleeuwse afzet
tingen tot de primair ontkalkte gronden. De rodoorngronden zijn in hoofd
zaak kalkloos tot afzetting gekomen.
De verschillen in kalkgehalte van de achtereenvolgens ingedijkte Dollardpolders zijn niet alleen een gevolg van ontkalking onder invloed van het
plaatselijk klimaat, maar moeten allereerst toegeschreven worden aan een
geringer oorspronkelijk kalkgehalte van de Dollardklei direct na de bedij
king. Naarmate de polders ouder zijn is het oorspronkelijk kalkgehalte lager.
De oude ontkalkingstheorie, die uitgaat van een verlies van 1 % koolzure
kalk in ca. 25 jaar is onjuist gebleken. De ontkalking van de Dollardkleigronden na bedijking verloopt niet sneller dan 1% in 60 tot 100 jaar.
7. SUMMARY

The Ems-Dollart area comprises the Dollart polders and a northerly situated
older clay area with artificial mounds. The oldest Dollart polders have
shallowly lime-poor, the younger ones lime-rich, heavy clay profiles. Near
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Termunten, Delfzijl and the Schild lake old tidal marsh soils are found
having shallowly lime-poor, heavy clay, light clay or heavy sandy clay pro
files. The greater part of the area north of the Dollart polders consists of
deeply lime-poor, heavy clay, light clay or heavy sandy clay profiles. They
are late-mediaeval deposits to a large extant overlying so-called Ems clay.
Some smaller areas in the oldest Dollart polders consist of Dollart clay soils
overlying Ems clay which soils are also deeply lime-poor. Between the Schild
lake and Appingedam and north of it „knik" soils are found. The transition of
clay-to-peat soils is formed by clay-over-peat soils known as "rodoorn" soils.
The old tidal marsh soils and the soils of the oldest Dollart polders belong
to the secondary decalcified soils, the "knik clay soils and the late mediaeval
sediments to the primarily decalcified soils. The "rodoorn" soils are essential
ly lime-poor.
Differences in lime content of the successively embanked Dollart polders
are not only due to decalcification influenced by local climatic conditions but
are in the first place to be ascribed to an originally lower lime content of the
Dollart clay directly after embankment. According as the polders are older
the original lime content is lower. The old theory on decalcification assuming
a loss of 1% CaC03 in ca. 25 years has been proved to be incorrect. The rate
of speed of the process of decalcification of the Dollart clay soils after em
bankment does not exceed 1% in 60-100 years.
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CALCIUM-MAGNESIUM AND
POTASSIUM-MAGNESIUM RELATIONS
IN LOESS SOILS OF LIMBURG
CALCIUM-MAGNESIUM EN KALIUM-MAGNESIUM VERHOUDINGEN
IN LÖSSGRONDEN IN LIMBURG
by/door

H. W. van der Marei1) and/en J. M. M. van den Broek2)

1. INTRODUCTION

Loess in Limburg is considered to be formed mainly ca. 50.000 to 12.500
years ago during the Würm glacial period. Transported by the than prevail
ing northern and northwestern winds it sedimented at decreasing velocities.
But also behind obstacles such as dense vegetation, hills etc. (Andersen et al.
1960).
The deposition of the loess occurred in at least three important stages
separated by an arrest of sedimentation. In these periods the interstadial and
interglacial climates were favourable for a slight weathering of the top layers.
A weakly developed tundra soil was formed. This can for instance in some
places be observed in deep excavations made in this sediment.
On plains and plateau-like parts the thickness of the loess may be 10 to
20 meters. On hilly grounds it is on an average of not over 3 to 5 meters.
Recent soil formation affected the loess to a depth of some meters, causing
decalcification, changes in colour, eluviation and some weathering. Origin
ally the loess sediment is, like all other fine aeolian products, rich in carbo
nates (here calcite, CaCÓ3, and dolomite, CaMg(C03)2). In Limburg it
amounts to ca. 12-15% of the original unweathered material.
Another common component in aeolian products is mica, a mineral
which like calcite partly belongs to the „lighter group" of soil minerals
(sp. w. feldspar = 2.63—2.74, quartz = 2.66, calcite = 2.71—2.72, dolo
mite = 2.8—2.9., muscovite = 2.76—3.0, biotite == 2.79—3.16. The „heavy"
minerals have higher specific weights: e.g. amphibole = 3—3.3, augite =
3.2—3.6, hypersthene = 3.3—3.5, zircon = 4.5—4.7, ilmenite = 4.5—5.0,
magnetite = 5.1—5.2).
Because of their platy morphology the micas are more easily transported by
air or water than rounded particles of the same specific weight. In the Lim
burg loess the mica consists mainly of biotite.
Furthermore it contains muscovite and chlorite, but in negligible amounts
as compared to calcite and dolomite. The former moreover is very resistant
in contrast to biotite - see for weathering sequence of minerals the detailed
article on this subject by Jackson and Sherman (1953).
In the following calcium/magnesium and potassium/magnesium relations
are given for the loess soils of Limburg being a result of the decomposition of
the carbonates and of biotite and some muscovite.
1)

2)

Soil Chemist, Netherlands Soil Survey Institute.
Pedologist of the Netherlands Soil Survey Institute (Province of Limburg).
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Fig. 1
CaC03 (10% acetic acid)
and CaMg(C03)2 +
+ CaCO, (10% HCl) in
%. Loess Limburg (calca
reous soils).
CaC03 (10% azijnzuur) en
CaMg(COa)2 + CaCO 3
(10% HCl) in %. Löss Lim
burg (kalkhoudende gronden).

CaMq (COi), + CaCOi -•/.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

A. CALCIUM-MAGNESIUM.

Method of analysis
Total carbonates (calcite + dolomite) were determined by the Scheibler me
thod with 10% HCl.
Calcite was determined in the same way but by using acetic acid as recom
mended by Bruin (1936) and Wolfe and Bartlett (1958).
Acid soluble CaO and MgO were determined by extracting the soil with 25%
HCl for 1 hour at about 100°C.
Results

Figure 1 gives the CaC03 and CaCOs + CaMg(C03)2 contents of loessial
soils. Through the several points a line is drawn representing the average
relation between calcite and calcite + dolomite. On 100 parts of calcite 31
parts of dolomite are found.
As dolomite contains 30.4% CaO and 21.9% MgO, an averageCaO/MgO
ratio of 100: 10.4 can be calculated for calcite /calcite + dolomite proportion
present in the loess soil.
The points designating the lower contents of carbonates however have a
larger MgO/CaO ratio than the above mentioned. For the points designa
ting the higher contents this ratio is somewhat smaller. Apparently the con
tents of the less soluble dolomite is increased relative to calcite when leaching
proceeds.
Figure 2 gives for the same loessial soils the CaO and MgO contents, which
are dissolved by extracting the soil with 25% HCl. In this table a line is
drawn through the points with the higher contents of CaO and MgO. It
yields a CaO/MgO ratio of 100: 11.7.
This higher CaO/MgO ratio compared with that found from the calcite
and the calcite + dolomite determinations in 10% HCl has apparently its
cause in the dissolving of some fine dolomite in the 10% acetic acid; see for
this particle size effect with dolomite - Skinner et al (1959).
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Fig. 2
CaO and MgO in % dissolved by extracting with 25% HCl for 1 hour at 100 °C. Loess
Limburg (calcareous soils).
Opgelost CaO en MgO in % bij extractie met 25% HCl bij 100°C gedurende 1 uur. Löss Limburg
(,kalkhoudende gronden).

Calcite is only slightly soluble in water = ca. 15 mg CaC03 per liter of
pure water at 25°C. Dolomite is even far less soluble than calcite.
MgC03 however is about 35 X more soluble as calcite; solubility product
at 25°C : CaC03 = 0.39.10-8, MgC03 = 13.8.10-8 - Kurris (1930),
CaC03 = 0.48.10^8- Olsen and Watanabe (1959). Table 2 also shows that
there is an increase of the MgO content relative to CaO and therefore when
the weathering proceeds there is an increase of the dolomite percentage in
the loess relative to calcite.
Solubility of carbonates depends on temperature, C02 pressure and the
concentration of other irons. The rate of dissolving depends moreover on the
form in which the carbonates occur in the soil. After Brooks et al (1950)
CaC03. 6H20 is two to three times as much soluble as calcite. The excistense
of unstable, more soluble forms of calcite (mono- and hexahydrates) is clearly
demonstrated by the analysis of Olsen and Watanabe (1959).
Besides the common dolomite another form should also exist e.q. protodo
lomite or disordered dolomite - Graf and Goldsmith (1956).
Solubility of calcite is governed by the following relation :

in which y
= activity coefficient
c
= concentration (moles/ltr)
PC02 = partial pressure of carbon dioxyde in atmospheres
Bjerrum and Gjaldbaek (1919) found from their experiments for —log K =
5.02. This figure was also found in the experiments of Patscheke and Diestel
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(1951) which were carried out at 18 °C. Only in case of high Ca++ concen
trations and high C02 partial pressures a higher value than 5.02 gives less
discrepance between calculated and experimental data. Olsen and Watanabe
(1959) found for—log K = 4.91 at25°C. As a contrast to calcite, experiments
about the solubility of dolomite have only been few up till now. The reason
is that the very low concentrations of Ca and Mg in a solution containing
both, increase' the difficulties in their quantitative determination. After the
observations of Hissink (1935) and Maschhaupt (1950, 1952) concerning
alluvial, marine soils in the Netherlands, about 1% CaC03 is washed out
from the subsoil (0-20 or 0-25) in the course of 50 and 25 years respec
tively. After Edelman and de Smet (1951), 1% CaC03 in 65 to 90 years
should be a better figure for the real leaching effect of carbonates in the
marine subsoils of the Netherlands. Lüttmer (1952) found for marsh soils in
Germany a loss of 1% over a period of 100 years. Tovborg-Jensen (1952)
analysed the loss of differently limed plots on an acid soil in Denmark during
a period of 13 years. The leaching of CaC03 was found to increase with in
creasing amounts of CaC03 applied. For the most heavily limed plot that had
received 32 tons CaC03/ha, a loss of 1 % CaC03 can be calculated over a
period of 20 years for a layer of 0 to 20 cm.
To a depth of 2^ to 3 metres the Limburg loess of youngest date lost its
original carbonates maximal 14 to 15% completely. This happened during
25.000 to 12.500 years - Andersen et al (I960) - a lapse of time in which the
last deposition can be considered to have taken place. From this a loss can be
calculated of 1 % total carbonates for a layer of 20 to 25 cm over a period of
160 to 110 years.
This figure is much higher than was found by the before mentioned authorss
Therefore the weathering was probably less intens.
However, loess has a calcite/dolomite ratio of 1.33, whereas the marine
soils in the Netherlands have only 1.15 to 1.20. The large losses of calcium
carbonate in the liming experiments of Tovborg-Jensen may be ascribed to
the sandy and acid properties of the experimental field concerned. And besi
des that also to the use of ground calcite which contains a large amount of
very fine particles as a result of the grinding process. Calcite and dolomite in
the Dutch marine soils and in the loess are mainly found in the 16-60 mu and
16-80 mu particle size fraction - Van der Marei (1950a).
B. POTASSIUM-MAGNESIUM

Method of analysis
Acid-soluble K20 and MgO: determined by extracting the soil with 25% HCl

for 1 hour at 100 °C.
Results

Figure 3 gives the CaO and MgO contents of loess soils of Limburg. But
some from France and Germany are also noted. Only samples were analysed
that have lost their carbonates, as dolomite is a common mineral of unweathered loess.
There exists a relation between K20 and MgO with a ratio of about 2.70.
Apperently this relation is caused by the gold coloured, weathered biotite
found in these loess soils and which contains in its fresh and unweathered
state a K20 : MgO ratio which may vary from 0.6 to 1.5.
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Fig. 3.
K20 and MgO (in 0.001 %) dissolved by extraction with 25% HCl for 1 hour at 100 °C.
Opgelost K20 en MgO (in 0.001%) bij extractie met 25% HCl bij 100"Cgedurende 1 uur.

The large spreading of the several points around the average K20/Mg0
ratio of 2.27 originates from the differences in granulometric composition.
For instance heavy textured soils will contain more potassium and magnesium
in adsorbed (exchangeable) state than the lighter ones.
The first stage in the weathering of biotite is a loss of K+ but a gain of
(H,0)+.
The mineral formed is called hydrous biotite. When weathering proceeds
intermediate minerals between hydrous biotite and vermiculite are formed ;
the colour than changes from dark brown to goldlike. The latter contains
H20, Mg++ and (H30)+ between the layers. Vermiculite is poor in K. At
last kaolinite is formed. All these stages can be followed by X-ray analysis.
For instance the interlaying of (H30)+ and the loss of K+ manifests itself
by a broadening of the 10Â reflection and the intermediate stages between
vermiculite and biotite by reflections ranging from 14Â to 10À respectively.
These intermediates are called hydrobiotite. At last when the biotite particles
are thoroughly weathered and than have a ragged appearance with holes in
them, a strong 7Â reflection of kaolinite in the X-ray spectrum is generated.
Compared with other K bearing minerals, such as muscovite, K-veldspar and
leucite, biotite is easily weathering. After Mortland et al (1956) plant roots
can break down biotite to vermiculite. Therefore biotite is of great interest to
agriculture.
Especially under wet and hot conditions as occur in the tropics it proved
to be a valuable K and Mg source for crops - van der Marei (1947). But
also in soils formed under moderate climates it should be taken into conside
ration by the evaluation of the results obtained by extracting the soils with
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Fig. 4.
CaO and MgO (in 0.001%) dissolved by extraction with 25% HCl for 1 hour at 100 °C.
The large deviations are caused by liming.
Opgelost CaO en MgO {in 0.001%) na extractie met 25% HCl by 100°C gedurende 1 uur.

weak acids as used in „rapid" soil tests - Van der Marei, 1950b, Schroeder,
1955.
Figures 3 and 4 show that there is in the loess a predominanceof magnesium
over potassium plus calcium. Though however the most easiest weathering
minerals as biotite, calcite, and to some extend also dolomite, contain more
calcium and potassium than magnesium.
This phenomenon of the relative accumulation of Mg is caused by its
more covalent (therefore less ionogen) nature as compared with K and Ca.
The extend to which an atom forms covalent bonds depends on its
tendency to lose electrons and its affinity to acquire them.
Pauling (1944) introduced for this characteristic the term electronegativity
For Mg a value was calculated of 1.2 e.V., for Ca = 1.0 e.V. and for -K =
0.8 e.V. - see also Haissinsky (1946). Thus the K atom is the easiest ionised
in solutions and therefore it is also the more readily leached into the subsoil.
As a contrast Mg is to a lesser extend ionised and therefore it will accumulate
relative to Ca and K during the weathering process.
(October 1960)
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3. SAMENVATTING

Limburgse loess bevat op 100 delen calciet (CaC03), ongeveer 31 delen
dolomiet (CaMg(C03)2). De oplosbaarheid van dolomiet is belangrijk lager
dan die van calciet. Limburgse löss verliest ongeveer 1 % calciet per 160-110
jaren, gerekend tot een diepte van 20-25 cm.
Limburgse loess bevat ook biotiet. Evenals van calciet en dolomiet wordt
ook de verwering van biotiet besproken. Het element, dat het gemakkelijkst
kan worden uitgespoeld bleek Kalium te zijn, gevolgd door Calcium en
Magnesium. Deze volgorde wordt veroorzaakt door verschillen in covalente
aard. Gedurende de verwering van de loess neemt Magnesium daardoor,
relatief gezien, toe (vergeleken met Calcium en Kalium), hoewel de mine
ralen (biotiet + calciet + dolomiet) die deze atomen leveren, meer Kalium
en Calcium bevatten dan Magnesium.
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1. SITUATION AND AREA

The province of Limburg, situated in the south-east of the Netherlands covers
an area of 2200 km2 and has a length of 130 km. For the greater part this
province with its elongated form is situated on both sides along the river
Meuse. In the southern part the Meuse is forming the western border of the
province as well as the frontier with Belgium with the exception of a small
section near Maastricht lying as a small enclave at the western side of the
Meuse. The eastern border is the frontier with Germany.
Of the total area ca. 150,000 ha is cultivated of which over 105,000 ha is
arable land and 45,000 ha is grassland. The woods cover approx. 25,000 ha
and 14,000 ha is uncultivated (fig. 1). The rest of about 31,000 ha is occupied
by towns and villages, roads and waterways.
The farmsteads are mostly of the mixed type. As a total live-stock (dairyproduction, pigs and hens) contributes to about 70% of the farm-income.
2. CLIMATE

The climate is humid and moderate with a rather evenly distributed rainfall of
an annual mean of over 700 mm. The minimum falls in the months February
till May (fig. 2). Total amount and distribution differs within the province
(fig. 3) the midst of which has the lowest mean. The rising relief to the south
east is partly responsible for the occurring high annual means, because the
predominantly westerly winds cause rains by rising air masses.
The mean annual temperature is about + 10°C and the mean summer
and winter temperatures are respectively + 18 °C and + 1°C. Normally
the relative humidity is high (> 50%).
Compared with the rest of the Netherlands the mean annual temperature
of Limburg is somewhat higher (fig. 4) ; in summer this difference is even
some centigrades.
*) Pedologist of the Netherlands Soil Survey Institute (Province of Limburg).
2) Soil Chemist, Netherlands Soil Survey Institute.
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Fig. 1.
Distribution of woods (and waste
lands) in the province of Limburg.
Het voorkomen van bossen en ( woeste gron
den) in de provincie Limburg.
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3. GEOMORPHOLOGY AND SURFACE GEOLOGY

Geomorphology

Three physical-geographical units can be distinguished (fig. 5).
1. The southern hilly country with calcareous formation of Senonian age, terti
ary sediments and old and mid Pleistocene terraces, for the greater part
covered with loess. Rising towards the south-east the altitude varies from
60 to 200 m above sea-level. The highest point in the utmost south-east is
+ 300 m. The area is geomorphologically connected with the peneplain of
the Ardennes and the Eifel. The peneplain has been dissected into a landscape
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Fig. 2.
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with a strong relief by tectonic movements, erosion and terrace-like sedi
mentation of the Meuse. The loess-cover has weakened the original relief
changing it into a rolling or undulating country.
2. The second unit consists of nearly flat young Pleistocene terraces and Holocene
alluvia on both sides of the Meuse. Their altitude varies from 20 m in the

north to 30 at 40 m.a.s. in the south. Rather flat terraces of late-Pleistocene
to Holocene age are found alongside the Meuse.
Their differences in height amount to some meters. The oldest terraces bear
vast complexes of blown sands. The recent river plain is very small, for the
Meuse has cut itself deep into the older sediments. Winter and summer
discharges vary strongly so that during high floods in winter the lowest allu
via regularly are inundated.
3. The nearly flat or very weakly undulating landscape with aeolian sands is situated
west of the Meuse. The altitude varies from 20 to 40 m.
It slopes gently in eastern direction towards the river Meuse. The Meusesediments and in the north also those of Rhine-origin bear a load of stratified
aeolian cover-sands of varying thickness. Inland dunes and blown-out de
pressions as well as southwest-northeast directed erosionnal valleys occur.
The western border is at the same time the watershed. Here highmoor peat
has been formed for which reason this area remained nearly inaccessible and
desolate for ages.
Surface geology

At the surface mainly quarternary formations are found. Only in the utmost
southern part outcrops of palaeozoic or mesozoic rocks occur.
The formations at the surface mainly belong to four groups of geological
sediments.
1. Chalk and glauconite bearing sediments of Senonian age occur in the utmost
south. Their thickness is about some ten meters. Generally they have been
weathered deeply. Strong erosion has caused surfacing of the unweathered
rock or a shallow situation.
2. Fluviatile sediments have been transported by the river Meuse from Pleis
tocene to recent time from the Ardennes and the Vosges.
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Differences in altitude, lithological composition, depth of weathering and
the extent of erosion are connected with differences in age. Where erosion
did not effect the mainly coarse old sediments, weathering progressed to
several meters. The younger sediments have been less deeply weathered also
because their material is finer. Old-Pleistocene sediments of the Rhine not
washed away by the Meuse are found along the eastern border in the central
and northern parts of the province. They originate from the middle moun
tains of Germany. These sediments have been weathered deeply and are
mostly covered by cover-sand and loess.
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3. Loess-sediments in the southern hilly country vary from 1-20 m in thickness.
They have been deposited during the Würm glaciation. Along slopes much
of the loess has been lost by erosion. The depth of weathering is mainly slight.
4. Aeolian sands west of the Meuse have been deposited during the Würm
glaciation. The thickness varies from 2 to 15 m and is influenced by the most
ly superficial cuttings made by streams and locally occurring drifting sands.
The weathering is rather strong and deep.
4. GEOLOGY

The dipping of the formations to the north-west is characteristic (see fig. 6).
Perpendicular to this the faulting tectonics alongside the Roertal graben
(Central trough) running from south-east to north-east throughout the
province cause a step-like lowering of the formation towards the centre.
a. Carboniferous sediments form the deepest underground of Limburg. At the
southern frontier they come to the surface but towards the north they have
been overlain by younger strata of increasing thickness. In the north the
Carboniferous reaches already a depth of 1000 to 1500 m. In the Roertal graben it is deeper.
b. Limestone formations of the Senonian (Upper-Cretaceous) with in the north
a thickness of some hundred meters lie on the Carboniferous. In the south
they come to the surface with a smaller thickness and forming the parent
material for limestone soils.
Amidst the limestone-sediments clays and sands rich in glauconite occur.
They are tidal flat deposits of the Cretaceous sea.
c. On the Cretaceous thick layers of sands partly of marine origin have been

deposited during the Tertiary. Their thickness is in the north some hundred
meters, in the south far less by afterwards occurring erosion especially on the
steep sides of the faults. They hardly come to the surface for they are nearly
everywhere covered by Quarternary sediments. Where even these are absent
the loose tertiary sands mostly have been eroded.
The Quarternary sediments consist of fluviatile deposits of the rivers Rhine
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Landscapes in the province of Limburg.
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Flat to gently undulating cover-sand
landscape
Vlak tot zwak golvend dekzandlandschap
Young river terraces and alluvia
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Fig. 6.
Schematic geological north-south section of Limburg.
Schematisch geologisch noord-zuid profiel van Limburg.

and Meuse and of aeolian loess and sands. They cover the Tertiary deposits
but in the southern hilly country they lie also directly on Cretaceous. The
Quarternary sediments are the main parent material for the soils of Limburg.
They can be divided into :
d. The river sediments of Old- and Middle-Pleistocene

They consist mainly of coarse sands and gravels deposited as terraces by
the repeated incisions of the rivers. Their thickness may amount to some ten
meters.
Deposits of the Rhine chiefly occur in the north and somewhat in the midd
le of the province. They differ from those of the Meuse by their mineralogical
and granulometric composition.
The oldest and highest situated terraces of the Meuse in the southern part
of the province already have been eroded and dissected before they got a
loess-cover. It was thus that South-Limburg got its hilly appearance.
The aeolian deposits of the Würm glaciation have covered all the older for
mations.
e. The aeolian sands (cover-sands) in the north mainly originate from the over
there existing river deposits. Their thickness is variable but exceeds seldom
10 m and along the border of the cover-sand area often not more than 2 m.
This sandy sediment is fine (the median of the sand fraction lies between 120
and 150 mu). The loam content (fraction < 50 mu) has some variance
(10-30%).
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Pedogenetic phenomena are connected with these variations. After the
Pleistocene period much of the cover-sand has been blown. Even till in recent
time dune areas and drifting sands arise.
The cover-sand area drains on a great number of small valleys in which
a rather fine, sometimes clayey alluvial sediment has been deposited.
f. The loessial sediments on the surface only occur in the south of the province.
They are of Würm-glacial age. Post-Pleistocene loess is not known. Loess is
characterized as a fine grained, loose and porous sediment with a textural
maximum in the fractions of 20-50 mu. On the flat parts of the country the
loess reaches a thickness of 10 to 20 m. On hilly terrain this diminishes to
3 to 5 m and on steep slopes it mostly has been eroded away.
When the loess passes into cover-sand it becomes sandy and shallow. This
transition zone is not striking in the Netherlands for in late-Pleistocene and
even in Holocene periods the Meuse sediments got a great extension in this
zone.
g. The formation of thcfluviatile low terraces took place in the late-Pleistocene,
the surface material of which differs from those formed in early- or middlePleistocene by a finer granulometric constitution and a position on a lower
level. The median of the sand is shifted to the finer fraction, it is more loamy
and has a higher clay fraction ; the surface layers are never rich in gravel.
h. The recent alluvial sediments occur as a small ribbon on both sides of the
Meuse. Sometimes they are absent. Loess emanating from the Belgian and
South-Limburg hilly lands is an important admixture.
Very often the heavy mineral portion of the sand fractions is characteristic
for the above mentioned sediments (Edelman, 1948; Zonneveld, 1947,1955) ;
different gravel bearing sediments have different gravel associations too
(Van Straten, 1946; Maarleveld, 1956).
So not thoroughly studied it looks like that Senonian sediments consist
mainly of Zircone and some Anatase and Garnet (Douglas, 1944). Although
Tertiary sands comprise all sediments from old to young Tertiary, they easily
can be distinguished as a whole against the Quarternary sands by their ho
mogeneous grain distribution. Also their comparatively great quantities metamorfic minerals in the heavy fraction is a characteristic distinguishing mark
against these younger sands. Besides, the quartz content of the sand fraction
is much higher for the Tertiary sands than for those of the Quarternary
(Faber, 1947, Edelman, 1948).
Gravel, mainly consisting of quartz, occurs especially in Pleistocene sedi
ments.
The heavy mineral fraction of the quarternary Meuse sediments contains
particularly turbid chloritoid, amphibole and garnet. On the other hand
those of the Rhine are characterized by epidote, sausserite, amphibole and
augite (Zonneveld, 1947). The Rhine deposits have a higher percentage
quartz than those of the same age of the Meuse (Maarleveld, 1956). Rhinegravel contains much lydite being absent in material from the Meuse in which
Revinien-Quartzite and flint are characteristic.
Loess deposits of the Würm glaciation contain epidote-garnet-amphibole
association and the discrimination between young and old Wiirm-loess lies
in less garnet and green amphibole for older loess (Van Doormaal, 1945).
In the heavy fractions of the cover-sands in the west and the north garnet
and epidote with sometimes a little augite are typical (Zonneveld, 1947).
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5. SOILS

SOIL TYPES AND DISTRIBUTION

In the soil map of fig. 7 is given the occurrence and geographical distribution
of the different soils in Limburg. They are distinguished in 17 types of soils,
some of them fitting to the conception of „soil association" (Nygard and Hole,
1949 - Soil Survey Manual, 1951) according to related variations in soil
genesis. In some of the distinguished types differences in soil morphology
occur associated with the relief or hydrological situation, in these cases form
ing toposequences (catenas) according to Winters (1949).
In comparison with the soil map described by Edelman (1950), where dis
tinctly different genetic soil profiles still were grouped together, here a some
more detailed distinction is made.
The development of the soil profiles is characteristic for a moderate humid
climate.
Eluviation of the clay, iron and humus are the generally occurring soilforming processes. The thus developed profiles belong to the Gray Brown
Podzolic Soils, the Brown Podzolic Soils and the Podzols. Time, parent
material and differences in hydrological environment are the factors deter
mining the profile development, amongst which especially parent material
and particular its texture has a great influence.
Clayey material tends to the development of a Gray Brown Podzolic pro
file, loamy sands promote a Brown Podzolic and on the poor sands a Podzol
profile is most likely to occur.
On limestone very specific soil profiles develop (Rendzina and Terra
Fusca soils).
The soil profile development becomes more pronounced the longer a sedi
ment is exposed to soil forming processes. Young alluvial soils have only a
slight differentiation in horizons. This is restricted to the forming of an Axhorizon by the accumulation of organic material. The differentiation in
horizons is more pronounced in the older sediments such as terrace sediments,
loess and cover-sands. Here deep sola have been developed, in which some
times a younger soil profile has been formed in the topsoil.
The profile development is weak in hydrologically low situated soils. Hori
zon-differentiation is restricted to the forming of an Aj-horizon, becoming
stronger developed as the groundwater table is higher.
Often peat formation occurs on soils with a permanent high groundwater
table.
Sandy soils in the cover-sand area, being cultivated for ages as arable land
and thus having got a very thick humous topsoil are an exclusive group.
Their thick humous topsoil originates from the humic material from the
„potstallen" (stables) that has been brought to the land for ages (plaggen
soils).
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS (see also table 1)

1. Rendzinas. A shallow topsoil of 20 to 30 cm, under natural conditions very
humic and of dark colour, lies directly upon unweathered limestone rock
(Kubiena, 1948, 1953 - Mückenhausen, 1959). When cultivated these soils
loose their humus very quickly. The colour of the topsoil than changes into
grey. The humus content of arable land soils is 2-5%; in the woods humus
amounts to about 12%.The humic topsoil contains large quantities of CaCOs
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but dolomite (Ca(MgC03)2) is absent. The clay of the rendzinas proceeds
from the limestone as parent material.
The < 2 mu fraction varies from 20-30% (< 16 mu from 25-40% - fig.
8 and 9) and its specific surface from 60—140 m2/g.
The exchange capacity (16-28 mval./100 g) depends on the humus con
tent and thus may be more than 50 mval./100 g; calcium amounts to more
than 95% of exchangeable bases.
The soils have a rather high K-fixation (30-60% dry fixation and 15-40°/o
wet fixation) caused by clay minerals intermediate between illite and montmorillonite. P-fixation is small: 5-15%.
Intergrades between Rendzina and Terra Fusca occur. These soils have a
thin layer of sticky clay between unweathered limestone and the A1 horizon.

Associations of soils on limestone and glauconitic sediments.
Associaties van gronden op kalksteen en glauconitische sedimenten.

1. Rendzinas.
2. Terra Fusca soils.

Terra Fusca gronden

3. Podzolized Flint soils.

Gepodzoleerde vuursteengronden.

4. Glauconite soils.

Glauconietgronden.

Association of river terrace soils.
Associatie van rivierterrasgronden.

5. Sandy and gravelly High Terrace soils with Podzol and Brown Podzolic Soils.

Zandige en grindrijke hoogterrasgronden met Podzolen en Brown Podzolics ( „humusijzerpodzolen" ).

6. Gray Brown Podzolic Soils on loamy Low Terrace soils.

Gray Brown Podzolics (gronden met textuur-B) op lemige laagterrasgronden.

7. Brown Podzolic Soils on sandy Low Terrace soils.

Brown Podzolics („humusijzerpodzolen") op zandige laagterrasgronden.

Association of recent Alluvial Soils.

Associatie van jonge alluviale gronden.
8. Meuse alluvial soils/Alluviale Maasafzettingen.
9. Roer
„
„ /
„
Roerafzettingen.
10. Geul
„
„/
„
Geulafzettingen.

Association of soils on loess sediments.

Associatie van gronden op loessafzettingen.

11. Normal loess soils with Gray Brown Podzolic Soils.

Gewone loessgronden met Gray Brown Podzolics (gronden met textuur-B).

12. Sandy loess soils with Brown Podzolic and Gray Brown Podzolic Soils.

Zandige loessgronden met Brown Podzolics („humusijzerpodzolen") en Gray Brown Podzolics
(gronden met textuur-B).

Association of soils on aeolian sands.

Associaties van gronden op eolische zanden.

13. Brown Podzolic and Podzol Soils on loamy cover-sand.
Brown Podzolics („humusijzerpodzolen") en Podzolen op lemig dekzand.

14. Podzol Soils on cover-sand.
Podzolen op dekzand.

15. Plaggen Soils.

Oude bouwlandgronden.

16. Valley Bottom Soils.
Beekdalgronden.

17. Blown Sand Soils.
Stuifzandgronden.
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TABLE 1. Chemical characteristics, pH-H20, specific surface, % < 2 mu and % < 16 mu of various so
Chemische karakteristieken, pH-Hfi, specifiek oppervlak, % < 2 mu en % < 16 mu van verschillende boden
Soils on limestone and glauconite sediments

River terrace soils

Gronden op kalksteen en glaiiconitische sedimenten

Rivierterrasgronden

Description
Beschrijving

Flint

Glauconite

High Terrace

Rece:
Jon

Low Terrace
Laagterras

Meuse

Rendzina

Terra Fusca

Vuursteen

Glauconiet

Hoogterras

Loamy
Lemig

Sandy
Zandig

Maas

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

KaO-mg/lOOg

60-140

115-150

15-40

160-650

10-110 +

30-75

10-40

CaO - mg/100 g

6400-28000

250-4500

10-160

170-1020

10-200 +

50-160

10-145 +

200-5200

MgO — mg/lOO g

250-460

110-350

25-80

70-400

30-100 +

75-250 +

30-150 +

250-545

P«08 - mg/100 g

60-150

80-120

25-80

75-210

15-160 +

80-225 +

15-180+

110-510

Fe,0, - %

1.5-2.9

2.3-3.4

0.3-2.4

2.0-4.5

0.4-3.4

1.0-2.2

0.6-1.8

3.4-7.7

A1|0# - %

0.6-2.2

1.0-2.6

0.1-1.5

0.5-2.4

0.1-1.3

0.4-1.2

0.1-0.8

1.5-3.1

SiOi — %

1.7-6.2

2.7-4.5

0.5-1.3

3.2-7.6

0.2-2.3

0.6-1.7

0.1-1.1

2.3-5.5

SiOj/FejOj + Al.O,molair

1.6-3.1

1.3-3.8

0.6-1.0

1.7-3.7

0.7-1.2

0.5-1.4

0.6-1.2

0.9-1.3

FetO*/AljO«-molair

0.7-1.6

0.7-1.4

0.3-2.0

1.2-3.3

0.5-2.8

0.8-2.3

0.7-2.3

07.-1.9

SiOj-FeaOj + AljOi
-m.e./100g

( +15)-( +70) ( + 12M+35)

CO)—(—io)

(+24M+80) C +10) - (—13) C+8)-(—18)

60-110

( + 3)-(—6) ( + 18)-(—6

pH-HjO

7.5-8.0

6.5-7.8

3.8-5.8

5.1-6.6

< 2 mu - %

20-30

30-50

15-50

20-40

2-8

6-20

3-8

10-35

25-40

45-70

30-70

30-50

3-20

15-35

10-20

25-65

60-140

75-160

40-125

70-110

2-35

10-35

3-25

70-140

<C 16 mu - %
Specific surface Specifiek oppervlak

m8/g

P-fixation-%
P-fixatie

3.8-6.5 +

5.5-6.5

4.7-6.5 +

5.5-7.5

5-15

13-35

20-45

8-30

3-30

1-8

2-12

15-40

K-fixation wet method-%
natte methode

15-40

20-50

5-15

15-35

3-15

8-15

2-10

40-85

K-fixation dry method-%
droge methode

30-60

40-65

20-40

30-50

10-35

12-25

7-20

55-95

Cation exchange capacity
mval/lOO gr.
Kationen uitwisselingscapaci
teit

16-28

20-35

12-25

20-30

3-25

5-20

3-8

20-33

0.15-0.22

0.15-0.20

0.05-0.50

0.16-0.30

0.06-0.31

0.06-0.24

0.03-0.20

0.25-0.50

2-5

2-4

2-15

2-6

1-15

2-3

2-3

3-11

N-%
Humus-%

Note: + Large spreading caused by manuring (Grote spreiding tengevolge van bemesting).
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Soils on loess
sediments
Gronden op loessafzettingen

luvial soils
luvtale gronden

Soils on aeolian sands
Gronden op eolische zanden
Valley
bottom

Description
Blown
sand

Roer

Geul

Normal

Sandy

Loamy

Sandy

Plaggen

Roer

Geul

Normaal

Zandig

Lemig

Zondig

Bouwland

Oud
Beekdal

Stuifzand

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

5-18

12-35

25-95

65-85

50-150

25-65

5-30

240-1080

100-3300

25-230

8-160 + 75-350 +

75-320

190-250

175-800

60-150

10-75

75-160

90-160

75-150

75-150

1.8-3.6

1.9-3.1

1.5-2.7

1.0-1.5

1.0-2.3

0.9-1.7

0.9-2.0

1.0-2.2

2.3-3.8

0.8-1.0

1.0-1.3
(0)-(-9)

20-320 +

12-45

8-35

KtO -mg/100 g

50-450 +

4-300 +

GaO - mg/l00 g

25-50

MgO - mg/100 g

15-90 + 30-100 +

80-160

35-160 +

10-140 +

P,0, - mg/100 g

0.20-1.10

0.10-0.25

0.4-1.0

0.5-1.2

0.2-1.0

0.2-0.9

0.2-0.9

1.5-3.6

0.5-1.6

0.1-0.6

0.1-0.4

0.3-0.8

1.6-1.9

1.3-1.8

0.8-1.5

0.2-1.1

0.3-1.0

1.0-1.3

0.8-1.3

0.7-1.3

0.2-1.0

( +14)-(+27) (+5M+29) (+8)-(—2)

r

25-75

CO

25-75

o

75-250

Beschrijving

10-35

0.2-0.7

Fe,0,- %

0.1-0.4

A1.0,- %

0.3-1.4

0.2-0.4

SiO, - %

0.6-1.3

0.5-1.7

0.6-1.5

Si0,/Fe,0, + A1,0,molair

0.6-2.0

0.2-7.0

0.7-2.3

FeiO|/AljOs-moIair

C +2)—C—3)

SiO.-Fe.O, + AlaO,
-m.e./lOOg

3.8-6.4 +

pH-H|0

(0)—(—9)

(0)-(-7)

4.8-6.0+

4.7-5.6 + 4.8-6.1 +

0.2-3.0
0.2-0.9

(+2)-(-6) (+5)-(-2)

4.4-6.3 +

5.5-7.2

5.5-7.0

5.0-7.8

4.5-6.0

8-20

9-35

10-18

9-15

2-5

1-4

3-5

3-15

0-4

< 2 mu-%

15-50

20-60

20-38

15-25

4-15

2-10

6-10

6-25

1-7

< 16 mu-%

30-60

60-100

30-55

20-40

10-30

5-30

10-30

20-50

1-15

Specific surface - m8/g
Specifiek oppervlak

5-15

18-45

5-15

5-20

8-35

5-30

3-15

5-20

2-8

P-fixation-%
P-fixatie

10-30

20-60

8-30

1-10

2-10

2-12

2-10

2-12

4-9

K-fixation wet method-%
natte methode

20-55

35-75

20-50

7-25

8-15

5-25

9-20

6-15

8-17

K-fixation dry method-%
droge methode

8-13

17-28

7-25

3-12

2-6

2-5

6-10

10-16

1-2

Cation exchange capacity
m val/100 gr.
Kationen uitwisselingscapa
citeit

0.09-0.25
1.5-4.5

0.22-0.50
4-9

0.10-0.20
2-3

0.08-0.16 0.08-0.14
1-3

2-5

0.06-0.30

0.09-0.25

3-11

2-6

0.12-0.30 0.05-0.15
4-10

1-3.5

N-%
Humus-%
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Fig. 8.
Granulometric composition of topsoils of old sedimentary deposits and younger aeolian
sediments in Limburg.
Granulaire samenstelling van bovengronden van oude sedimenten en jongere eolische afzettingen in
Limburg.

Both A1-horizon and the clay layer contain small and somewhat bigger pie
ces of limestone (Kubiena, 1953 - Mückenhausen, 1959).
2. Terra Fusca soils. Over limestone a soil has been developed consisting of
a non calcareous clay layer because the originally present CaC03 dissolved
and has been leached away (Kubiena, 1948, 1953 - Mückenhausen, 1959).
In Limburg the mean thickness of the clay layer varies from 50 to 60 cm
(Breteler, 1958 - Pahaut, 1954). It may be possible that these soils are fossile
ones dating from earlier warm periods (Brunnacker, 1959 - Klinge, 1958)
because nowadays they occur mainly under subtropical climatic conditions.
The Aj-horizon with 2-4% humus is not very pronounced in arable land;
nitrogen is 0.15-0.20. A heavy texture and great chemical richness counter-
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Fig• 9"
Sommation curve of the characteristic grain size distribution in topsoils of typical Rendzinas (1) and Terra Fusca soils (2).
Abcissus : grain size in mu. Ordinate : sommation of weight percentages.

Sommatiecurve van de karakteristieke korrelgrootteverdeling in bovengronden van typische Rendzina's ( 1)
en Terra Fusca-gronden (2).
Abcis = korreldiameter in mu. Ordinaat = sommatie van gewichtspercentages.

acts a strong leaching and therefore a horizon-differentiation is absent in
these profiles.
The clay content (< 2 mu) varies from 30 to 50% (fig. 8), the rest of the
mineral material is very fine (45-70% <16 mu - fig. 9). Specific surface
ranges from 75 to 160 m2/g.
The Aj-horizon sometimes contains less clay than the material beneath it,
which may be ascribed to a possible loess admixture. The exchange capacity
is 20-35 mval/100 g of soil; the exchangeable cations are for 95-100% Ca.
The strong K-fixation (viz. 40-65% dry fixation and 20-50% wet fixation)
is caused by the clay minerals intermediate between illite and montmorillonite. P-fixation is promoted by high alkalinity and is 13-35%.
From agricultural point of view these soils belong to the best in Limburg
but their heavy texture makes cultivation difficult.
3. Flint soils. Intensive leaching of very permeable flint containing limestone
rock combined with a big annual rainfall caused the formation of these soils.
In between a mass of flints some clay from weathered limestone is present.
Therefore these soils have a far more greater internal drainage than the terra
fusca soils. This greater drainage on its turn promotes on horizontal flat ter
rains the development of a rather thin podzol profile. On slopes where run
off of water on the surface is greater this podzol development is weaker. The
big quantities of flint make it impossible to recognize clearly deeper pedogenetic horizons.
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The clay in between the big pieces of flint in the subsoil is of the same brown
colour as of the Terra Fusca soils. With strong weathering the colour of the
topsoil changes into white.
The Flint soils are wooded and therefore have a high humus content (up
to 15%); nitrogen amounts from 0.005 to 0.50%. The great quantities of
flint make the granulometric composition hard to determine. The sieved
fraction without stones rather may ressemble the Terra Fusca soils (15—50%
< 2 mu and 30-70% < 16 mu). Cation exchange capacity is 12-25 mval/
100 g, Ca being the main base component. The specific surface however is
considerable less namely 40-125 m2/g against 75-160 m2/g in Terra Fusca
soils. P-fixation is rather high (20-45%); K-fixation ranges from 20-40%
and 5-15% according to dry method and wet method respectively. On ac
count of their stoniness these soils are hardly of any agricultural importance.
Besides this their total area is only small.
4. Glauconite soils. A part of the Senonian marine sediments are sandy and
clayey deposits of shores and tidal flats. In Limburg they are rich in glauco
nite, a micaceous mineral containing 5-8% K20, about 20% Fe203 (Fe++ +
Fe+++) and about 3% MgO. When by recent erosion these soils did not lose
a great part of their solum, they are rather strongly weathered with a Gray
Brown Podzolic profile as the principal one. Sometimes a textural B-horizon
rich in iron has been developed so strongly, that a vertical water movement is
impeded by compaction and cementation of this layer. Stagnation of water
in the topsoils then occurs. Therefore the humus content ranges from 2-6%.
The textural composition of these soils varies strongly where as moreover

nite soils (4). See also fig. 9.

Sommatiecurve van de karakteristieke korrelgrootteverdeling in'bovengronden van typische Glauconietgronden (4). £ie ook fig. 9.
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the use of Na2C03 as peptisating agent common in the Netherlands does not
give constant results. The amount of particles < 2 mu varies from 20 to 40%
and that of < 16 mu from 30 to 50% (fig. 8 and 10). The specific surface
ranges from 70-110 m2/g. Glauconite containing soils have an exchange ca
pacity of 20-30 mval/100 gr. The adsorption complex has from 80-95% Ca,
with a predominance of Mg over K for total exchangeable bases. P-fixation
is slight (8-30%), K-fixation however is strong namely 30-50% by dry method
and 15-35% by wet method.
Calcareous glauconite soils are a transition to glauconite bearinglimestones.
The soils are agriculturally well valued. Only the varieties with a heavy
texture are difficult to cultivate.
5. High Terrace soils. The parent material of these soils are beddings of great
thickness built up by coarse sand which partially is rich in gravel. Within
these coarse materials sometimes lenses of layers of heavy clay occur. The
< 2/U

______ _

Sandy and gravelly soils of the High Terraces (5)
Zandige en grindrijke gronden van de hoogterrassen (5)
Loamy and sandy soils of the Low Terraces (6.7)
Lemige en zandige gronden van laagterassen (6.7)

A

M

— •
,

Recent Alluvial Soils of young Meuse sediments (8)
Jonge alluviale gronden van recente Maasafzettingen (8)
Recent Alluvial Soils of young Geul sediments (10)
Jonge alluviale gronden van recente Geulafzettingen (10)
Valley bottom soils in the cover-sand region (16)
Beekdalgronden in het dekzandgebied (16)

Fig. 11.
Granulometric composition of topsoils of river sediments in Limburg.

Granulaire samenstelling van bovengronden van rivierafzettingen in Limburg.
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Fig. 12.
Sommation curve of the characteristic grain size distribution in topsoils of typical High
Terrace soils (5). See also fig. 9.
Sommatiecurve van de karakteristieke korrelgrootteverdeling in bovengronden van typische hoogterrasgronden (5). £ie ook fig. 9.

permeability is great. The soils derived from this material all are well to
excessivily drained.
Under natural circumstances the humus accumulation is restricted to
litter on a thin A1-horizon; on arable land most of the humus is lost. The
soils have a humus content in the topsoil ranging from 1-15%; nitrogen varies
from 0.06 to 0.31 %. The Brown Podzolic profile with a rather deep solum
is dominating. A shallow Podzol mostly occurs, but in arable land this is
wholly or partly concealed by the tilth.
The median of the sand fraction 50-2000 mu varies from 200 to over 400 mu.
The clay content (< 2 mu) of the topsoil ranges from 2-8%, the fraction
< 16 mu (3-20%) is also very small (fig. 11 and 12), as is the same with the
specific surface (2-35 m2/g). The exchange capacity is low: 3-25 mval./100
g (Ca being the main base component). P-fixation (3-30%) and K-fixation
(10-35% dry method and 3-15% wet method) are low.
6-7. Low Terrace soils. Contrary to the deposits of high terraces those of the
young river terraces show a geographical pattern of heavier and lighter tex
tured soils. Though their subsoils always consist of coarse sand the upper part
with a thickness of 1 to 1.5 m is built up by finer and/or more clayey material.
In this material profile development took place, the occurring soils being of
the Gray Brown Podzolic and the Brown Podzolic type depending on a higher
or lower clay content.
6. Loamy Low Terrace soils. Soils with a textural B-horizon (Gray Brown Pod
zolic profile) have a clay content ( < 2 mu) of 8-20 % in the topsoil (<16 mu
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Fig. 13.
Sommation curve of the characteristic grain size distribution in topsoils of typical loamy
Low Terrace soils (6). See also fig. 9.

Sommatiecurve van de karakteristieke korrelgrootteverdeling in bovengronden van typische lemige laagterrasgronden (6).
ook fig. 9.

is 15-35%). When profile development is advanced very much, the clay
content of the upper 10 to 30 cm diminishes to about 6%. The morphometric
properties of the upper layers is such that the profile development can be
based as a Brown Podzolic one (so-called secondary Brown Podzolic soil).
With river-terrace soils rich in clay the clay-illuviation horizon (textural
B) is found at a depth of ca. 40 cm. With less clay this horizon occurs deeper
(about 80 cm) and at the same time it may be split up in several bands
or fibers (lamellae). Within a well developed Gray Brown Podzolic profile
the differences in clay content of the A- and B-horizons vary from about 8%
in the tilth to about 35% in the heaviest parts of the B-horizon. In general the
differences are much smaller. Compared with the rest of the profile the clay
content of eventual fibers differs no more than about 5-6%. Beneath the
solum coarse sand occurs at a depth of 100-150 cm. A textural B-horizon is
also developed in low-lying soils. Only when in summer the groundwater
level does not fall to beneath the solum this textural B is not formed. All
Low Terrace soils show a rather wide spreading of their textural composition
(see fig. 11 and 13).
The specific surface of the topsoil is 10-35 m 2/g. The adsorption capacity
is 5-20 mval./100 g which is only slightly raised with an increasing clay
content. Besides calcium which forms 60 to 95% of the total bases, potas
sium and magnesium occur in equal amounts. The humus content is 2-3%
and up to ca. 8% in the wet soils; nitrogen is 0.06 to 0.24% and more.
P-fixation is very low, 1-8%; K-fixation is also low: 12-25% and 8-15%
respectively dry and wet method.
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Fig. 14.
Sommation curve of the characteristic grain size distribution in topsoils of typical sandy
Low Terrace soils (7). See also fig. 9.

Sommatiecurve van de karakteristieke korrelgrootteverdeling in bovengronden van typische zandige laagterrasgronden (7).
°°k fig• 9.

7. Sandy Low Terrace soils. These soils have a Brown Podzolic profile. Locally a
textural B-horizon of sometimes partly disintegrated bands (5-15 cm) occurs.
They consist of clay and iron and are not found within the first 80 cm. Mostly
these soils are textural homogeneous with a clay content (< 2 mu) of 3-8%
and 10-20% < 16 mu (fig. 11 and 14). Their specific surface is 3-25 m2/g.
The humus content of the topsoil is 2-3%; nitrogen is 0.03-0.20%. P-fixation is very small: 2-12%, K-fixation is low: 7-20% dry method and 2-10%
wet method. Cation exchange capacity is very low: 3-8 mval./100 g, Ca being
the main base component. The low-lying soils which take a restricted area
have no Brown Podzolic profile. The topsoil is darker and more humic (up
to about 5%) and the mineral material more gray in colour.
8. Meuse alluvial soils. Gray-brown coloured soils without soil profile devel
opment are found in the youngest sediments on both sides of the Meuse. This
ribbon of alluvial deposits is up to 3 km wide. Where the Meuse cuts through
tectonic uplifted parts in the middle of the province, alluvial deposits are ab
sent. Alluvial deposits are also found in completely or partly cut off meanders
of the river.
The textural composition depends on the way in which the sedimentation
took place. The high situated soils of the Meuse levees are more sandy than
the low and flat lying pàfts. The fraction < 2 mu amounts to 10-35%
(25-65% < 16 mu). An admixture of some loess is characteristic for all
alluvial Meuse-soils, for the river flows to a great extent through the loess
area and its tributaries transport this loess material to the main river (fig.
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11 and 15). The specific surface ranges from 70-140 m2/g. The topsoilcontains
3-11% humus. Nitrogen varies from 0.25 to 0.50%. The exchange capacity
is rather high: 20-33 mval./lOOg, Ca being the main base component. Pfixation rates from 15-40%. A well known property of the Meuse-soils is the
strong K-fixation which amounts from 55-95% with dry method and from
40-85% with wet method. This fixation increases in the deeper layers and
therefore this property is a characteristic of the sediment itself and not in
duced by agriculture.
9. Roer alluvial soils. The Roer a tributary of the Meuse has its source in
Germany and mainly flows through the high terrace deposits of the river
Rhine which are covered with loess.
The deposits of this tributary occupy a small strip of land on both sides. In
granulometric composition they differ from the Meuse alluvial soils by a
smaller content of clay (< 2 mu) and by an admixture of coarser sand
(fig. 16) ; clay content ofjtopsoils is 8 to 20% ( < 2 mu); < 16 m u is 15 to
50%. Their specific surface (30-60 m2/g) too is much smaller than of the
Meuse alluvial soils. The soils are more reddish brown than those of the
Meuse sediments. Besides the colour they differ also in K-fixation being much
less, viz. about 20-55% according to the dry method and 10-30% to the
wet method.
P-fixation ranges from 5-15%. The soils have a humus content of 1.5-4.5% ;
nitrogen is 0.09-0.25%. Cation exchange capacity is 8-13 mval/100 g with
Ca as the main base component.
10. Geul alluvial soils. This tributary originates from East-Belgium and flows
through the South-East of the province of Limburg. It cuts through Creta
ceous sediments covered with loess. The Geul alluvial soils resemble those
of the Meuse after texture and morphology according to the similar geologic
formations in the hinterland. They too contain much loess in their mineral
fractions (fig. 11) and their content of particles < 2 mu and <16 mu also
can be compared with those of the Meuse alluvial soils (fig. 17) : respectively
9-35% and 20-60%. Specific surface is 60-100 m2/g. But the Geul alluvial
soils are hydrologically mainly lower situated and therefore for the greater
part moderately or poorly drained. Because this tributary has cut itself deep
into the landscape much water deeps into it from the bordering hills (Teunissen van Manen, 1958). The humus content of the topsoil ranges from 4-9%
(accidentally to ca 18%) because these soils are mainly occupied by grass
land. Nitrogen is 0.22-0.50% and higher. P-fixation is 18-45%; K-fixation
is 35-75% (dry method) and 20-60% (wet method) which data are very high
and of the order of those of the Meuse alluvial soils. Cation exchange capacity
ranges from 17 to 28 mval./100 g with Ca being the main base component.
11. Normal loess soils. An uniform texture is characteristic for these soils. The
size-distribution shows a maximum for the particles from 25-50 mu with a
mainly ca. 37mu (fig. 8 and 18). The original landscape of the older formations
in southern Limburg has a strong relief. Upon this loess was deposited. The
thickness of the sediment is ca. 5 m in the hilly parts to about 20 m on the
flat terrains. The old landforms can still be recognized.
Erosion on the many slopes carried soil horizons away which material was
redeposited on the valley bottoms (colluvium). Originally loess is rich in cal-
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Fig. 15.73
Sommation curve of the characteristic grain size distribution in topsoils of typical recent
Meuse alluvial soils (8). See also fig. 9.

Sommatiecurve van de karakteristieke korrelgrootteverdeling in bovengronden van typische jonge Maas
afzettingen (8). Z™ °°k fig• S1-

Fig. 16.
Sommation curve of the characteristic grain size distribution in topsoils of typical recent
Roer alluvial soils (9). See also fig. 9.
Sommatiecurve van de karakteristieke korrelgrootteverdeling in bovengronden van typische jonge Roer
afzettingen (9). Zù ook fig. 9.
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Sommatiecurve van de karakteristieke korrelgrootteverdeling in bovengronden van typische jonge Geul
afzettingen (10). Zie ook fig. 9.

Sommatiecurve van de karakteristieke korrelgrootteverdeling in bovengronden van typische loessgronden
(11.12). Zie ook fig. 9.
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cium carbonate but the prevailing climate caused a decalcification to a
depth of 2.5 m.
The soil profile is of the Gray Brown Podzolic type. The B-horizon starts
at about 50 cm and contains more clay (< 2 mu) than the A-horizon. The
mean difference in clay content between A- and B-horizon is 6-8%. Together
with clay iron has also disappeared from the A-horizon and is accumulated
in the B-horizon. It is highly probable that wandering of clay and iron took
place simultaneously, for the clay/iron-ratio is nearly constant throughout
the profile (v. d. Broek, 1956).
Along slopes the A-horizon may have been eroded leaving the B-horizon
at the surface. When stronger erosion took place the decalcified C-horizon
is at the surface. Under very extreme erosion conditions the calcareous loess
comes to or near to the surface. The carbonate content of calcareous loess is
10-15% but in the tilth decalcification appears. Depending on the degree
of erosion the clay content (< 2 mu) of the surface layer ranges from 10-18%
(< 16 mu 20-38%) ; spec, surface of 30-55 m2/g. Depending on the clay con
tent the exchange capacity of loess soils varies from 7-25 mval./100 g. Of the
cations 90-99% is calcium with a maximum of 5% for potassium. The humus
content of the topsoil is small: 2-3%. Nitrogen is 1.10-0.20%. K-fixation
is rather high: 20-50% dry method, 8-30% wet method. P-fixation ranges
from 5-15%.
Because the colluvium in the valleys mainly originates from the topsoil of
the slopes these valley soils are to a greater depth somewhat more humic and
have also more nutrients. But the physical conditions of this stratified mate
rial are sometimes less than of the other loessial soils.
12. Sandy loess soils. A zone of sandy loess soils is found along the northern
border of the loess belt in South-Limburg. In this zone the loess becomes
more sandy in northern direction. The sand content (fraction > 50 mu) varies
from 15-20% in the south increasing to 50% in the north. The clay content
(< 2 mu) of the topsoil is somewhat smaller than in normal loess soils, viz.
9—15% (< 16mu is 15-25%). The specific surface too is somewhat less: 2040 m2/g.
Generally the sandy loess cover is not over 1.50 m in thickness diminish
ing in northern direction. The prevalent profile is of the Gray Brown Podzolic
type. With a greater sand content of the soil the textural B-horizon is found at
a greater depth and above this a secondary Brown Podzolic profile has been
developed. The exchange capacity amounts from 3-12 mval./100 g of which
85-90% is calcium and magnesium may rise to 10%. The humus content
ranges from 1-3% ; nitrogen from 0.08 to 0.16 %. P-fixation varies from 5-20%,
K-fixation is rather small with 7-25% dry method and 1-10% wet method.
13. Loamy cover sand soil. An amount of 15—50% particles < 50 mu is distinc
tive of loamy cover sand. The clay content (< 2 mu) is not over 5% (fig. 8
and 19). The specific surface is small, 10-30 m2/g.
If the hydrographical situation of the soils is high (e.q. a low water table)
a Brown Podzolic profile has been developed in which the B-horizon often
contains only very little humus. In the subsoil clay/iron fibers are found.
Depending on moisture conditions sometimes a slight Podzol profile has been
developed in the topsoil. If the hydrographical situation of the soil is low
(e.q. a high water table) a well pronounced podzol is always found and iron
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cover sand soils (13) and plaggen soils (15) (upper curve) and of sandy cover sand soils
(14) (lower curve). See also fig. 9.

Sommatiecurve van de karakteristieke korrelgrootteverdeling in bovengronden van typische lemige dekzandgronden (13) en oude bouwlandgronden (15) (bovenste curve) en van zandige dekzandgronden
(14) (onderste curve). Zie ook fig. 9.

has been eluviated to great depth. Humus content varies from 2-5%; nitrogen
is 0.08-0.14%. P-fixation sometimes may be moderately strong: 8-35%. Kfixation is very low: 2-10% wet method and 8-15% dry method.
14. Sandy cover-sand soils. In addition to the low-lying loamy cover-sand soils
Podzols are also found on the sandy cover-sand soils containing less than
about 15% particles < 50 mu. The clay fraction (< 2 mu) is small: 1-4%,
< 16 muis 2—10 % (fig. 8 and 19); specific surface is also low: 5-30 m2/g.
The Podzol profile has been developed deeper the lower the soils are situated
hydrologically. In lowest situation the topsoil of those Podzols becomes peaty.
Chemically the sandy cover sand soils belong to the poorest soils of the whole
area. Leaching has been very heavy especially in an acid peaty milieu. The
humus is of poor quality and shows the phenomenon of irreversible drying
out. The humus content ranges from 3-11%, nitrogen from 0.06-0.30%.
P-fixation varies from 5-30%. K-fixation is small: 5-25% (dry method) and
2-12% (wet method).
15. Plaggen soils. Through ages sods from the heath and forests have been used
in stables and therefore were enriched with manure. The latter was brought
together with mineral impurities to the fields and by this long-continued
manuring the soils got a very thick humic toplayer which in some cases grew
to more than 1 m. The original soil generally developed on loamy coversand is of the Brown Podzolic type as described under 13. Under more moist
conditions by a lower situation the topsoil is more humic.
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Good chemical and physical properties are the result of the big quantitaties of well converted organic material brought into the soils. The moisture
storage is great and root penetration may be deep. The humus content varies
from 2-6%. Nitrogen ranges from 0.09 to 0.25 %. Texturally the soils resem
ble the loamy cover-sand soils (fig. 8 and 19). Specific surface is also quite
alike: 10-30 m2/g. Both P- and K-fixation are low: P-fixation 3-15%; Kfixation 9-20% and 2-10% dry method and wet method respectively.
16. Valley bottom soils. Low situated cover-sand soils without a soil profile are
found in the cover-sand area. Partly these soils are found in sections of brook
valleys with a permanently rather high water table. Then they may have
either a clayey or silty topsoil or a peat layer may have been formed. Besides
this these soils occur in blown out depressions where the deeper subsoil thus
has come to the surface.
The valley bottom soils have a variable textural composition (fig. 11). Es
pecially the alluvial deposits of the brooks and streams have rather big quan
tities of clay compared with the surrounding sand soils.
The alluvial cover is as a rule very thin and doesn't surpass 40 cm of
thickness.
In the topsoils the amount of particles < 2 mu varies from 3—15% (< 16 mu
is 6-25%), the specific surface ranges from 20-50 m2/g, the humus content
from 4-10%; nitrogen is 0.12-0.30%. As with the cover-sand soils P- and
K-fixation are low: P-fixation 5-20% and K-fixation 2-12% (wet method)
and 6-15% (dry method).
17. Blown sand soils. In the cover-sand area and on the river terraces along
side the Meuse much recently blown sand is found, even building dune-like
hills. The mineralogical composition of these blown sands change with its
scources. Blown sand soils originating from cover-sand have a tendency to
podzolization and contain somewhat more fine sand than those on riverterraces which consist of coarse sand and have mainly a Brown Podzolic
development owing to a higher content of weatherable minerals. All blown
sand soils are dry and have very little silt and clay size particles (fig. 8). The
fraction < 2 mu varies from 0-4% (<16 mu 1-7%), the specific surface
ranges from 1-15 m2/g. The humus content is very low (1-3.5%); nitrogen
is 0.05-0.15%.] P-fixation is small: 2-8%. K-fixation is also very small: 817 % and 4-9 % according to dry and wet method respectively.
6. CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SAMPLES

Of the described soils characteristic profiles were sampled. As a consequence
of differentiation in genesis and morphology of some of the described soil
types a series of profiles were studied comprising, except the dominant pro
files, several of the important occurring representatives as mentioned above.
For the description of the chemical characteristics of the soils in this study
only the results of the topsoils of these profiles are reported to avoid in the
mutual comparison of the soils disturbing effects of different behaviour of
subsoil horizons due to movement of soil material by profile development.
Used were the results of 227 samples spread over the various soil types
as follows (see also fig. 7).
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Soil no.

Number of samples

Soil no.

Number of samples

2

16
8
8

10
11

35

3
4
5

6
7

8
9

11

13
9
17
12
13

12

13
14
15

16
17

6

22
11
9
13
12
12

METHODS OF ANALYSIS

Extraction with 25% HCl: 25 g (sandy soils with large amounts of quartz
= 50 g) of the air dry sample is extracted on a boiling waterbath with 25%
HCl for 1 hour. Thereafter 250 cc of H20 are added and the suspension is
filtered. In the filtrate Si02 is precipitated by first oxidizing organic matter
with HCl and HNOs and thereafter desiccating with HCl for 2 times. In the
filtrate K20, NaaO, P205,Ti02, Fe203 and A1203 are determined. The residue
of the 25% HCl extract is extracted with NaOH sp.w. 1.040 for 15 minutes
at 55 °C. Thereafter 250 cc H20 are added and the suspension is filtered. In
the filtrate Si02 is precipitated in the same way as described above.
Si02: The Si02-precipitates of the HCl and the NaOH extract are put to
gether. Si02 is determined by the HF + H2S04 procedure e.g. the loss in
weight is determined of the sample first heated to 800 °C and of the same
sample also heated at 800 ° but beforehand treated with HF + H2S04.
Fe203, A1203, P205 and Ti02: These are precipitated in the 25% HCl soil
extract by the NH4-acetate procedure at pH = 6.8 (indicator brome-thymol
blue). The precipitate is dissolved in dilute H2S04, brought into a graduated
flask of 250 which is filled up to the mark with H20.
Fe203: In 50 cc of the solution Fe203 is determined after the SnCl2-KMn04
procedure with MnS04 as indicator.
Al203: It is determinated by substracting from the total amount of Fe203
+ A1203 + P205 + TiOa the amount of Fe2Oa + TiOa + P2Os. Total
Fe203 + A1203 + P205 + TiOa was determined after the NH4-acetate pre
cipitation procedure.

7z02: It is determined after the H202 colorimetric method.
P205: It is determined after theLorenz gravimetric NH4-molybdate method.
pH—H20: 20 g of the sample (air dry) is moistened with 50 cc H20 during
1 day. From time to time the beaker is shaken for some minutes. The pH is
determined with the glass electrode — normal calomel system and saturated
KCl for the contact between the calomel electrode and the soil.
P-fixation: To 25 g of soil are added 200 cc of a KH2P04 solution which
contains 100 mg of P205. The suspension stays in a flask of 250 cc for 24
hours in a thermostat at 27 °C. From time to time it is shaken by hand. H20
is added to the mark and in the filtrate P205 is estimated quantitatively by
gravimetry. From the results the amount of P is calculated which is fixed by
the soil in % of total added P.
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K-fixation
Wet method: To 25 g of the soil are added 400 cc of a KCl solution which

contains 100 mg of K20. The suspension stays over for 24 hours at room tem
perature. From time to time it is shaken by hand. Thereafter the flask is
shaken turn over in a rotating shaking machine for 1 hour.
The suspension is filtered through a Büchner filter and the residue is washed
out 3 times with 50 cc 0.5 N Mg acetate. In the filtrate K is determined by
flame photometry. This cipher is corrected by the amount of exchangeable K.
The latter is determined on the same way as above. Only instead of a KCl
solution, pure H20 is used. From the analyses the amount of K which is fixed
is calculated in % of the total amount of K added.
Dry method: To 25 g of the soil are added 25 cc of a KCl solution which con
tains 100 mg of K20. The suspension is dried in a stove at 70 °C. The dried
soil is spoiled with HaO into flasks of 500 cc and H20 is added to a total con
tent of about 400 cc. The flasks are shaken turn over for 1 hour and there
after the analyses is proceeded on the same way as described under the wet
method; see for details - Van der Marei, 1954.
Specific surface (m 2 / g ) : The Dyal-Hendricks (1950) procedure is followed.
It is based on the principle that ethylene glycol molecules, each mg of this
substance occupying a surface of 3.3 m2, are strongly adsorbed by the sur
face of the soil particles because of their highly polair character. The amount
of absorbed ethylene glycol covering the surface of the particles as a mono
layer is determined gravimetrically after the surplus of ethylene glycol has
been evaporated by placing the sample under 0.1 mm Hg pressure. From the
results the specific surface of the sample can be calculated in m2/g (see for
details: Dyal and Hendricks, 1950).
RESULTS

K20—25% HCl: (fig. 20) The glauconite soils have the highest potassium
level = 0.160 to 0.650% (pure glauconite = 5 to 8% K20). For a fresh
only slightly weathered glauconite clay 0.836% was found. The rendzina and
terra fusca soils have 0.060 to 0.140% and 0.115 to 0.150% respectively. The
normal loess have 0.050 to 0.150%, whereas the sandy loess soils have 0.025
to 0.065. The Meuse alluvial soils have 0.060 to 0.110%. Those of the Roer
and Geul rivers have 0.025 to 0.095% and 0.065 to 0.085%. Of the alluvial
soils the Roer sediments therefore contain the least amount of potassium.
The loamy cover-sand soils, the sandy cover-sand soils and the blown sands
have very low K levels = 0.005 to 0.035%. The plaggen soils and the valley
bottom soils have a higher level = 0.012 to 0.045%. The high terrace soils
have about the same K level, except when they are occupied as arable
land. In that case 0.075 to 0.110% K20 is found, which is caused by K ma
nuring. The clayey low terrace soils contain 0.030 to 0.075% which is higher
than that of the sandy low terrace soils = 0.010 to 0.040%.
CaO—25% HCl: (fig. 21) The rendzina soils have the highest CaO contents
= 6.4 to 28%. Next come the terra fusca soils = 0.25 to 4.5%. These high
CaO % are caused by calcite. Dolomite is absent in these soils. The flint soils
which are the most weathered soils on limestone sediments have only 0.010
to 0.160% CaO.
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Fig. 20.
KaO (%) in 25% HCl for various soil types in Limburg (topsoils). See also fig. 7 and table 1.
K20 (%) in 25% HCl van verschillende bodemtypen in Limburg (bovengronden). £ie ook fig. 7
en tabel 1.

The Meuse river soils have a wide spreading for their CaO contents =
0.20 to 2.50% depending on the amount of free CaCOs (dolomite is only
some % of total carbonates). The fresh deposits which are less clayey have
to 5.2%.
The Roer river soils which sediments originate from Germany, have only
0.075 to 0.250% CaO. The Geul river soils have 0.24 to 1.08%. Glauconite
soils have 0.17 to 0.5% CaO; in cases of calcareous glauconite CaO is up to
1.02% (glauconite = 0.6 to 1.0% CaO). Normal topsoils of loess have 0.1 to
3.3% CaO. Only the non-weathered subsoils contain in Limburg more CaO
(to a maximum of 14 to 15% CaC03). The rate of calcite and dolomite wea
thering (calcite:dolomite = 1.33), has proceeded in the Limburg loess soils
at a rate of about 1% total carbonates for a layer of 20 to 25 cm over a period
of 160-110 years - Van der Marei and Van den Broek - this volume p.p.
103-111.
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Fig. 21.
CaO (%) in 25% HCl for various soil types in Limburg (topsoils). See also fig. 7 and table 1.
CaO (%) in 25% HCl van verschillende bodemtypen in Limburg (bovengronden). £ie ook fig. 7 en
tabel 1.

The sandy loess soils which have a greater internal drainage because of
its coarser texture (and therefore more leached) have only 0.025 to 0.230%
CaO. For the loamy and the sandy low terrace soils there is also an indication
for a faster leaching of CaO in the latter type (CaO = 0.050 to 0.160%
against 0.010 to 0.080%). Where these soils are manured strongly to 0.145%
is found. The high terrace soils and the loamy cover- sand soil have a wide
spreading of their CaO = 0.010 to 0.200% and 0.008 to 0.160%, which is
caused partly by manuring and partly by accumulation of organic matter.
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The blown sand soils are the poorest = 0.004 to 0.020% GaO. Only where
they are used for pasture or agriculture 0.2 to 0.3% is found which is caused
by manuring. The sandy cover-sand soils have 0.075 to 0.175%. Only where
peat is formed or when limed to ca. 0.350% is found. The plaggen soils have
a wide spreading of their CaO = 0.020 to 0.320%, which is caused by their
origin e.g. in ancient time sod had been used for lifestock bedding and carried
to the fields of the settlements. The composition of this matter varied widely;
it was moreover mixed with sand, litter etc.
The valley bottom soils show also a wide variation from 0.05 to 0.45%, be
cause of liming and of variable peat content. It depends on drainage, use
of the soil and other conditions in ancient and present time.
MgO—25%HCl: (fig. 22) The normal loess soils have 0.175 to 0.800%
MgO, which wide spreading is caused by their variable amount of dolomite.
When weathering (leaching) proceeds, Mg is lost in a relative smaller tempo
than Ca. As a contrast the sandy loess soils which are more weathered
(drained) than the former have only 0.060 to 0.150% and accidentally (an
cient pig farm soil) = 0.175%. There exists for the non-calcareous loess soils
a narrow relation between MgO and K20 which is caused by their biotite
contents (Van der Marei and Van den Broek - this volume p.p. 103-111).
The rendzina soils have 0.250 to 0.460% MgO, but they do not contain
dolomite, only calcite. Terra fusca soils have 0.110 to 0.175 (some which are
less weathered have 0.350%).The flint soils have only 0.025 to 0.080% MgO.
The sandy cover-sands soils and blown sand soils only have very small
amounts of MgO = 0.010 to 0.035% and 0.025 to 0.050% respectively. The
loamy cover sands have 0.010 to 0.075%. The plaggen soils and valley bot
tom soils have some more = 0.025 to 0.075%. The high terrace soils have
0.30 to 0.100%, which wide variation is caused by their use as arable land
(manuring). The clayey low terrace soils have a somewhat higher MgO level
than the sandy low terrace soils = 0.075 to 0.250% and 0.030 to 0.150%
MgO respectively. These soil types contain 0.050 to 0.160% and 0.010 to
0.080% CaO and 0.030% to 0.075% and 0.010% to 0.040% K20 respec
tively. Therefore they are relatively Mg rich as compared to CaO and K20.
This pecularity is caused by the mineral chlorite which is found to an amount
of 10 to 15% and 15 to 20% in their 2-16 mu and < 2 mu separate.
The Meuse river soils have 0.25-0.45 % and in case of fresh sandy deposits
to 0.54% MgO. The Roer soils have 0.075-0.320% and the Geul soils 0.190.25 %. Both types thus are poorer than the Meuse sediments.

P205—25% HCl: (fig. 23) Rendzina soils have 0.060 to 0.150% P2Os.
Terra fusca soils have 0.080 to 0.120% and the more weathered flint soils
have 0.025 to 0.080% P2Os. Glauconite soils show a wide spreading for their
P205 contents = 0.075 to 0.210% (pure glauconite = 0.3 to 5.0% P205).
For a fresh only slightly weathered P205 rich glauconite clay even 2.09%
was found. The Meuse alluvial soils are rich in P205 = 0.110 to 0.160%.
Fresh alluvial muds even contain up to 0.50% P2Ö5. The Roer alluvial
soils have 0.075 to 0.160% whereas those of the Geul which contain large
amounts of superficially eroded loess topsoils have 0.090 to 0.160%.
Normal loess and sandy loess have about the same amounts 0.075 to
0.150% P205. The difference in % P205 between loamy low terrace and
sandy low terrace soils is also négligeable. Both show a wide variation in their
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Fig.

22.
MgO (%) in 25% HCl for various soil types in Limburg (topsoils). See also fig. 7 and table 1.
MgO (%) in 25% HCl van verschillende bodemtypen in Limburg (bovengronden). Zie ook fig. 7
en tabel 1.

contents (0.080to 0.225% and 0.015to0.180%respectivily), which is caused
by manuring. The high P2Os-values occur in these soils especially in orchard
soils, where P is fixed in the topsoil.
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Fig. 23.
P2O5 (%) in 25% HCl for various soil types in Limburg (topsoils). See also fig. 7 and table 1.

P%06 (%) in 25% HCl van verschillende bodemtypen in Limburg (bovengronden). Z™ °°kfig• 7 en
tabel 1).

The loamy and sandy cover-sands have a wide spreading in their P205
contents which is caused by manuring = 0.015 to 0.090% and 0.030 to
0.100% respectively. The plaggen soils are P-rich. Their contents also show
a wide spreading = 0.080 to 0.160% (accidentally to 0.248 %) which is caused
by their genesis.
The valley bottom soils also show a wide variation = 0.035 to 0.160%
which is caused by peat accumulation as well as by manuring. The P2Ó5
contents of the blown sand soils vary from 0.010 to 0.140% and those of the
high terrace soils from 0.015 to 0.160% P2Os. Also in these soil types the wide
spreading is caused by manuring ; one farmer giving more P205than another.
Also the distance from the field to the farmhouse has influence on the P205
values.
pH—H20: (fig. 24) Rendzina soils which contain free CaC03 have a pH
of 7.5—8. Terra fusca soils which are CaC03 free or contain only small
amounts of CaC03, have a pH of 7.2 to 7.8 (accidentally 6.5 if they are more
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Fig. 24.
pH-HsO (%) in 25% HCl for various soil types in Limburg (topsoils). See also fig. 7 and
table 1.
pH-H.fi (%) in 25% HCl van verschillende bodemtypen in Limburg (bovengronden). Zie ook fig. 7
en tabel 1).

weathered). Silex soils are all acid (pH = 3.8-5.8). Glauconite soils have a
pH of 5.1 to 6.6.
The alluvial soils of the Meuse river have a pH of 5.5 to 7.5. The latter con
tain calcite (and some dolomite). The Roer alluvial soils have pH 5.5 to 7.2
and the Geul alluvial soils 5.5 to 7.0. Both are free of dolomite.
Normal loess, which in its unweathered state contains free CaC03 and
dolomite to a ratio = 100 :33, has a pH of 5.0 to 7.8. The sandy loess soils
which are all carbonate-free because of being more leached have a pH of 4.5
to 6.0. Only for that situated on an ancient pig farm a pH of 7 is found.
The aeolian sands have a pH of 4.7 to 5.6; the loamy sand soils and plag
gen soils have about the same pH = 4.8 to 6.1. For the valley bottom soils
PH 4.4 to 6.3 was found. The blown sand soils and the high terrace soils
have a still wider variation = 3.8 to 6.5. These wide spreadings are caused by
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Fig. 25.
Fe203 (%) in 25% HCl for various soil types in Limburg (topsoils). See also fig. 7 and table 1.
Fe20, (%) in 25% HCl van verschillende bodemtypen in Limburg (bovengronden). £ie ook fig. 7
en tabel 1).

their different way of occupation (forest, arable land), origin (plaggen soils),
manuring and drainage conditions (peat accumulation).
Fe203—25% HCl: (fig. 25) Rendzina soils have 1.5 to 2.9% Fe203. Terra
fusca soils which are more weathered have some more Fe2Os = 2.3 to 3.4%.
Flint soils representing the weathered skeletal endproduct of the limestone
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soils have 0.3 to 2.4%. Glauconite soils are iron rich = 2.0 to 4.5% Fe203
(glauconite = about 20% Fe203 + FeO (mainly Fe2Os). For a fresh only
slightly weathered glauconite clay was found 7.8%.
Meuse alluvial soils are very rich in Fe203 = 3.4 to 7.7%, Roer alluvial
soils have 1.8 to 3.6%, Geul alluvial soils 1.9 to 3.1%. Normal loess soils
have 1.5 to 2.7% and sandy loess 1.0 to 1.5% Fe203. The difference in Fe203
between clayey low terrace soils (1.0 to 2.2%) and sandy low terrace soils
(0.6 to 1.8%) is not so pronounced as in the foregoing soils. Only excep
tionally in care of ferruginous soils the clayey type may contain to 4.6 %
Fe2Os and more. The loamy cover-sand soils and especially the sandy coversand soils are very poor in iron = 0.20 to 1.10% and 0.10 to 0.25%.
The valley bottom and the blown sand soils contain somewhat more iron
= 0.20 to 1.10% (accidentally 2 to 3%, because of iron ore) and 0.2 to 0.7 %
respectively. The level of the plaggen soils is somewhat higher then for the
foregoing soils: 0.4 to 1.0% Fe203 .The high terrace soils have a wide spread
ing in their Fe203 contents = 0.4 to 3.4%, which is caused by the different
soil profiles which are developed on this soil (Brown Podzolic Soil - humus
Podzol) depending on terrain conditions.
A1203—25% HCl: (fig. 26) Rendzina soils have 0.6 to 2.2% terra fusca
soils 1.0 to 2.6 and flint soils have 0.1 to 1.5% Al2Os. Glauconite soils show a
wide spreading for their A1203 contents = 0.5 to 2.4%.
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Fig. 26.
A1203 ( %) in 25% HCl for various soil types in Limburg (topsoils). See also fig. 7 and table 1.

Al2Oa (%) in 25% HCl van verschillende bodemtypen in Limburg (bovengronden). £ie ook fig. 7
en tabel 1).
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The normal loess soils have more A1203 than the sandy loess soils (0.9 to
2% and 0.5 to 1.2% respectively). The clayey have only some little more
than the sandy low terrace soils (0.4 to 0.2%. accidentally 1.2%, against 0.1
to 0.8% respectively). The Meuse alluvial soils have 1.5 to 3.1% A1203, the
Roer alluvial soils 1,0 to 2.3% and the Geul alluvial soils have 0.9 to 1.7%

AI2O3.

The loamy and sandy cover-sand soils, the plaggen soils and the valley
bottom soils contain about the same amount of A1203 (0.2 to 1.0%). The
blown sand soils have somewhat less (0.1 to 0.4%). The contrasts between
the five aeolian sand soil types therefore are more pronounced for Fe203 than
for A1203. Especially in organic environment (peat) mobile (soluble) Fechelated compounds may be formed and therefore the differences accentuated.
Also the other Limburg soil types show this Fe/Al contrast; one soil type more
than another. High terrace soils have a large spreading (0.1 to 1.3% A1203)
which is caused by large variations in their use (forest, pasture), and the alter
nating occurrence in this sediment of Brown Podzolic and Humus Podzols.
Fe203: Al2Os (molair—25% HCl): (fig. 27) Rendzina and terra fusca soils
have about the same Fe203 :A1203 ratio = 0.7 to 1.6. Apparently the mobi
lisation of Fe and Al proceeds for these soils in the same rate. Flint soils show
a wider variation = 0.3 to 2.0.
Glauconite soils also show a wide variation in Fe203 : Al203-ratio : 1.2 to
3.3. Meuse alluvial soils have 0.7 to 1.9; Roer alluvial soils 1.0 to 1.3; Geul
alluvial soils 1.0 to 1.3. The differences between these alluvial soils therefore
are small. Neither are appreciable differences (except a single sample) be
tween the molar Fe2Os : A1203 ratio for normal loess and sandy loess (0.7 to
1.3). Loamy and sandy low terrace soils have also the same ratio 0.7 to
2.3 (except a very coarse sand and a ferruginous soil which have 0.3 and 3.3
respectively) but their spreading is large.
The spreading of the Fe203/Al203-ratio is also very large for the loamy
cover-sand soils (0.1 to 1.8), the plaggen soils (0.6 to 2.0), the valley bottom
soils (0.2 to 2.2, accidentally when ferruginous 7.0), the blown sand soils (0.7
to 2.3) and especially for the high terrace soils (0.5 to 2.8). It is caused by
large variations in the terrain conditions (profile development), occupation
(forest soil, arable land), formation of soluble Fe-chelate in an organic en
vironment.
The sandy cover sand soils have a low quotient = 0.2 to 1.0.
Si02: (fig. 28) The rendzina soils show a wide variation in their Si02 con
tents (1.7 to 6.2%). The terra fusca soils have 2.7 to 4.5%, but the flint
soils have only 0.5 to 1.3%.
Glauconite soils are also very high in Si02-content (3.2 to 7.6%). The
Meuse, Roer and Geul alluvial soils have different SiOa levels (2.3 to 5.5%,
1 to 2.2% and 2.3 to 3.8% respectively).
The normal loess and the sandy loess soils also show a different Si02 level
(1.5 to 3.6% and 0.5 to 1.6%). The same holds for the Si02 contents of the
loamy and the sandy low terrace soils (0.6 to 1.7% and 0.1 to 1.0%). For a
very coarse sand was found only 0.1 %. The loamy cover-sand soils have some
more Si02 than the cover-sand soils (0.1 to 0.6% and 0.1 to 0.4% respec
tively). The plaggen soils have 0.3 to 0.8%. The valley bottom soils have
also 0.3 to 0.7%, but accidentally also to 1.4% Si02.
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Fig. 27.
3-ratio (molair) in 25% HCl for various soil types in Limburg (topsoils). See also fig. 7
AlgCJg
and table 1.

Fß O
" ^-quotient (molair) in 25% HCl van verschillende bodemtypen in Limburg (bovengronden). £ie
ook fig. 7 en tabel 1.

The blown sand soils have Si02 of 0.2 to 0.4%. The high terrace soils
have 0.2 to 1.0% SiOa and in some cases even 2.0 to 2.3% Si02. This wide
spreading is caused by differences in their occupation, terrain conditions and
fineness.
Si02:Fe20s + Al203 (molair) quotient: (fig. 29). The calcareous rendzina
soils have a high ratio of 1.6 to 3.1. The more weathered terra fusca soils
have 1.3 to 1.8 and the thoroughly weathered flint soils have 0.6 to 1.0.
Glauconite soils also have a very high ratio (1.7 to 3.7). Normal loess soils
have 1.3 to 1.8 and the sandy loess soils 0.8 to 1.5. The Fe/Al quotients for
these soils are however alike (0.8 to 1.3). Thus Fe and Al are mobilised in
these soils at the same rate. But because the sandy loess contains less Si02
relative to Fe and Al than normal loess, the former should be more weathered
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Fig. 28.
Si02 ( %) in 25 % HCl for various soil types in Limburg (topsoils). See also fig. 7 and table 1,
Si O 2 (%) in 25% HCl van verschillende bodemtypen in Limburg (bovengronden). £ie ook fig. 7 en
tabel 1.

(leached) than the latter. The Meuse alluvial soils have 0.9 to 1.3, those of
the Roer have 0.8 to 1.0 and those of the Geul 1.6 to 1.9. The differences be
tween these alluvial soils from various origin therefore are larger. Those of
the Geul come most near to those of the Meuse (the kind of rocks in the
hinterland being also the same) and to that of the loess deposits (material
contributed to the Meuse by erosion of surrounding loess hills).
The high terrace soils have 0.7 to 1.2. Both the Si02:Fe203 + A1203
and Fe203 :Al2Os-ratios for the loamy and the sandy low terrace soils are
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See also fig. 7 and table 1.
SiO»
quotient (molair) in 25% HCl van verschillende bodemtypen in Limburg (bovengronFe2Os -f- A1%0:
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Fig. 30.
SiÖ2 - (Fe203 + A1203) (m. aeq./lOO g) in 25% HCl for various soil types in Limburg
(topsoils). See also fig. 7 and table 1.
Si02 — (Fe203 + A1203) (m.e.1100 g) in 25% HCl van verschillende bodemtypen in Limburg (boven
gronden) . Zie ook fig. 7 en tabel 1.

nearly similar (0.6 to 1.3 and 0.7 to 2.3 respectively). Apparently these both
soils are alike and the larger amount of Si02, Fe203 and A1203 which is
extracted from the loamy type by 25% HCl, is only caused by a greater
fineness.
The several types of aeolian sand soils have the following Si02: Fe2Os +
Al203-ratios : loamy and sandy cover-sand soils (0.2 to 1.1) plaggen soils (0.6
to 1.3) and valley bottom soils (0.50 to 1.7). The blown sand soils have 0.6 to
1.5.
Si02—Fe203 + Al203 (molair) mv./100 g. (fig. 30). The rendzina soils have
the highest surplus of SiÖ2 against Fe203 + A1203 = +15 to+ 70 millieq./
100 g. Terra fusca soils have + 12 to + 35. The silex soils are the poorest in
this group (0 to—10). Glauconite soils have also a high surplus ( + 24 to + 80).
The Meuse alluvial soils have +18 to —6, the Roer alluvial soils 0 to —9
and the Geul alluvial +14 to +27. The latter therefore comes most near to
the Meuse alluvial soils.
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Normal loess soils have some more Si02 against Fe2Os + A1203 than the
sandy loess soils (+5 to +29 and +8 to —2 respectively). The loamy and
the sandy low terrace soils have about the same Si02 surplus (+3 to —6),
with the exception of a ferruginous and a fine low terrace soil which have
—18 and +8 respectively. The high terrace soils have +10 to —13.
The loamy and sandy cover-sand soils, the plaggen soils and the blown sand
soils all have about the same Si02 surplus (—8 to +2). The valley bottom
soils which have a higher groundwater level have some more Si02 over Fe2Os
+ A1203 (—2 to +5). The high terrace soils have a wider spreading (+10
to 13).
7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The pedogenetic classification of the soils in Limburg is reflected in their
chemical analyses. Since pedogenetic methods enable greater differentiation
in soil types than the chemical methods, by the latter only a rough impression
can be obtained of the exact differences of the soils concerned. More detailed
information can be obtained by extending the chemical analysis to subsoil
horizons.
Especially for the cover sand soils (13, 14, 15, 16 and 17) the results of the
chemical analyses are less pronounced than would be supposed from the
large differences in profile development on these soils. However the fact that
they are all very poor is demonstrated clearly by chemical analyses. In a lesser
extent the same holds for the sandy and loamy river terrace soils where many
chemical differences can be attributed to the greater fineness of the latter.
Of the obtained results those of P206 and CaO contents according to the
25% HCl method are the least decisive in case of poor soil types. This is caused
by manuring and liming effects. The slight mobility of phosphate is respon
sable for the elevated P205 contents of the topsoils especially in orchard soils ;
subsoil analyses will give better distinctive characteristics for P205-value in
respect of intrinsic phosphate richness of the soils. The high P205-values for
topsoils of plaggen soils (15) in contrast to the other cover-sand soils are re
markable.
CaO and MgO contents give distinct differences according to parent
material and profile development. The decrease of these values in the se
quence : rendzinas ( 1) - terra fusca soils (2) - flint soils (3) represent the stage
of profile development and increasing impoverishment. Also the differences
between normal and sandy loess soils (11, 12) are due to greater weathering
and eluviation of the latter, which show lower values for K20, CaO and MgO.
Differences in richness of the parent material clearly are shown between the
alluvial soils of the Meuse (8) and Geul (10) against those of the Roer (9),
which have lower K20 and CaO contents. The cover-sand soils (12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17) are very poor as is also demonstrated by their K20 and MgOvalues. In this they don't differ very much from flint soils (3), which are
strongly leached. The high terrace soils and the sandy low terrace soils (5, 7)
have a only slightly higher K20 and MgO content, the loamy low terrace soils
(6) however show a greater variation in these contents to higher values.
K-fixation which is extremely high in Meuse alluvial soils (8) and likewise
high in Geul alluvial soils (10) clearly demonstrates the property of the
parent clay material, which contains "expanded" illite. In these alluvial
soils the K-fixating property even increases with depth as will be published
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in a separate paper. In rendzina and terra fusca soils (1, 2) K-fixation is
caused by strongly swelling illite-montmorillonite intermediates. In the other
soils K-fixation is relatively small, only loess soils (11) have a somewhat ele
vated fixing property, because of some contents of K-fixating minerals (illitemontmorillonite intermediates).
P-fixation is low, except in terra fusca soils (2), flint soils (3) and in alluvial
soils of the Meuse (8) and the river Geul (10), which are very distinct in this
characteristic too from the alluvial Roer soils (9) where P-fixation hardly oc
curs. P-fixation often is promoted by high Fe2Ö3 content and high acidity of
soils.
The weathering stage of the soils is clearly demonstrated by the SiOa:
Fe203 + Al203-ratio. The sequence of increasing profile development in
rendzinas (1) - terra fusca soils (2) - flint soils (3) corresponds with a narrow
ing of the silica-sesquioxides ratio.
The alluvial Roer soils (9) consist of more weathered material (for the
greater part originating from the high terraces of the Rhine in Germany)
than those of the Meuse (8) and the Geul (10) which have distinctly wider
Si02: /Fe203 + A1203 ratios; especially the latter which contains loess mate
rial from erosion of the surrounding loess hills. In comparison with normal
loess soils (11) the sandy loess soils (12) are more weathered. The other soils
all have narrow silica-sesquioxides-ratios as a consequence of greater weath
ering together with leaching effects connected with profile development and
podzolisation.
Besides for the above mentioned values the distinguished soils have dis
tinct values for their Fe203 and A1203 contents, in which the Fe203/Al203ratio gives an indication of leaching and podzolisation processes occurring in
profile development e.g. in flint soils (3) and sandy cover sand soils (14).
Both granulometric composition and specific surface are to a certain extent
distinctive for the studied soils and give basic information of the physical
characteristics of the soil.
The combination of morphology and chemical characteristics are of deci
sive value in the classification of soils, because the exact richness of the soils
only can be estimated by chemical analysis. Even a rather detailed pedogenic
classification can be supported by chemical characteristics on this point.
8. SAMENVATTING

Samenhangend met de geologische opbouw van Limburg en het feit dat sedi
menten van verschillende origine en ouderdom aan de oppervlakte voorko
men, worden in Limburg gronden aangetroffen met sterk uiteenlopende
morfologie en eigenschappen. Nagegaan is, of deze verschillen in bodemge
steldheid ook tot uiting komen in de resultaten van het chemische onderzoek.
Een indeling van de Limburgse gronden in 17 onderscheidingen, afhan
kelijk van bodemontwikkeling en regionaal voorkomen, is gegeven in de
bodemkaart van fig. 7.
De weergegeven kaarteenheden zijn op te vatten als bodemassociaties, o.a.
door het naast elkaar voorkomen van meerdere profieltypen binnen één
kaarteenheid, nl. bij rendzina's (1), terra fusca (kleefaarde) gronden (2) en
glauconietgronden (4). Evenzo bij de loessgronden (11), die op grond van
verschillen in reliëf een toposequentie vormen ; de bodemassociatie van de
rivierterrasgronden (6 en 7) vormen door verschillen in ouderdom op de
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verschillende terras-niveaus tevens een chronosequentie. Een toposequentie
(catena) als gevolg van wisselende hydrografische positie is bij veel van de
kaarteenheden aanwezig, doch speciaal bij de dekzandgronden (12, 13, 14).
Van de onderscheiden gronden is het hoofdprofieltype beschreven. Op de
krijtgesteenten zijn dit het rendzina (1) en het terra fusca profiel (2). Gray
Brown Podzolic Soils zijn de overheersende profielen in de glauconietgronden (4), de lemige laagterrasgronden (6) en de normale en zandige loessgronden (11 en 12). Brown Podzolic Soil is de belangrijkste profielvorm op de
hoogterrasgronden (5), de zandige laagterrasgronden (7) en de lemige dek
zandgronden (13). Humuspodzolen komen voor in vuursteengronden (3)en
zandige dekzandgronden (14). Profielloos zijn de alluviale gronden van de
Maas, Roer en Geul (8, 9, 10), van de beekdalen van het dekzandgebied (16)
en de stuifzandgronden (17). De oude bouwlandgronden (15) bezitten door
eeuwenlange ophoging met materiaal uit de potstallen een dikke humeuze
bovengrond.
Van de gronden zijn vermeld de waarden van humusgehalte, granulaire
samenstelling, specifiek oppervlak, kationenwaarde kali-fixatie en fosfaat
fixatie van de bovengrond; in tabel 1 zijn de grenzen voor deze grootheden
vermeld ; de karakteristieke korrelgroottesamenstelling is weergegeven in fig.
8 t/m 19.
De resultaten van de chemische analyse d.m.v. extractie met 25% HCl
(koken gedurende 1 uur) zijn weergegeven in fig. 20 t/m 30; in tabel 1 zijn
van de onderscheiden gronden de grenzen vermeld waartussen de waarden
liggen van de geanalyseerde grootheden.
Uit de gevonden resultaten blijkt, dat de onderscheiden gronden in ver
scheidene grootheden duidelijk van elkaar verschillen. Hoewel de morfologi
sche onderscheidingen der bodemtypen een nog veel grotere differentiëring
mogelijk maakt dan hier is toegepast, blijkt de chemische analyse van de
bovengrond reeds een zeer ver gaande karakteristiek van de onderscheiden
gronden te geven.
Korrelgrootte-verdeling en specifiek oppervlak zijn kenmerkend voor de verschil
lende gronden, samenhangend met het sediment waarop ze zijn ontstaan.
Fosfaat-fixatie is voor verschillende gronden karakteristiek, waar hiervoor
hoge waarden gevonden worden.
Kali-fixatie, die bijzonder uitgesproken is in de alluviale Maasgronden (8)
en Geulgronden (10), bereikt bij gronden met K-fixerende kleimineralen
hoge waarden. Van de 25% HCl-extracties vertonen de waarden voor P205
en CaO een vrij grote spreiding, wat toegeschreven moet worden aan de be
mestingsinvloeden ; bij P2Os veroorzaakt de geringe mobiliteit van fosfaat,
dat de fosfaat-gehalten in de bovengrond hoog kunnen zijn. Opmerkelijk is
bij de dekzandgronden wel het hoge fosfaat-niveau in de oude bouwlandgronden (15).
In de waarden van K20 en Mg O-gehalten komt het verschil tussen ver
schillende gronden vrij goed uit, samenhangend met de aard van het moeder
materiaal.
In het Si02/Fe203 + J/203-quotiënt komt de verwering van de verschil
lende gronden naar voren. Deze verschilt al naar aard en ouderdom van het
sediment, waarmee de bodemprofielontwikkeling samengaat.
Over het geheel genomen levert de chemische analyse duidelijke verschil
len tussen de onderscheiden gronden. De duidelijke morfologische verschillen
binnen de dekzandgronden (13 t/m 16) zijn in de chemische analyse echter
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veel minder kenmerkend; ook tussen de verschillende goed onderscheiden
terrasgronden zijn de verschillen in de chemische analyse niet altijd sprekend.
Wijst dit enerzijds op de beperkingen van de chemische analyse t.o.v. de
morfologische methode voor de onderscheidingsmogelijkheid van bodem
typen, anderzijds echter wordt uit de chemische analyse kennis verkregen
omtrent de rijkdom van de gronden. De betekenis van de verkregen chemi
sche cijfers in deze studie moet dan ook in dit licht gezien worden. De com
binatie van morfologische onderscheidingen en chemische analyse vormt de
meest volledige benadering voor een juiste classificatie van gronden naar
bodemtypen. Hij geeft tevens inlichtingen over de reserve aan diverse plantenvoedingsstoffen, welke in het betreffende type voorkomen, waarmee de
potentie samenhangt die een bodemtype bezit om onder gunstige omstandig
heden een zekere opbrengst te leveren, al dan niet onder aanwending van
bepaalde kunstmeststoffen.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the past much work has been done in Holland on developing a new system
of soil classification, the first order of which is formed by peat soils or organic
soils. According to the Dutch concept of organic soils all kinds of soils con
taining within a depth of 80 cm a layer of at least 40 cm organic material, are
reckoned to belong to the order of peat soils or organic soils. Besides this the
composition of the organic layer itself is also important. It must contain at
least 15% organic matter when no clay is present (sandy soils) and a higher
percentage when the mineral material is partly build up by clay.
Peat formation is regarded as geogenesis (the production of parent mate
rial). According to this view soil formation or pedogenesis begins at the mo
ment that the peat swamp is substantially drained and the reclamation and
the aeration of the soil starts. Various processes of physical, chemical and
biological nature designated as physical „rijping", disintegration, moulding,
eluviation and accumulation are set in motion on this moment.
2. THE PARENT MATERIAL: THE PEAT

During the geogenesis (formation of peat) organic material is accumulated
and preserved in an environment which is saturated with moisture and often
anaerobic. The peat can be distinguished in botanical types but also accor
ding to the kind of environment (oligotrophic, mesotrophic and eutrophic)
and to the climate. In the Netherlands different botanical kinds of peat occur.
The situation of the principal ones can roughly geographically be described
as follows.
In the western parts (Bennema, 1949; Pons and Wiggers, 1960), the area
of the „low moors", vast „islands" of oligotrophic peat (Sphagnum, Calluna,
Eriophorum, etc.) are met with. In between these „islands" are ribbons of
clay-containing forest peat alongside the rivers. The transition of the oligo
trophic peat „islands" to brackish areas are formed by strips of reed peat. In
seepage spots reed-sedge peats are very common. The surface of the „low
moor" is always about sea-level and on many places a thin layer of clay was
1)

2)
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Micropedologist of the Netherlands Soil Survey Institute.
Pedologist of the Netherlands Soil Survey Institute (Province of Noordholland).

deposited on top of the organic material; giving rise to a clay-on-peat pro
file. The greater part of the oligotrophia peats was dug for fuel, leaving be
hind a great number of lakes. Later on most of them were drained and re
claimed. Eutrophic peats are not suitable as fuel so they are yet in their
original state as the same is with the claycovered peat. The exploitation of
the last was too expensive.
Mainly in the eastern part of the country vast areas of „high moor" are
found. They contain large areas of oligotrophic peat. Between these areas,
alongside the brooks woody swamp peat mixed with some clay and sedge
peats occur (Visscher, 1949). Because of peat exploitation and land reclama
tion hardly any original peat profile can be found nowadays. The peat that
was left behind is to a great extend covered with a thin layer of sand (De Smet,
1959).
The chemical and physical properties of the peat as parent material depend
on the botanical composition which may vary widely. Examples of chemical
properties are the N, K and P content of the organic material, the contents of
trace elements, etc. (Kivinen, 1938). Physical properties such as the amount
of fine organic material with colloidal features (connected with Von Post's
degrees of humification), the moisture content of the organic material, the
permeability of the peat profile, etc. are also very important. A knowledge of
such properties is essential to the evaluation of the reclamation possibilities
of peat swamps (Kivinen, 1938, 1960).
The reduced peat layers of undrained, growing peat swamps, as well as the
reduced deeper part of the reclaimed peat profiles are designated as a G-horizon. The profile of the undrained peat soils may then be designated as an
A00G-profile (fig. 1).
Even during peat formation pedogenetic processes were also an occasional
temporary factor in many peat swamps. Examples of this are the boundary
horizons indicating a pedogenesis during periods when a drier climate pre
vailed.
3. PEDOGENETIC PROCESS („rijping")

As stated above, we start from the assumption that the pedogenetic processes
begin to operate when peat swamps are drained and reclaimed. The usually
inaccessible peat swamp is changed by these processes into an accessible
peat soil and becomes suitable (Dutch: „rijp") for plant production.
Consequently we designate these initial processes in accordance with the
same processes in mineral soils (Zonneveld, 1959) as initial soil formation or
„rijping". During this „rijping" a C- and an Ax-horizon is evolved from the
G-horizon (Pons, 1960). In fig. 2 the principle course of the pedogenesis is
showed.
The initial soil formation processes or „rijping" are distinguished (Van
Heuveln, Jongerius and Pons, 1960) as:
a. physical „rijping"
b. disintegration (= chemical and microbiological „rijping")
c. moulding (biological „rijping").
a. Physical „rijping"

The process of physical „rijping" is due to the dehydration caused by drai
nage, evaporation and rooting. This loss of moisture is irreversible, so redu-
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Fig. 2.
Scheme ofgenetical soil forming processes in reclaimed peat soils (see also Pons, 1960).
Schema van bodemvormende processen in veenontgirmingen (zie ook Pons, 1960).

ces the volume of the peat mass. It results in a stiffening of the soil material,
making the originally soft and watery peat soil accessible and workable;
compaction of the peat mass, resulting in surface lowering; fracture of the
peat mass, increasing the permeability of the physically „rijp" layer.
In developed organic soils nearly always a decrease in physical „rijping"
down a certain depth (about 40 cm) occurs, so below this depth the consis
tency of the soil material gradually softens. The G-horizon is usually physic
ally not „rijp" and of a soft consistency.
As in the case of clay containing soils, the degree of physical „rijping" may
be assessed by means of the A-figure (moisture content per 100 g. of dry soil)
(Pons, 1961). In this connection it is necessary to take into account the clay
content, together with the amount and the nature of the organic matter (the
ratio between the amounts of fine organic matter with colloidal properties
and coarse organic matter with remains of plant structures; von Post's de
grees of humification).
Owing to various causes (e.g. very intensive dehydration by the roots with
out sufficient opportunities of recovering moisture) the physical „rijping"
may also proceed too far, resulting in irreversibly dried-up layers. In such a case
the moisture content of the peat is reduced to such a degree that the material
has lost its property of reabsorbing moisture. This irreversible drying has been
and still is made use of in many places for the production of turf from peat.
b. Disintegration (chemical and microbiological „rijping")

Owing to the loss of moisture, air is now also able to enter the pores and thus
the chemical and biological „rijping" commences. These processes can only
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satisfactorily be studied by micro-morphological methods. It is possible that
purely chemical reactions also occur as well, but certainly many lower organ
isms such as fungi, actinomycetes and bacteria are decomposing many rea
dily assailable materials as pectine, cellulose and hemicellulose, carbo
hydrates and proteins, leading to maceration and total or partial dissolving
of cellular tissues. During these processes dark humic materials are formed
colouring the woody parts dark. They are difficult to attack and thus retain
their structure ; as a result the cell walls of these parts are often even entirely
opaque in thin sections. The whole complex of processes, of which we still
have only a very imperfect idea (for example, many different micro-mor
phological patterns may be distinguished which geneses we are not yet able
to explain satisfactorily) we summarize under the terms disintegration. The
result is a dark coloured disintegration or C-horizon (fig. 3) in which the
plant structures are usually still visible, even by the naked eye and in any
case under the microscope (fig. 4 and 5). In most peat profiles this C-horizon
can be clearly distinguished from the underlying G-horizon. It consists of
the original unchanged, but entirely reduced peat which is usually of brown
to reddish brown colour.
c. Moulding (biological „rijping")

Even during, although mainly afterwards, the processes described various
smaller soil organisms such as microarthropodes, enchytrae and various spe
cies of earthworms usually start appearing in the topsoil. These fauna con
sume newly formed organic material as well as the peat particles, with or
without mineral components, absorb the digestible components and secrete
the not-digested parts in the form of excrements. In this aggregate formation
the undigested vegetable particles are mechanically broken down and may be
intensively mixed with mineral particles. In many cases these excrements are
again consumed by other soil fauna, a process leading to a continuous finer
granulation of the organic material (Kühnelt, 1957). As a result of this pro
cess there is also a great increase in the bacterial conversions owing to such
various factors as the great enlargement of the surface exposed to attack, the
intense impregnation of the material with moisture, etc.. This bacterial effects
cause humification in which the plant structures still visible under the mi
croscope are gradually entirely or substantially lost. The process outlined
during which the original peat structure practically wholly disappears and
the organic material reaches a certain aggregative condition owing to zoögenic processes, is designated as moulding. This moulded layer is a real Ayhorizon (see fig. 2 and 3).
When the „rijping" has lasted long enough and has been intensive the
transformation of peat into soil (moulding) may advance very much. When
such an Aj-horizon contains less than 15% optically recognizable rests of the
original peat and at the same time the thickness of this layer reaches a thick
ness of more than 15 cm we call it a prominent organic Av The formation of
such a horizon is one of the progressive soil genesis processes.
The moulding process may move in two directions, i.e. either „moder" or
„mull" may be formed. „Moder" formation is the conversion oforganic mate
rial into excrements lacking the intimate binding of organic and mineral par
ticles (Kubiena, 1955; Jongerius, 1961). In particular many microarthopodes
(in peat soils collemboles probably dominating, Murphy, 1955) play an im
portant role. In mull formation an intensive mixing and binding of organic
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of mineral particles
and finely divided o r 
ganic matter

Fig. 6.
Scheme of the moulding processes in Netherlands peat soils.
Schema van de veraardingsprocessen in Nederlandse veengronden.

material and mineral particles occur (Kubiena, 1955; Jongerius 1961).
Earthworms, enchytrae and probably certain julidae (Jongerius and Schel
ling, 1961) initiate this process, especially when clay is present.
By consulting the scheme about the moulding processes in peat soils
(fig. 6) a general view can be obtained from this intricate soil genesis.
4. THE CHEMICAL CHANGES AS A RESULT OF WEATHERING
AND MOULDING

The chemical and biological „rijping", giving rise to disintegrated and moul
ded layers in the peat profile, can well be followed by chemical analyses.
Each botanical type of peat has an amount and composition of nutritive
elements being rather always the same within the type. Differences in com
positions between the types may be considerable. During the disintegration
a rather big loss in organic matter generally occurs by simple burning, either
in a pure chemical way (oxidation) or in a biochemical way (consumption
and digestion of organic substances by the fauna and microflora). The car
bon disappears as carbondioxyde. Most of the other elements such as N, P
and K remain behind in the soil fixed in newly formed zoological or phytogenous substances. In this way nutrients are concentrated by disintegration and
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Fig-

L

Profile of a growing, oligotrophic moss (Sphagnum) peat (A00G-profile).
Profile description :
A00: 0-5 cm: dead, non-decomposed plant remains (Sphagnum spp.)
Gj'. 5-45 cm: reduced, yellow-brown to brown coloured peat. Very rich in water and very
soft.
G2: 45 cm etc.: Black and brown humic sand layers of a wet, fossil, brown humus podzol.
Profiel van een groeiend, oligotroof Spahgnumveen ( AmG-j>rofiel).
Profielbeschrijving:
Am: 0-5 cm.: Dode, niet-verteerde plantendelen (Sphagnum spp.)
Gl: 5—45 cm: Gereduceerd, geelbruin tot bruin gekleurd veen. Zeer waterrijk en zeer slap.
G2: 45 cm enz.: Zwarteen bruine humeuze zandlagen van een nat, fossiel, humuspodzol.

Fig. 3.
Wood peat with a moulded topsoil (ACG-profile) /Bosveen met een veraarde bovengrond (ACGprofiel).
Profile description/Profielbeschrijving:
Ax: 0-28 cm: Peaty, sandy clay (10YR 2/1), regularly rooted. Crumb structure at the top,
downward granular. Almost completely moulded, firm.
Venige, zandige klei (ÏOTR 2/1). Regelmatig beworteld. Structuur bovenin kruimelig, beneden granulairen. Vrijwel volledig veraard, stevig.
Cn : 28-40 cm: Oxidized and disintegrated peat (5YR 2/3), subangular blocky structure,
regularly rooted, partly moulded, firm.
Geoxydeerd en verweerd veen {5 TR 2/3), nog regelmatig beworteld, voor een deel veraard, stevig.
C12: 40-60 cm: Oxidized wood peat (about 20% clay), some cavities and voids, somewhat
rooted, fairly firm.
Geoxydeerd bosveen (ca. 20% lutum), enkele holten en gangen, nog iets beworteld, vrij stevig.
C13: 60-75 cm: Wood peat, much wood remains and fairly much clay (40%), oxidation
and reduction (resp. 5 YR 2/2) and 10YR 3/2), fairly soft.
Bosveen met veel hout en vrij veel klei (40% lutum), oxydatie en reductie ( resp.5TR 2/2 en 10TR 3/2),
vrij slap.
Gi'. 75 cm etc. : Reduced peat (75-100 cm: wood peat; 100 cm etc: reed peat), soft.
Gereduceerd veen (75-100 cm: bosveen: 100 cm enz.: rietveen), slap.

Fig. 4.
Weakly decomposed peat. Intact cell structures
between with accumulations of amorphous
opaque humus (115 x).
£wäk verweerd veen. %eer gave celstructuren met
daartussen kleine ophopingen van amorfe, opaque,
h u m u s ( 1 1 5 x ).

Fig. 5.
Strongly decomposed peat. Between intact fibrous
plant remains laminae with
much amorphous, opaque humus. The peat is very compact and platy, may be as
a result of pressing by processing weathering (30 X ).
Sterk verweerd veen tussen intacte vezelige laagjes met veel amorfe, opaque, humus. Het veen is
zeer compact en platerig, vermoedelijk tengevolge van samendrukking bij voortschrijdende
verwering (30 X) .

Fig. 9.
Mull. Homogeneous clay-humus-complex
(150 X).
Mull. Homogeen klei-humus-complex ( 150 X ) .

Fig. 10.
Mull. Heterogeneous clay-humus-complex
(30 x )
Mull. Heterogeen klei-humus-complex (30x)
The higher the percentage of dark organic
occlusions the more unstable the mull.
De mull is instabieler, naarmate het percentage donkere
organische insluitsels groter is.

Fig. 11.
Moder. Droppings become opaque as a result
of humification processes.
Moder. De donkere kleur van de excrementen is een
gevolg van humificatieprocessen.

Fig. 12.
Moder (semi-moulded phase). Moulding of tirr-layer (young Sphagnum peat). In the cavi
ties moderately humified excrement (150 x).
Moder (half-veraarde fase). Vermodering van de bolsterlaag. In de holten matig gehumificeerde excremen
ten (150 X ) .

Fig. 13.
Moder (semi-moulded phase). Cavities in decomposed peat. In central cavity droppings
disintegrate (150 x).
Moder (half-veraarde fase). Holtevraat in verweerd veen. In de holte in het midden zijn de excrementjes
in verval ( 150 x ) .

Fig. 14.
Moder (over-moulded phase). The original shape of the excrement almost is lost as a result
of intensive tillage and an unfavourable micro-climate (arable land) (150 X).
Moder (over-veraarde fase). De oorspronkelijke vorm van de excrementen is vrijwel verloren gegaan ten
gevolge van intensieve bebouwing en een ongunstig micro-klimaat (bouwland) (150 X ) .

Fig. 15.
Strongly oxidized dark-brown Sphagnum peat. Activity of aqueous fauna. Small quantities
of dark structural undisturbed plant tissues (150 x).
Sterk geoxydeerd donkerbruin veenmosveen. Vraat door waterdiertjes. Kleine hoeveelheden donkerbruine
plantenvezels (150 x ) .

Fig. 16.
Fossil Ai-horizon. Scattered between plant remains very dark, opaque, intact moder-like
e x c r e m e n t i n a s t a g e o f d e l i q u e s c e n c e ( 2 0 0 x ).
Fossiele A^horizont. Tussen gave plantenresten zeer donkere, opaque, intacte, moderachtige, wat ver
vloeide excrementen (200 X ) .

Fig. 17.
Humic B-horizon. Accumulation of amorphous humus from the topsoil between fairly in
tact peat remains (200 x).
Humus-B horizont. Ophoping van amorfe humus uit de bovengrond tussen vrij gave veenresten in de
ondergrond (200 X ) .

Fig. 18.
Eluviation of muck mull along cracks. Compounds accumulate again forming thick coatings
usually with a laminar structure (45 X ).
Uitspoeling van meermolm langs scheuren. In laagjes slaat de meermolm weer neer en kan ten slotte vrij
dikke huidjes langs de wanden van de scheuren vormen (45 X ).

moulding. Even added amounts originating from fertilizers can be fixed;
resulting in an even absolute increase of nutritive elements in the profile. A
good measure for the disintegration and moulding level of the organic soil
layers is the amount of nitrogen in the organic matter.
Figure 7 gives in the first place a number of N-contents and C/N-ratios of
reduced peat layers (G-horizons) of different botanical composition (see also
Bennema and Van der Woerdt 1961). The great differences in the amount of
nitrogen in eutrophic and oligotrophic series is clearly shown. The second part
of the graph represents the N-content of disintegrated and moulded layers.
The greater amounts of nitrogen of these layers as compared with the redu
ced, thus not disintegrated and not moulded organic material of the G-horizons are evident (Pons, 1961 and Van Heuveln, Jongerius and Pons, 1960).
Figure 8 represents the course of the N-content throughout two peat pro
files (see also Bennema and Van der Woerdt, 1961 and Pons, 1960), having
moulded disintegrated and reduced layers. The quickly increasing quanti
ties of nitrogen, starting from the G-horizons via the disintegrated towards
the moulded layers is clearly demonstrated.
But also in other ways the importance of disintegration and moulding of
peat is shown, viz. in the exchange capacity of the organic component of these
layers. When we know the exchange capacity of the total soil and we take for
pure clay an arbitral level of 0.6 milliaequivalent per 1 gr. of clay (100%
parts < 2 mu) we can calculate the exchange capacity of the organic matter.
Preliminary calculations show that there is a considerable difference between
the exchange capacity of the organic component in reduced, in disintegrated
and in moulded layers. In table 1 we give a provisionable table of the ratio
of the exchange capacities of the organic matter and clay from soils rich in
organic material.
TABLE 1. Ratio of the exchange capacities of organic matter and clay from soils rich in
organic matter.

TABEL 1. Verhouding van het basenuitwisselingsvermogen van organisch materiaal en klei van organische-stofrijke gronden.

Very wel moulded „meermolm"
Very well moulded „woudgrond" (black meadow soils) . . .
Topsoil (sod, etc.) of „meermolm" and „woudgronden" . .
Reduced „bosveen" (wood peat)
Disintegrated „bosveen" (wood peat)
Reduced „veenmosveen" (moss peat)
Disintegrated „veenmosveen" (moss peat)
Moulded layers of peat soils
Reduced and oxidized „bagger" (gyttja-like dredgings) . .

ca. 4
ca. 4
ca. 3
1.5-2.5
1.5-2.5
ca. 2
2-3
2.5-3
1.5

The exchange capacity of several kinds of organic matter is very well
related to the stage of „rijping" and varies from 4 to 1.5 times as big as that
of clay.
5. FACTORS INJURING THE PROCESS OF „RIJPING"

Various factors may result in a presenting of one of the „rijping" processes
and cause a breakdown of the initial soil formation. This may be due to the
special properties of some botanical types of peat, unfavourable properties
of the profile layers or inadequate drainage, even by faulty land improve
ment. For instance, too poor drainage conditions may lead to incomplete
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Content of Nitrogen and C/N-ratio of the organic matter of peat or peaty material.
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wood peat (eutrophic) / bosveen (eutroof)
moss peat (oligotrophic) / veertmosveen (oligotroof)
moulded layer (Ai) / veraarde laag (Ai)
disintegrated layer (Ci) / verweerde laag (Ci)
reduced layer (G) / gereduceerde laag (G)

Reduced peat (G-horizons) I Gereduceerd veen (G-horizonten)
SEDENTATES /Sedentaten
1. young Sphagnum peatIjong veenmosveen
2. old Sphagnum peat loud veenmosveen
3. floating peat/kragge
4. reed sedge peat and sedge peat/rietzeggeveen en zeggeveen
5. birch peat/berkenveen
6. reed peatjrietveen
7. wood peatjbosveen

SEDIMENTES /Sedimenten
8. detritus, reworked peat (oligotrophic)/verslagen oligotroof veen
9. peat mud/molm
10. gyttja-like dredgings, very eutrophic (Westeinder lake) /bagger, zeer eutroof (Westeinder
plas)

11. gyttja-like dredgings (ditches, Boskoop) /bagger (sloten, Boskoop)
12. gyttja-like dredgings (Loenerveen lake)/bagger (Loenerveenseplas)

Oxidized and more or loss moulded and disintegrated peat / Geoxydeerd en
min of meer veraard en verweerd veen

TOPSOILS (C- AND A-HORIZONS / Bovengronden (C- en A-horizonten)
13. floating peat reclamationjkragge-ontginning
14. dried up, poorly moulded/verdroogd, slecht veraard
15. non-dried up, poorly moulded/niet-verdroogd, slecht veraard
16. moulded, moder/veraard, moder
17. high moor reclamation with sand cover (moder)/ dalgrond (moder)
18. moulded, mull/veraard, mull
19. moderately moulded, muil/matig veraard, mull
20. peaty clay, moderately mouldedjvenige klei, matig veraard
21. organic B-layer/organischs B-laag.
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physical „rijping" and than the process of topsoil moulding ceases or is very
incomplete.
Sometimes peat soils are situated too high up with respect to the ground
water table, or the peat profile contains compact layers blocking the upward
movement of capillary moisture. In these cases some types of peat are very
sensitive to dehydration, and under hot and dry climate conditions an irre
versible drying up of the topsoil may occur, finishing the biological „rijping".
On certain oligotrophic types of peat (recent Sphagnum peat) the lack of
nutrients and the acidity often cause a difficult start of the organisms. This is
one of the most important reasons why the A1 or Ap horizons are often poorly
developed and frequently have a poor structure.
Owing to the occurrence or pyritic peat or pyritic clay layers at some depth
in the peat profile a very low pH may develop in aeration and oxydation of
such layers (chemical „rijping"). Rooting in such soils can only take place very
superficially. On the one hand the physical „rijping" ceases in these shallow
layers because the roots are unable to penetrate preventing the dehydration
of the underlying soft layers. On the other hand the roots are than concen
trated in the topsoil with drawing so much moisture from it that this layer is
irreversibly dried up. Hence owing to very unfavourable living conditions
for the soil fauna there is no moulding in such a dried up layer.
6. FACTORS DETERMINING THE TYPE OF MOULDING

The two kinds of moulding giving „mull" or „moder" are controlled by various
factors.
1. The clay content. „Mull" structures occur in the clayey topsoils of oligo
trophic or eutrophic peat soils. „Moder" structures are chiefly restricted to
topsoils without or with a low clay content. It is not quite clear neither a
certain clay content in itself determines the production of „mull" or „moder".
In this connection it should be noted that from micromorphological inves
tigations it became clear that during „mull" moulding the organic material
is first at least partly converted into „moder", which is further worked up
into „mull" as the moulding proceeds.
2. The pH. The topsoils with „mull" formation usually show a higher pH
than the topsoils with „moder" formation. The optimum pH for „mull"
production diverges from about 5 to about 6.5. For „moder" production
this optimum lies at a lower pH level.
3. The hydrological condition. Under extremely dry or wet conditions neither
„mull" or „moder" formation can take place. The circumstances must be
moderate and favourable, though „moder" can be formed in fairly wet topsoils. But in this case the process is less intensive and a kind of humus is for
med that is morphologically different from the type produced under drier
conditions. Below a „mull" topsoil there is often found a horizon with more
or less intensive „moder" formation.
4. The fertilization. Good fertilization in the widest sense also promotes „mull"
formation.
Summarizing, we may say that „mull" formation only occurs in peat soil
having a clayey cover, a high or moderate pH and favourable hydrological
conditions. „Moder" formation is found in all other peat soils except the ex
tremely wet and very dry ones.
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Consequently in our opinion, under the conditions prevailing in Holland,
the type of moulding is determined only to a slight extend by the botanical
composition of the peat. The formation of „mull" or „moder" results from
the sum of ecological conditions of the milieu. Hence we distinguish between
eutrophic moulding („mull" formation) and oligotrophic moulding („mo
der" formation) (see fig. 6). Eutrophic moulding under natural conditions
only occurs in eutrophic peat soils (wood peat). It may also occur in meso- or
oligotrophic types of peat, but in these cases it only happens by supplying
nutrients (clay, fertilizers, muck, stable manure etc.) to the soil. Oligotrophic
moulding only results from environments being and remaining oligotrophic,
viz. during the „rijping" of oligotrophic and occasionally also mesotrophic
types of peat without supply of nutrients. In an eutrophic peat oligotrophic
moulding can only arise under very unfavourable conditions, e.g. very low
pH, irreversibly drying out top layers and very bad drainage conditions, in
which cases the environment is unsuitable for a „mull" forming fauna.
7. MORPHOLOGICAL SUBDIVISIONS OF THE TYPES OF
MOULDING

Mull may consist of loose excrements, but the original forms of excrements are
usually lost, in other words they have coalesced into larger spongy aggre
gates. The various stages of this „solution" phenomenon can often be very
clearly observed in thin sections. Moreover under moderately wet conditions
the aggregates are usually much smaller and more friable than in the drier
mull profiles. Since the Enchytrae predominate in the former soils and earth
worms in the latter we distinguish between enchytrae mull and earthworms
mull respectively. In all probability although the subject has not been ade
quately investigated, in many cases a certain amount of dispersed humus is
produced in Enchytrae mull and weak illuviation phenomena occur.
Microscopic examination with permeating light always shows peat mull
with a brown and semi-transparent matrix, but it generally contains a smaller
or larger amount of dark occlusions which are usually some 25-50 mu in size
and occasionally even larger. They are mainly found to be woody plant re
mains, although they may also partly consist of amorphous opaque humus.
According to the percentage of occlusions we distinguish a number of mull
types in the peat soils. The subdivision is very important in practice since
there is a close correlation between this percentage and the quality of the
moulding. The higher the percentage of dark components the poorer is the
moulding type from the agricultural point of view (fig. 9 and 10).
A typical mull formation is encountered in the muck covers of „meermolm". „Meermolm" is the mucky organic material sedimentated on the
bottom of the former peat lakes in the west of Holland. It originates from
peat layers mechanically granulated by wave action mixed with the decayed
remains of plants and animals that formerly inhabited these lakes; it also con
tains a larger or smaller percentage of clay. Under these conditions a half
bog soil form developed in the „meermolm" sediment. After the lakes were
drained a half bog soil mull was formed from this humus by the soil fauna.
This type of mull characterized by a very hazy micromorphological pattern,
i.e. in the matrix there occur very gradual transitions from very dark, opaque
amorphous material to very light yellow, brown transparant material.
„Moder" moulding under non-extreme conditions of moisture is charac
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terized by spherical, elliptical or rod shaped excrement, usually 25-60 mu
in size. In thin sections they usually appear brown and more or less transpa
rent when fresh, but they soon become opaque as a result of humification
processes (fig. 11). The excrement is situated in what are known as semimoulded phases scattered in small groups between the still more or less intact
peat particles which are still greatly predominant (fig. 12 and 13). These
semi-moulded phases occur in the transition from organic A^horizon to the
disintegrated peat, but also as the topmost horizon in profiles in which the
biological activity has been severely limited for some reason or other, as is
the case in the moderately irreversibly dried out peat soils (fig. 1). If, how
ever, the moulding process is optimal (occurrence of prominent organic
A^horizon) the amount of plant remains (mainly the lignified parts) does
not exceed 10 to 15% of the total amount of organic material.
On arable land the biologic activity is at a low level owing to intensive till
age and the unfavourable microclimate injuring the flora and fauna. On this
soils the „moder" often shows a marked tendency to deliquence as a result
of the production of dispersed humus and a considerable part of it is washed
out and eluviated into the subsoil. Practically only the opaque woody
plant fragments, together with a little amorphous humus chiefly found in
sand grains, is left behind in the topsoil. A horizon of this type is termed overmoulded (fig. 14).
„Moder" formation also occurs in wet peat profiles. This generally leads
to layers with semi-moulded material in which owing to the moist environ
ments the excrement wholly or partly disintegrates into a nondescript friable
mixture of plant remains and very fine earthy material (debris structures).
The described formations all occur in the toplayers, but also a number of
„moder" formations may exist in the disintegrated subsoil of the peat pro
files. These coprogenic horizons may be fossil and in this case they may result
from the activity of aqueous fauna (geogenesis) or formed under other tem
porary hydrological conditions during the growth of the peat (moulding on
fossil land surfaces : fossil pedogenesis). These two fossil types can be clearly
distinguished micromorphologically. The activity of the aqueous fauna led
to the formation of minute dark excrement or excremental particles (10-20
mu in cross section) of a nondescript dark pattern. The rather small quantities
of structural undisturbed plant tissues generally have a dark brown colour
(fig. 15). On the other hand an old fossil surface in a peat profile usually con
tains many woody plant remains (light brown to black and opaque) between
which are generally scattered „moder" like excrement which is already
in an advanced stage of deliquescence and is much larger than the excrement
of the aqueous fauna (about 25-60 mu in cross-section) (fig. 16).
8. ELUVIATION AND ACCUMULATION

We already attended to the fact that sometimes eluviation of organic mate
rial into the subsoil occurs. This phenomenon may lead to the formation
of a so-called organic B-horizon and is especially connected with oligotrophic
moulding. In this same issue of Auger and Spade Van Heuveln fully deals with
this matter, so we will restrict ourselves to some micromorphological points.
The eluviation process usually starts when „moder" soils are used as arable
land, though also in grasslands it occurs. The colloidal organic material, pro
duced in the toplayers, migrates downwards and accumulates at a certain
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depth in the subsoil, or at depths where the organic material passes into
mineral layers. This accumulation may be some em's thick and remain
opaque even in very thin slides (fig. 17).
Sometimes more than one of those so-called organic B-horizons are found
in one single peat profile. In such a case it is probable that every B-horizon is
connected with its own moulded layer, because it has been found that in
such a peat profile with a recent moulded A1-horizon also other but fossil
A^horizons are present.
However not every dark layer at the boundary between organic layers and
the mineral subsoil is always an organic B-horizon. Sometimes micromorphological observations indicate in the organic B-horizon a fossil A1-horizon of
a podzol developed in the underlying mineral subsoil. This fossil A1-horizon
is mixed with the remnants of the strongly disintegrated lower peat layers.
Mull humus (eutrophic moulding) under grassland with a very high bio
logic activity is only subjected to slowly proceeding changes. The bond be
tween organic matter and clay is very strong. This is the reason why organic
soils with mull moulding show hardly any heterogenization. Even on arable
land eluviation is limited.
Half bog soil mull (muck-mull) however forms an exception and under
unfavourable conditions in these soils eluviation of soil compounds also occur.
These soils are mostly used as grassland and were during a long time inten
sively worked up by earthworms and under the grassland conditions the pro
cesses are in equilibrium. It shows the typical properties of a mull humus.
But by changing over to arable farming the clay-humus complex in the
muck covers becomes unstable. During the disintegration process of the
complexes organic matter, clay and fine sand start moving. Next both in the
topsoil and in the subsoil these compounds accumulate again forming thick
coatings usually with a laminar structure. This lamination has often a tearshape orientation (fig. 18).
(February, 1961)
9. SAMENVATTING

In het kader van een nieuw systeem van bodemclassificatie werd in ons land
veel aandacht geschonken aan de eerste orde van dit systeem, de organische
gronden. Hiertoe worden de gronden gerekend, die binnen een diepte van
80 cm een minstens 40 cm dikke laag met tenminste 15% organische stof heb
ben. De vorming van veen wordt opgevat als vorming van moedermateriaal
en dus als een geogenetisch proces. Pedogenese begint na de ontwatering van
het veen, wanneer lucht kan toetreden. Processen van fysische, chemische en
biologische aard, aangeduid als fysische rijping, verwering, veraarding, uit
spoeling en inspoeling, komen hierna op gang. De eerste drie processen zijn
ervoor verantwoordelijk, dat uit de G-horizont een Aj- en een C-horizont
worden ontwikkeld ; het ontstaan van een (organische) B-horizont wordt toe
geschreven aan ophoping van colloidaal organisch materiaal na uitspoeling
uit een oligotroof veraarde A1-laag. Factoren, die de veraarding in mull -of
modervormen bepalen, zijn het lutumgehalte, de zuurgraad, de rijkdom of
vruchtbaarheidstoestand en de hydrologische omstandigheden.
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ORGANIC B IN HIGH MOOR PEAT AND HIGH
MOOR PEAT RECLAMATION SOILS
ORGANISCHE B IN HOOGVEEN EN HOOGVEENONTGINNINGSGRONDEN
by jdoor

B. van Heuveln1)
1. INTRODUCTION

Until some centuries ago a vast expanse of high moor peat2) was situated in
the north-east of the Netherlands. It adjoined the Bourtanger Moor of
north-west Germany. Fig. 1 shows a very common profile in this high moor
peat according to Tousijn (1945). Most of it was gradually excavated in or
der to obtain fuel. It was early appreciated that together with the waste from
the large towns these residual peats could be converted into high-grade
agricultural soils.
Fig. 1
High moor profile / Hoogveenprofiel

Mucky topsoil / Bonkaarde
Young Sphagnum peat / Jong mosveen
Transitional layer of Weber / Grenslaag van Weber

mm

Old Sphagnum peat / Oud mosveen
Wood peat / Bosveen
Fen peat / Moerasveen

|

Mineral subsoil / Minerale ondergrond
Gyttja

Intensive drainage was required both for peat excavation and agriculture,
so that the entire high moor peat area is intersected by canals not more than
250 m apart and usually extending into the mineral subsoil. The latter con
sists predominantly of sand with less than 75% < 50 mu and an M 50 of
150 mu.
As shown diagrammatically in fig. 2 in peat excavation on the top layer
of some 50 cm of the recent moss peat is tipped in the open work pit of the
past season. When the peat has been dug out the recent moss peat tipped
back into the pit is covered with a good 10 cm of sand. This sand comes from
the peat excavation canals.
*) Pedologist of the Netherlands Soil Survey Institute (province of Drente).
2) High moor peat mainly has to be considered as „rain peat" (anaerobic conditions
are maintained by rain-water). Fen peat is „ground-water peat" (anaerobic conditions
maintained by ground-water).
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Situations (A and B) occurring in undisturbed high
moor peat. Situation (G) in the peat reclamation area.
De situaties (A en B) komen voor in het onvergraven hoog
veen. Situatie (C) in de veenontginning

;]

Slightly loamy fine cover sand / lets lemig fijn dekzand
Loam-poor medium cover sand / Matig grof dekzand, arm aan leem

IVvVvVl

Sedge peat / Zeggeveen
Old moss peat f Oud mosveen
Young moss peat / Jong mosveen

I

I

Downward movement of humus / Benedenwaartse verplaatsing van humus

]

Horizon of accumulation / Inspoelingshorizont
Young moss peat put back to fill up the excavation after the old moss peat has been dig out
Teruggestort jong mosveen, nadat het oude mosveen is afgegraven
Sand cover put on top of dumped young moss peat using sand from the bottom (mineral subsoil)
of the reclamation canal / Zand uit de minerale ondergrond ivordt verkregen bij het graven van de wijk {klem
sloot) . Dit z^nd wordt later over het land gebracht (dalgrond)
Reclamation canal / Wijk

mm

Fig. 2
Accumulations of black amorphous humus. Peat excavation in progress.
Ophopingen van zwarte amorfe humus. Veenafgraving.

The peat excavation process is still in progress, so that well-drained high
moor peats occur side-by-side with high moor peat reclamation soils.
While surveying the reclamation soils and studying the profiles through the
high moor peat it was noticed that horizons and accumulations of black
amorphous organic matter occurred in and below the peat. The horizons
are shown in fig. 2.
It was also observed that in summers after periods of heavy precipitation
black amorphous organic matter was also deposited in the peat pits. This
was formed after evaporation of the drainage water from the peat walls. The
same phenomenon was observed in humous bands in the sandy subsoil
underlying unexcavated peat. Here a black sludge of a jelly-like consistency
leaked out of the pores of the humous layers.
These phenomena may be compared with the observations of Stobbe and
Wright (1959) in Canadian humic podzols. They are of the opinion that in
an environment deficient in sesquioxides a high percentage of the organic
matter moves fairly rapidly from the Ao to the B in solution and/or colloidal
suspension.
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We attempted to demonstrate the illuviation of mobile organic matter by
means of 14C dating. This was rendered possible by the fact that relatively
recent peat lies at the surface in both the unexcavated low moor peats and
in the high moor peat reclamation soils, whereas the peat in which the
shifted organic matter accumulates is much older.
The occurrence of this illuviated organic matter is described in three situ
ations, viz. in the peat, in the mineral subsoil underlying the peat, and at the
transition from the peat to the mineral subsoil. These situations are shown
in fig. 2.
2. DATING OF MOBILE ORGANIC MATTER IN PEAT
14C

The
dating of carbonaceous matter is based on two principles. The
first is that the half-life of 14C is 5570 years, viz. after 5570 years the percen
tage of 14C is halved compared to that of a zero time.
The second principle is that it is assumed that the percentage of 14C now
present in the atmosphere and taken up by flora and fauna together with the
14C is thesame as at any given time in the past. Disregarding fluctuations in the
percentage of 14C caused by slow protracted changes in the constellation of
the earth and atmosphere, De Vries (1959) pointed out some very recent
changes. As a result of the use of coal and petroleum since the second half of
the 19th century and recent nuclear explosions, changes have taken place in
the percentage of 14C which make it necessary for the comparative material
to be selected with great care.
Waterbolk (1959) quotes an example of a sample of grain taken from a
Roman castellum burnt in 69/70 A.D.
The uncorrected result of the 14C dating was 230 ± 25 A.D. (GRO 1415),
showing that owing to the choice of comparative material the dating proved
to be some 200 years too late.
We can date an illuvial layer of mobile organic matter in a layer of peat by
means of 14C. This dating does not, however, provide us with an absolute
age, but a mixed dating of the illuviated organic matter together with the
recipient medium (the peat). Provided we know the age of the peat, it is
possible via the 14C activity to specify combinations of amounts of illuviated
organic matter and their age. The possible combinations are plotted in fig. 3
in the form of a graph.
The age in years is plotted linearly on the y axis and the 14C activity on the
x axis. By this we mean the percentage of 14C of the amount of 14C contained
by recent carbonaceous material.
Thus at an age of zero years there is 100% 14C, at an age of 5570 years (on
half-life) the activity is only 50%, and so on.
We can write the following equations for graph:
(1) y = ax5570
(2) x = 2"a X 100
Solving a from (2)
log2_a + log 100 = log x
a log 2 = logx—z
^ _
(3) a

2—logx
-
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Ouderdom in jaren
Age in years

12000

11000

10000

9000

8000

7000

6000

5000

«000

3000

2000

1000

50

(0

30

Activiteit in%uC
Activity iri°/o"C

Fig. 3
Combinations of amounts of illuviated organic matter and their age.

Combinaties van hoeveelheden ingespoelde humus en de ouderdom daarvan.

and supplying a in equation (1) from equation (3), we obtain
2—logx
5570
y
log 2
—5570
5570
y =
logx + 2.
log 2
log 2.
5570
t'ien t^ie ecluation °f the line indicating
Designating the constant ^ g as
the relationship between the activity and the age is
= —b logx + 2b.

y
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If we now obtain the 14C dating of an illuvial layer of 5570 years and a
dating of 11400 for the recipient peat, we can see from the graph that
there has been a 25% increase in activity. Assuming the C-content and the
moisture percentage to be the same, the 25% increase in activity may have
been caused by illuviation of 25% of mobile organic matter aged o years and
25
also by yj- = 35% aged 2785 years.

14C

3. SITUATION DESCRIPTIONS

Fig. 2 shows the situations, referred to in the introduction, in which we
encountered illuvial layers.
Situation A.

Illuvial horizons of mobile organic matter in the peat

In situation A we found illuvial layers of mobile organic matter at the tran
sition from the old moss peat to the Scheuzeria peat.
This organic matter closely resembles the dopplerite described in the peat
literature. Dopplerite, which takes its name from Doppler who first described
it in 1849, is described by von Bülow (1929) in the following terms: „Dopplerit ist Humus in der reinst vorkommenden Form, ähnlich offenbar der sog. Phyto. Kollit,
ausgefälltte Humussäuren in Verbindung mit einigen Mineralstoffen (Ca, Al203,
Fe203 u.a.). Frisch graubraun bis schwarz, von kan schuckartiger Elastizität, homogen,
fettglanzend, nicht klebend und geruchlos. Trocken, stark schrumpfend, glänzend pech
schwarz, Kanten durchscheinend (rötlich braun), eckig zerspringend mit muschligem
Bruch und Härte 2-2.5, Spez. Gew. rund 1.4; im Gegensatz zu Torfen äuszerst arm
an alkohollöslichen Bestandteilen, auch in Wasser nicht löslich. Aschegehalt 2—5%,
in bes. Fallen bis 10-14% ansteigend

His chemical analyses show that the C/N quotient is greater than 48,
whereas in the ash the chief components are CaO (57%) and Fe203 and
A1203 (12-50%).
In the north-east of the Netherlands dopplerite chiefly occurs in the form
a filling of fissures and root passages in the peat. We have described these
deposits together with the other peat minerals (Van Heuveln, 1959).
It does not occur so often in a continuous horizon.
In a comparable situation in the high moor peat layer the dopplerite was
of still more recent date, viz. GRO 2058 3900 ±80.
Thus the data in table 1 show that the dopplerite together with the peat
may certainly be dated as 1200 years later than the pure peat. The soil
colours denote a distinct iron enrichment. The organic matter was apparent
ly eluviated from a higher level and precipitated on the ferrous Scheuzeria peat.
1. The GRO numbers are registration numbers of the 14C laboratory at
Groningen, Netherlands.
2. The soil colours are given according to the Munsell Color Notation.
Conversion via the activity graph in fig. 2 gives a 12.5% increase in activi
ty. Since in these areas in which buckwheat firing cultivation was practised
a considerable amount of the topmost peat was burnt. We can put the age
of the pre-drainage topsoil at about 1400 years. The illuviated organic matter
12.5
would then be not less than
— 15% where it was formed at the surface
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Table 1 The most important data on situation A (see fig. 2)
De belangrijkste gegevens van situatie A (zie fig. 2)

Depth below
surface

Description

Age

Munsell notation

Diepte beneden
maaiveld

Aard

Ouderdom

Kleurnotatie vlg.
Munsell

270 cm

Old moss peat

GRO804:
5970±145

10YR 8/6

Dopplerite

GRO 803:
4485 ±110

2.5YR 4/8

GRO 805:
6040 ±120

10YR 3/6

Oud mosveen

275 cm

Doppleriet

280 cm

Scheuzeria peat
Scheuzeria-veen

and more with an increasing age of the parent layer of the mobile organic
matter.
Situation B.

Illuvial horizons of mobile organic matter underlying the peat in the mineral subsoil

In this situation the ancient moss peat usually lies immediately above the
mineral subsoil in which a humus podzol has developed with humous illuviation bands deep in the G horizon. The data in table 2 is taken from the
description of a profile of this type (Van Heuveln, 1959).
TABLE 2. The most important data on situation B (see fig. 2)
De belangrijkste gegevens van situatie B (zie fig. 2)

Depth relative
to peat/sand
interface

Description

Age

Aard

Ouderdom

Diepte t.o.v.
grens veenjzand

±

18 cm

Old moss peat
Oud mosveen

Ignition color
according to
Munsell nota
tion

Texture
Textuur

PH
Truog

<2 2/50 M 50

Gloeikleur naar
Munsell

GRO 1019:
3230 ±75

4.5

—

—

—

—

— 18 cm

B2h

GRO 1016:
2090 ±50

4.5

0

2

110 150 mu

10YR 8/1

— 145 cm

B bands

GRO 710:
1535 ±85

5.2

2

6

75110 mu

7.5YR 8/6

Banden B

The organic matter from the B2h and the B bands is obviously later in date
than the overlying ancient moss peat and apparently percolated through it
here.
The B2h consists of black and the B bands of brown organic matter. Preli
minary experiments make it seem likely that the organic matter of the B2h
mostly consists of humic acids and that of the B bands more offulvo acids.
Since the B2h is situated in very humus-deficient sand and the B bands in
non-humous material the dating of the B bands in particular is fairly reliable.
Hence we gain the impression that the humus was formed in the top portion
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of the high moor peat layer. Since, buckwheat firing cultivation was prac
tised here as well as in situation A and much of the most recent peat was
burnt in the process, this dating indicates that the source of the mobile orga
nic matter is to be found in or near the surface.
Situation C

Illuvial horizons of mobile organic matter at the transition from the peat to the mineral
subsoil

Topographically this situation occupies an intermediate position, as is out
lined in fig. 2. As in situation B, the ancient moss peat lies immediately above
the mineral subsoil. During peat excavation a few dm of peat were left. At
the bottom of this solid peat a very dense layer is encountered which is termed
gliede. In many respects this gliede resembles dopplerite. It only contains a
minor amount of sesquioxides or CaO. In its reduced state it is greasy black,
unlike the brown peat. It is not elastic, but extremely greasy and non-adhesive.
It is homogeneous and contains few plant residues. In its dry state it is dull,
fairly and of a nutty structure. Like dopplerite it has a very poor capacity for
reabsorbing moisture. We regard this gliede as an illuvial layer of mobile
organic matter. It is presumably derived from the tilth. On the high moor
peat reclamation soils the land use is predominantly agriculture, the prin
ciple crop being potatoes. To this end the sand is regularly ploughed up with
the underlying recent moss peat. Especially as potato cultivation requires a
low pH, it would seem likely that a large surplus of non-binding organic mat
ter is formed in the lutum- and sesquioxide deficient tilth. A part of this
would be eluviated. The survey of these soils showed that the „gliede" is
more in evidence according as the land has been longer under cultivation.
Marsh peat occurs below the ancient moss peat at the bottom of the slope
in the high moor peat reclamation soils. The interlocking layer of „gliede"
is absent here, but dopplerite is found in the root passages of the few peat.
Table 3 shows the datings of the „gliede" and the ancient moss peat. In
themselves these datings are very little to go on, so that the pollen analysis of
the base of this peat is shown in fig. 4.
Described in broad outline, the bottom seven spectra represent the Boreal.
The Boreal-Atlantic interface is situated at the pine-alder crossing viz. at
about 7.5 cm. Above this the peat is Atlantic. For the dated layers this means
that the ancient moss peat was formed in the Atlantic and that the „gliede"
was incorporated in peat of Boreal age.
TABLE 3. The most important data of situation C (see fig. 2)
De belangrijkste gegevens van situatie C (zie fig. 2)

Depth relative
to the peat/sand
interface

Description

Age

Diepte t.o.v.
grens veen/zand

Aard

Ouderdom

+ 25 cm
+ 5 cm

Old moss peat

GR0 826:
7310 ±115

„Gliede"

GRO 825:
7310 ±110

Oud mosveen

Gliede

175

10

20

30

<0

50

SO

70

80

90%

25%

25%

25

50%

25%

25

50%

25%

>

}jj|jjl~|j

Ancient moss peat / Otidfriosveen
— "Gliede" I Oliede
Humose sand / Humeus zond
Sphagnum

0

^

Corylus

Q

0

Salix
Ulmus

Pinus
Betula
Q Alnus
g Querceto mixtum

Fig. 4
Pollen diagram of the base of the ancient moss peat.
Pollendiagram van de basis van het oude mosveen.

Van Zeist (1957) gives a 14C dating of the palynological stratigraphy of a
number of high moor profiles. These datings show that the spectrum of
+ 6.5 cm has an age of at least 7750 i 135 years. Hence the peat in which
the „gliede" was incorporated is much older. Van Zeist dates the commence
ment of the Boreal with the first rise of Corylus at 6657 ± 180 B.C., viz.
absolutely at 8635 ±180 years. If we compare the entire pollen pattern at
the peat-sand interface with Van Zeist's diagram we arrive at the conclusion
that the peat-sand interface must have an age of 8600 years.
This means that the „gliede" was incorporated in peat at an age of be
tween 7750 ± 135 and 8600 years, viz. about 8175 years. With a mixed
dating of 7310 for „gliede" with the recipient peat, we find after calculating
back via fig. 3 that the „gliede" caused a 5% increase in 14C activity. As in
situation A, we assume that owing to the buckwheat firing cultivation the
recent moss peat was burnt up to an age of 1400 years. Hence the ploughedup peat in the tilth will be at least this age, and since it was tipped back un
graded it will very probably have a still greater average age. If we assume the
average age to be 2000 years, it is possible that 6.5% of organic matter was
illuviated from the tilth, as shown when calculating back via fig. 3.
Organig B.

We can see from the foregoing that 14C dating enables us to determine whe
ther certain layers in and below peat consist of illuviated mobile organic mat
ter derived from this peat.
In modern soil classification systems the organic soils are considered sepa
rately from the mineral soils.
We suggest employing the description „B horizon in organic soils"
(abbreviated „organic B") for peat profiles in which it is possible to identify
a layer characterized by an „accumulation of illuviated colloidal or dissolved
material" (Soil Survey Manual, 1951). Since without the expensive 14C
dating it is difficult to distinguish the organic B underlying peat from B hori
zons in humus podzols, it would seem desirable to restrict the organic B to
illuvial layers in the peat.
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For use in map legends it will obviously be possible to specify minimum
standards of thickness, percentage of identifiable plant residues, homogeneity
horizontal continuous course and depth of occurrence.
(April, 1960)
4. SAMENVATTING
14C-datering

Met behulp van
wordt aangetoond, dat in organische gronden
lagen voorkomen, die zijn ontstaan door ophoping van mobiele organische
stof.
Voorgesteld wordt deze lagen de naam te geven van organische B.
Er is een methode uitgewerkt om de MC-datering van dergelijke lagen om
te rekenen tot het percentage ingespoelde organische stof van een bepaalde
ouderdom.
In drie situaties in het hoogveen en de hoogveenontginningsgronden van
noord-oost Nederland wordt gedemonstreerd hoe dergelijke 14C-gegevens
kunnen worden gehanteerd.
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PREPARATION OF COLOURED MAPS
VOORBEREIDINGEN VAN KLEURENKAARTEN
by/door

J. J. Jantzen1)
For the first maps, that had to be printed in colours, we prepared handcoloured models and then decided by trial and error how the same colours
could be reproduced in printing. This took up much time, so we decided to
reverse the procedure and to choose the colours for the maps from a printed
colour scale. Our first scale contained 256 colour squares, obtained by print
ing yellow, red, blue and grey on top of each other, each in three steps : a
light screen, a heavy screen and the solid colour. Although the hues of the
primary colours were gradually altered to obtain more pleasant results, the
content of grey in 3/4 of all combinations caused a more or less dull aspect.
The tendency to avoid the use of grey as much as possible limited our free
dom of choice to 64 combinations. We therefore decided to leave out the
grey altogether and to compensate for the loss of combinations by raising
the number of steps for the primary colours.
For the hues of the three primary colours and for the colour-notation we
followed the arithmetically spaced system of Hickethier (1952) which has
9 steps from white to full colour. The composition of each colour is indicated
by three digits in the sequence yellow, red and blue ; 000 means white, 999
means full saturation (chroma) of yellow, red and blue, which should, and in
the colour book of Hickethier actually does, show as black. For our purpose
we limited the saturation (chroma) of the solid colour to match the 6th step of
the scale of Hickethier, leaving us with 7-7-7 = 343 combinations. Of these
196 are shown on our sampling sheet, the uneven steps in yellow have been
left out to save space, but are of course available for use.
Before printing, the line-screen percentages were measured by microscope
and compared with reflectance measurements of printed proofs (fig. 1). The
Excess!Dekkingsverschil
+20

3
4 o51.8%

+15

1

O
—'
654%

+ 10

°i
'13.3%

5
°75.5%

+ 5

________ lijnen/cm

'3b. '

25

50

,

. ..

screen count (per inch)

75

Fig. 1.
Differences in screen percentages between film screens and a printed proof at various
screen counts. The percentages on the proof are higher than those of the screens proper.
Screen nr. 1 stays behind because the lines are much thinner and consequently do not
carry enough ink to spread out as much as the lines of screen nr. 2. Written in: numbers
and percentages of screens.
Verband tussen het aantal lijnen per cm en de afwijkingen in dekkingspercentages tussen een proefdruk en
de daarvoor gebruikte filmrasters (door de getallen aangegeven). De dekking op de proefdruk is hoger dan
die van de rasters. Raster 1 blijft achter, omdat de lijnen veel dunner zijn en dientengevolge niet voldoende
inkt voeren om deze even breed te doen uitvloeien als bij raster 2.

*) Map editor of the Soil Survey Institute.
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Fig. 2.
Screen percentages of the screens and of the single colour steps of the printed scale, average
of three copies taken from the run, plotted out in the same manner as in fig. 3b. From the
measurements on the printed proof (fig. 1) screen percentages (x) for the stripping film
have been computed, that should have brought the printed steps, arithmetically spaced,
onto line Ar. Actually the screens 3, 4 and 5 have been processed 2£ to 5% too low (as). In
addition the printed steps are lower and show different curves for yellow (y), red (r) and
blue (b), although they have been copied from the same screens. For comparison: steps of
the analytical scale (An) of A.C.I.C.
Verloop van de dekking van de rasters en van in eerste oplage gedrukte kleuren. De dekkingspercentages
zijn uitgezet, zoals in fig. 3b. Uit de afwijkingen bij de proefdruk (fig. 1 ) werden voor de rasters de dek
kingen ( x ) berekend, die bij de druk punten op de rechte lijn (Ar) hadden moeten opleveren. De vervaar
digde rasters (3,4 en 5) op stripping film weken daarvan ten dele af (As). De druk viel „schraler" uil
en verschillend voor de kleuren geel (y), rood (r) en blauw (b). Ter vergelijking de analytische reeks
(An) van A.C.I.C. (Aeronautical Chart and Information Centre).

line-screen percentages were then adjusted so, as to result in an arithmetic
ally spaced scale when printed. Measurements on the completed sampling
sheet however showed a considerable deviation from the values aimed at, as
well as big differences between the colours yellow, red and blue, although
they had been processed with the same stripping film (fig. 2). Such deviations
in screen percentages, occurring during copying and printing should be
brought under control to a certain degree, before attempts to obtain closer
or more perfect colour spacing can succeed.
Although it is generally agreed, that arithmetical spacing is not perceived
as such by the eye, there seems to be difference of opinion on the way it
should be improved upon. The run of the curves of Ostwald and Munsell is
quite the opposite of the newest trend represented by the analytical scale
of A.C.I.C. (figs. 3a and 3b). Perhaps a compromise, as indicated by the
S-shaped curve can be applied until agreement has been reached and a
feasible scale has been developed and broken down into screen percentages
ready for use by lithographers and printers.
The lithographic work, formerly executed at various printers offices, at
present is done at our institute. The screens, are copied on sheets of stripping
film. A wax mixture (Flexo Wax fight C mixed with paraffin wax) is applied
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Covered surface

Bedekt oppervlak
®/o

Fig. 3a.
Percentages of covered surfaces of a number of grey scales. Os = Ostwald, oM = original
Munsell, Mr = Munsell renotation, An = analytical scale of A.C.I.C., Ar = arithmetical
scale (such as Hickethier), SS = S-shaped curve, V = division into a number of steps.
Verloop van de dekkingspercentages bij enige grijsschalen. Os = Ostwald, oM = originele Munsell,
Mr = Munsell renotation, An = analytische schaal (A.C.I.C.), Ar = rekenkundige schaal (o.a.
Hickethier), SS = S-vormig verloop, V = indeling in een aantal trappen.
Fig. 3b.
Same data as in fig. 3a. plotted out as deviations from arithmetical spacing.
Dezelfde gegevens als in fig. 3a, echter uitgezet als verschil t.o.v. het rechtlijnige verloop Ar.

to the stripping film with a brush, the working area is kept warm by a radi
ator with reflector. The waxed stripping film is then stuck onto the transpa
rencies and the superfluous parts are cut away along the soil boundaries on
the guide ; to make this possible the stripping film for solid colour and the
heavy grids is not developed in black but dyed red instead.
If necessary the three basic colour printers are supplemented by patterns
and hatchings printed in strongly saturated colours or in black.
From the printed colour scale a scheme has been worked out enabling
us to mix any desired colour from three standard solutions of water colour
and water, resulting in a much closer resemblance between coloured models
and printed products and in a very considerable saving of time. The same
method is also applied for the numerous maps coloured by hand, which con
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stitute the bulk of our map production. Of those we prepared a first edition
of 5 or 6 copies for urgent needs. A second edition was coloured later on. We
still do this with simple maps, that can be copied quickly, otherwise we pre
pare only one map by hand and multiply by colour photography. The maps
have than to be divided into sheets of 20 by 24 inches. There is still a consi
derable difference in colour between the original and the copies but the re
sulting coloured maps amply satisfy the purpose they have been made for.
(January, 1959)
SAMENVATTING

Het grootste deel van de kaarten (schaal 1 :10.000) die door de Stichting
voor Bodemkartering worden afgeleverd, wordt vermeerderd met behulp
van lichtdruk. Sinds kort is het aantal kaarten, dat met de hand werd inge
kleurd, teruggebracht van 6-12 op 1. Vermeerdering geschiedt thans met
behulp van kleurenfotografie. Jaarlijks worden voorts enkele kaarten in kleu
ren gedrukt op schaal 1 :25.000. Deze kleuren worden gekozen uit een drie
dimensionale kleurenschaal met 6 trappen van elke primaire kleur. Met
behulp van lijnrastcrs van toenemende grofheid worden de kleuren onder
scheiden. De verzadiging (chroma) van de volle kleur in de zesde trap wordt
op 2/3 van het bereikbare maximum gehouden. De kleurenschaal werd op
gezet als een uittreksel van de rekenkundig verdeelde schaal van Hickethier.
Deze heeft haar volledige verzadiging bij de negende trap. Reflectiemetingen
toonden aan, dat de rekenkundige verdeling niet bereikt werd. Dit ten ge
volge van afwijkingen in de rasterpercentages, die optreden bij kopiëren en
drukken. Deze afwijkingen moet men voldoende in de hand krijgen, aange
zien anders pogingen tot verbetering van de kleurverdeling weinig zin heb
ben. De verbeteringen t.o.v. de rekenkundige verdeling, zoals die werden
voorgesteld door Ostwald en Munsell, schijnen voorts lijnrecht te staan tegen
over de laatste opvattingen, zoals die worden gedemonstreerd in de analy
tische schaal van A.C.I.C.. Het zou goed zijn wanneer kleurendeskundigen
hieromtrent zouden trachten tot overeenstemming te komen.
Uitgaand van een min of meer ideale schaal zou deze moeten worden
teruggebracht tot een aantal hanteerbare benaderingen in termen van ras
terpercentages voor driekleurendruk ten behoeve van lithografen en drukkers.
Een mengschema werd samengesteld om in staat te zijn de kleuren van de
gedrukte schaal te reproduceren. Hierbij worden bepaalde hoeveelheden
van drie standaardoplossingen ecoline gemengd. Sindsdien worden de
kleuren voor alle kaarten, die met de hand worden ingekleurd, gekozen uit
de gedrukte schaal, terwijl de tijd, nodig voor de menging, aanzienlijk kon
worden bekort. Daarenboven werd de gelijkenis van de gedrukte kaarten
met de gekleurde modellen aanzienlijk verbeterd.
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14. LIST OF PUBLICATIONS
The text of the publications is in Dutch. Extensive summaries in English are
added. Price in Dutch guilders.
SERIES I. SOIL SURVEY OF THE NETHERLANDS
Volume

I Pijls, F. W. G.: A detailed soil survey of the community Didam. 116 pag.,
col. maps. a.o. annexes. Price f 5.50. 1948.
Volume
II Litre, W. J. van: Soil conditions in the Westland. Col. printed profiles in
text, 152 pag., col. map a.o. annexes. f6.—. 1948.
Volume
III Koenies, F. F. R.: A soil survey of the environs of Azewiin. 46 pag. col. map.
Price f 3.25. 1949.
Volume
IV Schelling, J.: A soil survey of the agricultural area of the municipality of
Groesbeek. 55 pag., col. maps a.o. annexes. Price f 3.65. 1949.
Volume
V Veenenbos, J. S.: Soil conditions of the area between Lemmer and Blokzijl
in the border-area of the Noordoostpolder. 161 pag., col. mapsa.o. annexes.
Price f 6.—. 1950.
Volume
VI Bakker, G. de: Soil conditions of some Zuidbeveland polders and their adap
tations for fruit-growing. 182 pag., col. maps a.o. annexes. Pricef6.—. 1950.
Volume
VII Edelman, C. H. et al: A soil survey of the Bommelerwaard boven de Meidijk.
137 pag., col. maps. Price f 6.—. 1950.
Volume VIII Egberts, H.: Soil conditions in the Betuwe. 88 pag., col. map a.o. annexes.
Price f 6.—. 1950.
Volume
IX Buringh, P.: Soil conditions in the environments of Wageningen. 131 pag.,
col. map a.o. annexes. Price f 6.—. 1951.
Volume
X Schelling, J.: A soil survey of northern Limburg (municipalities Ottersum,
Gennep and Bergen). 139 pag., col. maps a.o. annexes. Price f 6.—•. 1952.
Volume
XI Meer, K. van der: Soil conditions in the bulbdistrict. 155 pag., col. map a.o.
annexes. Pricef 7.—. 1952.
Volume XII Bennema, J. and K. van der Meer: Soil survey of the island of Walcheren.
169 pag., col. map a.o. annexes. Price f 7.—. 1952.
Volume XIII Diepen, D. van: Soil conditions in the Maaskant-region. 213 pag., col. maps
a.o. annexes. Price f 7.—. 1952.
Volume XIV Roo, H. C. de: Soil conditions in north Kennemerland. 202 pag., col. maps
a.o. annexes. Price f. 7.—. 1953.
Volume
XV Haans, J. C. F. M.: Soil conditions of the Haarlemmermeer. 154 pag., col.
maps a.o. annexes. Price f 7.—. 1954.
Volume XVI Liere, W. J. van and G. G. L. Steur: A soil survey of the municipality of Epe
and a reconnaissance soil survey of a part of the municipality of Heerde.
88 pag., col. maps. Price f 7.—. 1955.
Volume XVII Burck, P. du: A soil survey of the horticultural district Geestmerambacht.
159 pag., col. map a.o. annexes. Pricef 9.75. 1957.
VolumeXVIII Sonneveld, F.: Soil survey and attuned agricultural investigations in the
Land van Heusden en Altena. 320 pag. col. maps a.o. annexes. Price
f 15.75. 1958.
Volume XIX Kuipers, S. F.: A contribution to the knowledge of the soils of SchouwenDuiveland and Tholen according to the conditions prior to 1953. 192 pag.,
col. maps a.o. annexes. Price f 9.75. 1960.
SERIES II. STUDIES ON SOIL SCIENCE
Nr. 1. Maarleveld, G. C.: Gravel bearing middle pleistocene sediments. 105 pag., fig., tab.,
maps. Price f 17,40. 1956.
Nr. 2. Jongerius, A.: Morphological investigations of soil structure. 93 pag., photos, sket
ches. Price f 6.50. 1957. Out of print.
Nr. 3. Pons, L. J.: Geology, soil formation and history of the drainage conditions of the
Land van Maas en Waal and a part of the Rijk van Nijmegen. 156 pag., fig., photos,
tab. and maps. Price f 9.—. 1957.
Nr. 4. Zonneveld, I. S.: A study of soil and vegetation of a fresh water tidal delta. Dutch
text (Volume B), 396 pag.; english summary (Volume A) with fig. and tables, 210
pag.; (Volume C) col. maps and tab. Prices Vol. A f 10.—, Vol. B f 7.50, Vol. C
f 12.—. 1960.
Nr. 5. Schelling, J.: The high forest soils of the central Netherlands. 67 pag., fig., photos,
jj
tables and maps. Price f 5.70. 1961.
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SERIES III. AUGER AND SPADE
(Scattered contributions to the knowledge of the soils of the Netherlands).
Boor en Spade
I. 283 pag., 1948, price f 6.90.
Boor en Spade
II. 222 pag., 1948, price f 5.90.
Boor en Spade III. 316 pag., 1949, price f 6.90.
Boor en Spade
IV. 365 pag., 1951, price f 8.90.
Boor en Spade
V. 268 pag., 1952, price f 6.90.
Boor en Spade
VI. 250 pag., 1953, price f 8.65.
Boor en Spade VII. 255 pag., 1954, price f 7.65.
Boor en Spade VIII. 237 pag., 1957, price f 8.30.
Boor en Spade
IX. 172 pag., 1958, price f 8.—.
Boor en Spade
X. 249 pag., 1959, price f 10.40.
Boor en Spade
XI. 175 pag., 1961, price f 7.80. In English
Boor en Spade XII. 183 pag., 1962.
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